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PREFACE

z P

This monograph contains unpublished papers',written by the

-author during the years 1973 and 1974. They fall within four general

categories, namely: curriculum ncerns, profession4 associations,
. ,

vocational teacher education, and some general co ,derations. A

majority of the papers were presented at conference and seminar groups

in Pennsylvania or at national conferences, Several of them, however,

are extractions of selected classroom presentations.

Each of these papers have been used on several occasions by the

author in teaching graduate courses in vocational, education.

The author felt that it would be inost convenient to place these.

selected papers into a monograph, thereby facilitating their availability
i A

to vocational education department students and-other inteTeOW

ti4a1 educators. With thi's in mind, it was decided to develop this

monograph as an instructional aid for gi.aduate courses in the Department'

of Vocational Education.

Angelo C. Gilli, Sr.

fr
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L. IY>SSIGN OF PROGRAMS

i
Since new programs are frequently'initiated at the local level in

two-year colleges, a discussion of some general steps for designing new

, programs is in order. The pattern of two-year college control varies

from state to state, which makes it difficult to specify a simple step-:

prbcedure for initiating new programs that could fit all situa-

tions. However, the overall proCedure for assessing the need for new

programs presented.inanoth6r publication by this author (Lillie, 1973)

are sufficiently general to be. applicable in most places. Evep in the

case of independ t two-year colleges, as the trend toward injecting

public fundsibin o private Oglleges gathers-momentum, their control

characterist* will become more like the public two-year colleges. In

f

most public tw -year colleges, there is a pattern of decision making

relative to new programs that operate at three levels. The first or

-
"grass roots" level is the local group (frequently'an ad hoc' committee

consisting of lay citizens, faculty, and administrators) that proposes

to the local.governing board of the college that the new program be

offered or not pffered. Using these recommendations as a basis, the

local Board of Trustees (which is the second level in the decision making

structure), accepts or rejects the advice of this group. Should the

4 Board decide to go with the new program, they in turn make provisions
';

,
.-

,

for it in their state' level budget requests (which is the third level

in the decision making structure), State level control is indirect in
,

some states (a matter of approving the requested' budget increase which
,

. r

provides for the new program) or control may be made more direct (where

;
Presented at the A.T.E.A. Regional' Conference on October 13, 197.3,
at Lehigh Community College..

,

a
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a state evel board makes the final decision as.'to whether or not the
,

,

.

hew pore km Can be offered) Therefore°, although the finer elements,:

within each level of decision making can vary, the overaA pattern is

similar in Many states.' ,

Designing a new program is a task assigned to profestional personnel

associated with the two-year college for which the request was made.

' Although much can be said in favor of designing programsat the local '

I
level such an approach is also fraught with hazards. These dangers

7include: (a) *calling upon persons with inadequate preparations to''

design the new,curriculum; (b) designing a provincial curriculum that

. is so unique that no business-induitrial concern outside that locale is

_attracted to the graduates; (c) excessive concern with the, academic

syndrome (always a danger with a program committee which has &prepon-

derance of non-vocational educators -on it) can result in a program which

t

requires d pre-engineering or pre-medical type, student to get through

. the academic mandated courses; (d) 'propoSing studies within the curricu-
.

lumhat'are not relevant,to the overall occupational area; (e)4reation ,

of serious imbalanCes betwelthe three major components of an occupa-"'

c,14 q

On curriculum (the vocational, support, andgeneral education

courses); (f) selecting verbiage in describing courses. and the program

u.

that, inaccurately portray the curriculum and its objectives;
z The

,

sequence suggested for designing new programs include ways to: deteimine

subject content;, dedide whether the program should be
1

based;.determine the most appropriate cognitive level
A

broadly or

of the courses;

- f

achieve oPtimurkbalance ofspeciarty, general education and buppOrt
-

courses; effectively utilize a college-wide curriculum committee;

, )
4

I'
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inaugurate evaluation provisions, including a bi- annual program review;

establish liason between potential emplioyersand the college; and recruit

students.

Determination of Behavioral Objectives
,

The subject content areas to be included in a new occupational.

program should relate directly to program objectives, which in turn

shouldldirectly deal with student oriented outcomes. New curriculum

.objectives must be in agreement with two general goals of the two-year

college; first, too serve as a vehicle for middle level occupational

preparatipn for all` those who can benefit from and who want it; secondly,

the open-door concept should be implemented in a grogramadmigsion

mechanism that provides a reasonable and realistic approach to selection

and rejection of applicants. .Rejecting some appliC4nt5 for a p4ogram,

when viewed ,superficially, appears to be in contradictioh-with the.,
: 0

egalitariad admissions goal" of the college, but is ectu lly in sound

agfeement with it. Admission int'd occupational prograMs,.whether they

estabItstied or newly desOned ones,..should be based on ,careful

study-of the individuals' abilities and interests. A judicial blending

of these components-with the reguir meuts for 614cessfUl completion of

curriculum and the charaoteristiOe'a the cjobs then student might enter

..1q,

upon graduatioh,-is--also an integral part of She admrisglons,:strategy... .

Selecting students for programs in thig layfactually enhances theix
,,

..
chances for successfql completion of'thq4cUrrcaum and'eased entry into

., .

octupatigns that match their capabilitis and tAterestl. .. - ,

. .
, ,Furthermore, there Should be rid strious:aWtempt to selectsabjeCt

46 : .
. . .

,

matter until the objectives of the new curriculum, Sre clearly established .

. . ,

,
' r. ".. '

.
-10 ; 0,

0'.1. A '
,01'

AA.
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and agreed upon .ty those responsible (the ggverning.1:;oard and -the
- ,

..:,-
I

, pt 4:
. . - ,

college administration). Once agreed upon, eery are'to bin behavioral
. . ,

! , .

4._terms if they are to.be the guiding force,behb.nd developing the-curricu-:
. , ,,,,

,,.

... -

lum. But this is no small matter.matter., niere is e::substantial amo ,t of
)%

t ,.

literature relative to the business oibui/ding behavioral objec ives.
. ., ,,

. , ,

.
, ,

,Much of the exhortations that emanates from these stress the ev
. .

. / . ,
,

ness
-. ,,

= objectives in ways that can be measured (M ger, 1962;

.

Moss, 196:; Lessinger, 1970; and others), but they merely poin't the way

sential-

and fail to provide sufficient concrete examples for the faculty member

-

who is unfamiliar Cithsuch efforts. Perhaps, the provisions of an in-
- .

/
seP*ice t,raining workshop for the appropriate fabulty is the most direct,

way of getting them to develop behavioral type objectives. Such endeav-

ors can e quite effective when conducted by an educator who is a

specia' list ip the specific occupational exea-to.be4ealt with in the

curriculum and has previous experience in drawing up .behavioral 46jec-

tives'(Gillie, 19701. When this'is not,feasible, a satisfactory
. .

liternative (which leads up to the same resplt) is to ids special

training in drawing up behavioral objectives .for one of thlvecialty

faculty members of.tFLeure curriculum. This training ay be given,

4 i7
in a university. Using_this basis, with special ass stancef thzk

person can learn to develop behavioral Objectives in the specific

occupational area. After being trained in this way, he would return'to
t

teach his ifillow faculty members how to do the same. In a workshp

type setting, they would together proceed to draw up a behavioral

objeAive for the new program.

I

.4
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Determination of Subject Matter Content

. . ... .
4 .

4 .

Identification of subject .content before :revelopment of the behav-.
,

:ioral Objective% is a,serious error and Could xsurp the. process, since

there is atendency on the part of program des gners to displace- the

original goals f the new curriculum With others that defl,With mastery ,

of pre-selected subject matter. .Tt should be emphasized that the major

goal of- the ,program is to prepare people for°jobs in a cain,middle
\

level occupationaL area and curricular subject matter should be clearly

-

subservieh't.to that goal at .all tunes, and never the other way around.
,

Whed this is,truly the case, subject Matter identificatiOn does not

merit serious consideration until student outcomes in behavioral terms

have been established,
t .

The ideal approach to selection of subjeCt matter content, after

identification of the behavioral,objectives, is to carefully sort out

- the academic skills and techniques needed to achieve them. Although

many curriculum designers start out with such intentions, they often

revert to the easier process of selecting courses that have been

established. Once they stop buildin4 courses and begin searching for
, -...

courses, the creative aspects of curriculum design is at an end, and
1 ,e

a

may even degenera te into a '"scissors and paste" task. When this happenS,
, .

Ouch of their thinking regresses into trying to decide how to "parley"

various courges'found in other places', restating in a mere amalgam of

.
:..

, y
.

courses. Chrriculums developed in this fashion, often end ,up with neta_

'.
.

objectives based on the courses,-.. which deal primarily with students, 0 ,

,"getting through",the array of Courses,'and the original program objet -'

tives are subverted. This i'san example of the means (completing

courses) becoming the end (Merton, 1957).

7

:t

v,
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.,

Succegsfullydesigning a curriculum-so that the subject matter is

.- ,
..

.

.

limi.ted to those things needed for the achievement of the carefully

4,

drawn-up behalii.orl opjectives.ig,most likely to h p

?
n' when: ta) one

Or more faculty members competent in the occupational area also knows
/

/how to develop behavioral objectives; (b) a clear-cut mandate from, the

administration that a program designed in this fashion is the,only

oacceptable one. ,Needless to say, the resulting program may end up with

a ,number of,courses that deviate-from the t$ual and some opposition from

ottkr faculty members Tay be expected. Strong administrative support,
'

-;

eoupled with Obvious enthusiasm by the program designers, could'very

. . ... ,
.

welllpe.suffiCient.to gain -the support of other facuify members.
. . ..-

".. '-' In some 'Cases where%the,new progam is-tp be'offered,in more-than

- t,
- one college in a district or sta,te, it can be designed with this larger

4

geographi'c area and population group in mind. The resultant new program

would be essentially the same in each of the 6olleges. Such an approach

can also be used for colleget withiri that region ox state that want to

)Sring'that new program into their group'ofbfferings a year or two after

its design -- in fact, they could benefit from the experiences gained by
. .

fs-

the:earlier offerers ;f.the prog'ram. It is not necessary, and sometimes
.

,wasteful,,to "re-discovern.a.program when a very similar one ig

fully functioning in another college
,
with a similar geographic population

In,such instances; adoption of their,program with sOme,modifica-'

tions to compensate for institutional differences, ie certainly accept-
,

, .

able. The domplete design of,a new grogram is suggested when no similar

, :AA
.. 4

.% .prograffi is available or. when present. programs of the same type appear,

--t .

to have'"serious deficiencies or flaws (Sometimes it's easier to start; ,.-

.-. .
_

from the beginning!rather than fry to patch up a poorly designed exist-

ing prograM). ,ii r"
- , - It 1

9-
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Determination of Curfriculum Orientation'-- Broad or-Narrow?

Intermeshed with the question of subject content is curriculum

4orientation... Should the programpaim at preparing graduates ;:for rather

"specific'jobs or fcr abroad occupational area? Th-ere is a tendency

for many non occupational type educators to almost automatically opt

for programs that aim at broad occlipational areas since they feel it

,provides the students with more occupational options, This makes for

attractive readingin the college atalog and brochures heralding the .

f I
new program. But. -the question c t be intelligently answered on that

basis. Beforecontinuing, we,Ytquld describe with some detail-and

speiciLcity, the characteristics of broad. anil narrow oriented programs.

The broad based prog'ram, In the fullest sense of the term, it is

,
. 1

. a program designed to prepare people.for a large number of jobs in a
.. . ..:

-broadly defined occupational area- The occupationally relatedomrseei-
f

in suchcurriculums emphasize the, foundational aspects of the occupa-

tional area and their dburse -contents primarily deal with cognitive
-- .

..

primarily
,

- .
r

_,A
type applications- Typically, these occupational courses woul4be.

limited to one-half crless of the entire curriculum (in,terms of c.:edit

hours).- Specific sk1.11 development is: either limited to a small part or

the last occupational courses in the sequence or-specific skill develop-
. ,

merit is- emitted- completely The rationale - frequently offered for design-
..

A

ing such programs is that they increase the job-entry flexibility of the

graduates. Having a sound cognitive. foundation in the broad occupational

area enables th* graduate to more easily qualify for a larger number of

The narrow based ,program. Although equal in length and perhap,,

identical in ta.t!..le to its broad based cdunter part, the narrow based
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program is very different in several ways. Fir'st of ail, most or all

of its courses are more'directly oriented to preparation for specific

job entry. Secondly, they are usually conducted at a practicil lev,e1

and are designed to deal directly with the potential jobs. This orien- .

tation is not limited to the occupational courses in many cases, since

the general education offerings (such as communications and social

sciences) are also centered around the future job. An example of this

are courses such as "report writing," "technical writing," "social

problems in the world of work," "development of trade unions," and so

on. Examination of catalogues from colleges offering narrow based

curriculums show a wide variety of these job oriented types of general

education courses. A third difference is found in the laboratory

courses. While they serve to examine principles and laws in broad

based programs, they serve as a.place to develop and practice specific

skills considered necessary for specific job entry in the narrow based

programs. In order to achieve this goal, a correspondingly greater

amount of time'is spent in a laboratory shop environment in the narrow

based program.

Briefly synthesizing the similarities and the differendes between

the two types-of program Orientations, we find: (a) they are both two-

year programs and both award the associate degree. There are indica-

tions that the narrow based program tends to have a lower drop-out rate

(Bjorkquist, 1968). (b) The brOad based version aims to occupationally

educate persons for a family (cluster) of jobs within a somewhat wide

occupational area. Example: A broadly pre'pared electronics technician

would have an adequate background to become an electronics middle level

worker in a number of electronics related jobs such as computer customer

"111=1



General
Education
Courses
30.750%

Specialized
Courses
.50-70%-

10-30%
General
Education
Courses

Specialized
Courses
,70-90%

9

Many kinds
of ;abs
Some on-the-
job training
weded.

Other Characteristics

(a) Most 'courses occupational and
general education) :ondbcted at
a higher cognitive

(b) Most courses follow a more tra-
ditional "collegiate" format.

tc). Career Orientatidp limited to a
general occupational area (hot

-,to specific jobs).

(d') Laboratory courses stress exami.=
nation of principles, laws, etc,

A, BROAD BAS

Specific jobs.
Little'or no
on-the-job
training needed.,

Other Characteristics

(a) Most courses (occupational and
general education) conducted at
lower cognitive levels:

(b) Most courses are designed
around job preparation and are
usually'untraditional (in the
collegiate sense).

(c) Career orientation is heavily
accented to specific job
preparation.

(d) Laboratory courses stress
practice, in skills needed for
a specific job,

'B, NARROW BASED

. DIAGRAMMATIC CHARACTERISTICS OF BROAD AND NARROW .BASED CURRICULUMS

FIGURE 1-1

servicing, radar and microwave work, various manufacturing jobs, commu-

nications industries, and others. A narrow based program, continuing

with the illustration for electronics programs, would more likely prepare

people for specific jobs such as radio television servicing, electronics

1 ,7

p
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maintenance in a particular industry, specific electronics equipment

. : 0
servicing, and otherS. (cT The laboratory is a piece where clear cut

lb.
-

.,

.

differences between broad and narrow based programs Can be seen. Longer

.
1

laboratory-shop sessions, with very heavy emphasis on skill development
t

and practice is commonplace in narrow type programs whereas in the broad

based variety, these activities tend to be limited to examination and

testing of basic prinoiples. and laws associated with the occupational

cluster.

In the final analysis, the orientation Of the program shot,ild be

determined by the perceived job needs in that occupational area.and the

'
kinds of students available for entry into-the program. Als stated in

the next section, one type of,itudent is best fitted for broad based'

programs while a second kind of student is best suited for narrow based

programs. Job needs in the particular occupational area should be .

carefully analyzed to deterMine whether the needsof the business-

_industrial community would be best served by e broad,based br the

narrow based type program. A blending toget er pf the two factors,

kinds of jobs withid the occupational area that are av&ilable, and the

kinds of students interested in those kinds of jobs, sho u ld be,phe.major

factors behind making a decision about the programs orientation.

Student Types

Although at first glance the broad based type program,seems-to

offer maximum flexibility for the student,Ahis may in fact be not true,.,

,particularly for those who drop out of suchprograms. There Is some

evidence that the narrow based program has a lower drop-out rate '

(Bjorkquist, 1968). In the iinal analysis though, the crux Of the m4t er

may very well lie with the placementof students whose occupational.

orientations are consistent with the orientation of the progral. , 0,
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.

Two-year college
,

students can be divided on the basis of their
, . ..

.

AI
0 k

.reasons
.

I

for enrolling in 'selected occupational prOgrams.' First, ti5ere
N

are students who cope to prepAe for a specific kind of job. An example

is an individual who comes, tb the two-year oollege,p'enroll in a dental .

1 f

'-assistant...program because phe intends to work.in that.capacity. Secondly,

there are students who enter an occupational program to.stddy:those'teeh-
,

hiques, principles, and cognitive approaches that. are essential to that
.

:
. .,

occupational
.-

area, with little awareness of .the specyjc work styles,

. , .

associated with"jobs in that occupational area. Example; the student- ,

. ..

i
: , .

. , . '-. .,

who enters an electronics curriculum because of h.* is general interest in

, , .."
`'''''%electrbnids, applications of' physi6s and ma ematiCs till solution of

.

'electronic pboblems, and the overall cognitive sty3/4g associated with

A.-r --
,this stud.', but has 'dot thought about oveven e'red yelgvantthe

,
.' .10L,

..-
spealfic laid of job he Would enter upon completion of the program:

: .
. '

'
Cross (1968) and an unpublished study EGillie and ellitteri,'1972)

,/ .4
, , ,

.point to, the validity of a notion that' these' two tyilesof=students,do
.

.. ..

.

i
, , . , .

-exist n two-year collegeS. 'Fox pur pbrposes here, a fdrmer.group can,
A.

A . ,

be called Career oriented studsntswhile the latter aie te6e/d academi-
. , . .

..,

: 'cally oriented students. .

.

Tt is common knowledge thattwo-year colleges have higher ,dtopout

. ,

....,.

rates1.,.thah other kinds of(colleves. Ironicallis phenomenon is.
%

.

.
,

. .

fpupa to be {equally true for the occupational prograMs even thOugh their , .

4 %.
'ADverall goal'is,to prepare people.for entry into the world o**ork. q1111 if,.}

,

fact that the drop4-ourate is so high in the occupational programs . 4
r- . , -Ia.

.

indicates a serious failure-on the part of-the two -year c olleges in

providing programs in which more students can successfully graduate'and

enter the work' world with skills commensurate with middle level job
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objectives. Placing career oriented students innarrow based programs, .

-and academically oriented. students in broad based programs, would be a

0

direct and likely successful approach to reducing occupational program

'drop-out rates, since this would be matching student expectations with

program orientatiOn. Therefore, the selection of studentS'ShOuld hinge

, ,primarily on program orientation, which in turn is determined in laelge

part on the nature of the occupational need found by the feasibility

study. For example, if it i$ found that electronics positions in very,

specific kinds of jobs with a high degree of specialization is required,

then this should be given very special consideration when desfgning the

curriculum. This in turn would suggest that career oriented students
.

would be sought for admission into the prograM.

The Distribution of Courses

The kinds of courses which make up the overall occupational program

can be,divided into occupational, support, and general education types.

When new curriculums are designed, a debate frequently ensues relative

to` the manner in which these types of courses are proportioned in'the

Curriculum. Faculty members tend to desire eater-.allocaion of pro-

graM time for their kinds of courses. Moderate tendencies in this

directidn are merely a healthy manifestatidn of a teacher's belief in

the importance of his own specialty.- But is there a more sound approach-
.

to deciding the portion of,the program to be allocated for each? A
,

,

better way, would be to tie in with the objectives established. Program

objectives, if conceived in terms of the people in the program as well

as the Occupations'in which,they are to enter, will deal-with-some

aspects of general education as well as the support and occupational
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type courses. Furthermore, the college will likely have general educa-

tion goals for all of its students, which should be considered in the

11,

design of any new program.

A review of college catalogs-show considerable variation in the

allocation Of program time to these three components, with an observable

.
,

trend in terms of institutional type. Singlepurpose 'institutions, which

often call themselves 'technical colleges" or "technical-institutes"

allocate a greater proportion of the total curriculum to.-occupational

courses and correspondingly less time to general education. This fits

with the overall goals of such institutions, which emphasize occupational

preparation as their primary function. At the opposite end of the spec-

trum are the more comprehensive public community colleges which allocate

as much as 50% or pore df,the total two-year program credits to general

education. Again, this coincides with the overall goals, of those

institutions, which is to prepare a somewhat broadly educated person for

the world of work. There is no magic combination of thethree generic

course types, but it does Seem reasonable to expect a sizeable part of

broad based.curriculums to be earmarked for general education since it

is consistent with a broadened treatment of taip occupational courses

foundin them. The narraw type program, on die other hand, tend to

allocate a smaller portion of curriculum time to general education

courses which Are also slanted toward the world of work, Siece this is
/

consistent with their-goals:

The Role of the Laboratory -Shop Experiences

It has been generally conceded that a two-year college occupational

program cannot be completely cognitive.and theoretical. One of the more

obvious distinctions of the occupational curriculums' from the academic

7
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o4entgdprograms is the substantial portion of the program set aside

fot learning how to perform certain tasks that are related to that

occupational area. There is considerable variation in the amount of
h.

time earmarked for these activities and also in the, kinds of things they

do within various kinds of occUpatijorial prograMs: As indicated earlier,

the narrow based programs usually havet, more hours per week allocated to

the development and practice of job - related skills and'the laboratory

activities are more directly aimed at specific jobs.

Thelabdratory-shop activities.in the board based type programs

tend to have a different focus. They are often concerned with examin-

ing, testing, and proving the cognitive principles,of the occupational

area. While performing in this manner, these students may have little

or np idea of the specific jobs they will eventually enter upon
.

completion of the7program. Actually, the laboratory-shop activit s are

,often designed such that concern for specific jobs would, not be relevant

to the task at hand. There'aresome broad based programs in wHich some

skill development and practice is permitted in the last one or two

occupational courses. Even when this occurs,.the skill development and

practices Ore of a broad nature and deal with a job tIe,and,not a

specific job.

Evaluation of New Occupational Programs
c

r' The evaluation of occupational Curriculums is important, regardless

of whether the programs are relatively new or of long standing. Most of

the things said here 'are also applicable to the evaluation of other pro-
,

grams!as well. If the evaluation is soundly done, it accurately points,

'to the Merits-and shortcoMings of the prograrn;aild these finding- s in

ti
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A *
turn become the basis for making decisions about the future operation of

the curriculum, Considering the effect such programs have on the students

who pass through them, the faculty who teach in them, and the cost to the

public which finances them, any advancement in the decision making process

thatiresults in ,a better program,is welcome.

. At this point, considering the varied5meanings,associated wi h

4,
'program evaluation" found in the literature (see Moss, 1968; Le singer,

1970; Rouche et al., 1971;Medsker, 1971), we should clarify ju what

is meant by the concept in this chapter. There are four aspects to new

program evaluation as used here. First of all, the evaluation of a new

program must be comparative. By that, we mean the actual curriculum out-

comes should be compared to the expected outcomes - it is obvious to see

why development of the behal.rioral objectives are essential when this

approach to evaluation is embraced. An earlier section discusses

behavioral objectives in terms of their development by faculty. With

the intended program outcomes stated in behavioral terms, they are

measurable, and therefore can be compared to the intended outcomes. But

this is not the end Of our evaluation endeavor; we should alsotattempeto

refine this process by trying to
-
determine what outcomes are due to theA

characteristics of tge durriCulum and.student characteristics. After all,
4

each student walked into the program with his own kepertoire of

intellective-demographic characteristics and these differences within

the group could'kesult in differences in the outcomes.. As program".

evaluators, we need to find ways to determine those program outcome

differences. that are attributable to the interaction of program and

student characteristics Thisthen enables the evaluator to more -

accurately idenIfth e program outcomes that are attributable to the
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characteristics of the curriculum itself. Having isolated these from

the other ouEcothes, they can be compared to the hoped''for outcomes,

. .

which are to be used for- making judg4ments about'the:'new curriculum.
\

4
1

Worthy of further consideration is the identification' of program

Outcomes that are attributable to characteristics -of the curriculum, (as

opposed to those attribUtable to a combination of factors)4and arefto be

used. in the evaluation. Instructional outcomes would be 1.nCludec3 in the

things to be evaluated, as would be the Cutcbmes that deal' wit'trhe
. :

philosophy or value system of the program. This means the philos4ophy or

value system_of the new curriculum must be established ,,binehavioral

terms, just as the instructional components need be. Furthermore,

anticipated outcomescan.be stated at two or three levels-of specificity

as illustrated 'in Figure 2. The most general (macro) level deal with-
.

broadly stated mitcomet whiCh express a phifoiophic or value position'

(mentioned in the preceding sentence). These outcomes are likely to

not'be directly measurable in behavioral terms. This would be done 'at

k
the next level, where the stated Outcomes are in the form' f measurable

N
N

ingices of the more general statements. Then there would be the most
%

'specific or micro Outcomes, which sample he behavioral outcomes. The

outcomes to be examinekin all three levels of specificity must be con-
,

sistent with the overall intentions (i.e. ob)ectives)'of the new

c

curriculum. -This point is stressed because original goals are sometimes

4

displaced by the means.(Merton, 1957). The evaluation can'ideritify this

only when the original outcomes are those actually examined. ,Example:
4

ASsume a new broad based electronicrs curriculum has been in existeWce

for just over two years and the first class has graduated. Onq.of the
.

general outcomes of the program,was to improve the quality of electronics.

4 t
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paraprofessionals made availile to regiOnal and state industries 4.this

is a broad philosophic Outcome). A more specific outcome might be to
0,

.:

'increase the ability.of electronic's parap6fessionals in the use of
,/

. .

certain electronic instruments in a vviety of business and industries.

A measurable index of this'grblip of abilities would be the overall time
.

.

. -

required to prepare persons to,opetate and utilize these electronics

instruments at predetermined skill levels. One of the several micro

. .:, %.,,..

outcomes within this cluster might be the'time needed to pr,epare the
. , .

.students to operate an oscilloscope fot a preselected variety of voltage

' and frequency measurements. The above example is a Very limited one,
.11 , f

since it is restricted to only one illustratilie outcome at each of the

three levels. It should te noted that the administration plays a part in'
-

4g*

the development of the more general goals while the micro outcomes are
r

determined by faculty. In actuality, thp more specific outcomes are more

numer ouOMphgn the, general ones. Therefore,a pyramiding of lower level

outcomes under. each philosophic or value statement,would 15e found - in

actuality. See Figure 2.
4

A fourth consideration in evaluation of new programs is to associate

monetary values. to program outcomes. This would be an attempt.to measure

the cost per-student far the program, and a cost benefit ratio could be
:;

,established. It would also be useful in determining the cost of the par-
,

ticular program a nd can provide at. least a partial basis for comparing its,

costs with other prograMi. Furthermore, cost-benefit,ratios can be used

to assess the relative efficiency of selected occupational programs. As
. ,

an illustration - the COst=benefit tatio,of a new, electronics program in

.

college A can be compared to the same ratio in colleges B, C, ..to
A.k

determine Which are most efficient. This approach has considerable

.1
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implications for state7wide evaluation efforts. Furthermore, it may.

..also have usefulness within a given college for examination of its

, various occupational program offerings. There are several liMitations

10 this appr6ach, perhaps the'most important one being the inherent.

difficulty in assigning dollar-values to all the outcomes of an ocCupa-

.
tional curriculum. HoWever, careful development of cost-benefit ratios,

in-spite of their limitations, are another source of information to be

used in evaluating new programs. Although they have not been. widely

utilized up to pow (only seven cost-benefit analysis studies had been

reported in a review of this approach by Little, 1970), an increase in

their use can be expected.

Another problem related to the evaluation of new occupational pro-

grams, which is becoming increasingly more commonplace, has to do with

the fact that significant numbers of, graduates, from certain two-year

occupational, programs go right on into a baccalaureate program instead

of entering the world of work. This is in conflict with the philosophic

goal of preparing associate degree paraprofessionals but is in agreement

with another philosophic goal that more and more of these programs are

cmbracing--to provide the first two years of a four-year occupational

curriculum. The extent to which the former goal is served deterthines

the limitations placed on the latter philosophic goal. Certain broadly

oriented programs attempt to serve both these value goals- -but for

different i6i5Ple. What it reduces to in some cases is that those who do

reasonably well academidally in the associate degree program often have

the option of continuing toward a baccalaureate degree ,or seeking,employ-

ment. Some studies have found that surprisingly high percentages of

associate degree graduates in certain programs.elect to continue as'
1.

4--;

r
A'
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full-time students in baccalaureate programs (Alden, 470). in spite of

the fact that many occupational programs at the,associate degree-level

are embracing both philosophic goals, and the advanced,dggree idea
--%

improves the attractiveness of the program to certain potential students,

it is a contradiction in` values and creates Angpn witViri the program.

#

In an earlier paragraph it was pointed out that those Outcomes that are

attributable to some combination of curriculum and st dent factors Should
1

be disiounted in the evaluation of that program. ,Applying this principle

to the situation discussed here, it would be inppropriate to consider

the percentage of students who transfer into four/ear programs ac a,

measure of program effectiveness--there is reason,to believe that has as

much to do with the initial abilities of the student as with the two-year

program which he completed.'

Selection of
i

Students for the New Program
, N\

. .

In addition to his orientation (as discussed in an earlier section),

students for a new occupational program should;be selected on the basis

of: a) interest in the particular occupational area; b) a predicted

reasonable chance of sticcessfully completing the program.

Both of these factors deal with the actual content of the curriculum,
e

Whicll ought to be determined,only after establishment of the behavioral

objectives, as discussed in an earlier section. Therefore recruitment

of students for a new program would likely not begin in earnest until

the planning of the cUrriculum,has reached the behavioral objective

stage. Describing what a program is all about is probably best done,. at

least from the viewpoint of potential students, in terms of the behavioral

objectives4 Telling them about the thingstheY will learn to do in the
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program, along with the kinds of work styles that they may expect to

encounter when they graduate, is an effective way to describe a program

and its associated occupational area. Information provided_iri this

manner would give them a reasonable basis for deciding whether or not

they are interested in it. Thie is the first'phase of student selection.

Describing the program in the manner just described would be done

in a number of places and in a number of ways. The message7can be

directly provided to secondary school seniors, returning veterans,

persons ready to switch jobs, and in some cases mothers preparing for

reentry into the world of work. The most desirable approach is the

direct one--where someone who knows about the program tells.others about

it and remains on the scene to answer whatever questions they might have

relative to the curriculum, job possibilities, and administrative details

relative to enrollment. An enthusiastic presentation, particularly to
A

high school seniors, can arouse considerable interest if the program is

a. good one.. Second best, in terms of getting the word around about the

new programs, are announcements in the various communications media

likely to be used by potential students (such as local, radio and televi-

sion stations, the local newspaper, etc'.). Third best in terms of

.effectiveness, but very frequently utilized because;of its ease of

implementation, is the use of brochures, booklets, etc, which describe

the new' program.

The second phase in student selection begins when a student indi-

cates interest in,the program. Not everyone should be admitted into an

occupational program merely because he expresses a desire to enroll.

Before attempting to solidify his interest in the program, it is probably

wiser to check into his personal-academic chiaracteristi at are
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relevant to his chances of successfully completing the program. The

dough
first such review can be merely a cpugh assessment, which will suffice

.

.

to identify the most obvious ones that are either underqualified or

overqualified for the curriculum. More careful consideration would be

given to those that are marginal. The most pronounced unqualified

applicants should be counseled into occupational programs that impose

lower cognitive demands. The overqualifilid applicants should be coun-

seled in the other direction--into another ockupational program that is

more cognitively demanding or into the more traditional academic programs

in senior Colleges and universities. Both types of students descriped

above should be counseled into other programs that would increase their,

chances of successfully completing the curriculum they enter. Su c(7ess-

I
ful counseling of this type will reduce the dropout rate of the program

from present rates (fifty percent and above in many two-year colleges)

to less-than one in ten.

Student selection requires a cooperative effort of a competent team

consisting of counselors, faculty, and administrators. The counselor's

role is to identify the academic-cognitive possibilities of those poten-

tial students indicating an interest in the new program, the faculty

could assist in providing curricular details to them as requested or

otherwise considered necessary, and the administratorst role is to

determine Matters relating to class- laboratory scheduling, class size,

meeting places of classes, and the like.

It ought

ti

terms of what

opportunities,

difficulty in

to be pointed that programs that are really good, both in

happens during the two-year sequence in/college and what

await the graduates upoA completion, eventually have little '

attracting students into the curriculum. Usually, although
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it may be heatedly denied, programs that have difficulty in attracting

4

students are bad programs and "the word is out" as far as the students

and other faculty are concerned.

Liaison Between the New Programs and the Outside World

In additiOn to having a well designed program, considerable involve-

ment
.

between potential employers of the graduates and the educators is

highly desirable if the program is to attain its maximum success.

Ideally, there would be a more or less continuous exchange between

employers and educators. The representatives of employers would con-

tribute ideas to help keep the program relevant. The faculty would then

translate these into program activities that result in improved student

prepagation.

T40 involvement between educators and employers can be at several

levels (Gillie and Pratt, 1971). Formal relatio4hips, in the form of

advisory committees are sometimes established. In other cases, employers

and educators may work together in an informal or ad hoc manner.

Since advisory committees are commonly utilized, we should examine,

possible forms they can take. There are three major types of advisory

committees in common usage in two-year colleges, they are (Riendeau,

1967): a) general advisory committees; b) occupational adviskrY commit-

tees:. c) joint apprenticeship committees. As implied by its name, the

general advisory committee is usually charged with broad responsibilities,

such as reviewing all the occupational programs offered by the college.

The occupational advisory committee, on.the other hand, most frequently

is asked to advise the educators in matters regarding a specific curric-

ulum. Therefore, an occupational advisory committee should be appointed

upon initiation of a new program. Such a committee could be helpful in
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1

the following ways (Riendeau, 1967; Burt, 1967): 1) serve as a communi-
%

cation channel between college and related occupational groups in the

community; 2) assist in the identification of ski]ls needed by le gradu-
,,

ates; 3) suggest related occupational infoiMaticm. that might be included

in the curriculum; 4) assist in finding competent teachers for the pro-

gram; 5) assist invaluation of the program; 6) assist in improving the

visibility of the program in the community; 7) assist in the recruitment

of students; 0) provide internships and cooperative work/study positions;

9) provide jobg for the graduates. Concluding, the formation and wise

utilization'of an occupational advisory committee can.be a good liaison

mechanism for two-year college occupational programs.

Summary

The initial step in the design,Of occupational programs is the-

establishment of behavioral objectiires. Having identified these, the

program designer has=a sound basis for_selectioh of subject matter'con-

tent, which should be aimed at achieving the objectives. An important

concern with regard to curriculum design is to determine the program

orientation. A broad based curriculum is one. in which the design is to

prepare students for a fairly large number of jobs in a broadly defined

;occupational area. The narrow based curriculum differs in that its

courses are usually conducted at a practical level and aim directly at

specific jobs. The determination of program orientation should be made

primarily on the basis of program objectives and the kinds of-students

most likely to enroll in the.program. The kinds of students that should

be sought for occupational programs can be divided into two categories,

.which can be called the career oriented students.(who would be best
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served by narrow based programs) and academically oriented students

(who would do best in the broad based type occupational programs).

The distributiOn of tourses. in occupational programs is examined.

Course types can be categorized as occupational, support, and general

education. There is no evidence at this time to indicate that an

optimum ratio of these three types..;of courses exist. The laboratory

shop experiences are essentially the very heart of most occupational

programs 4d differ according to program orientation.

A scheme for the evaluation of the program should be established

and understood by the faculty prior to the beginning of the new curricu-

lum. A good evaluation strategy wily accurately point to the merits and

`shortcomings of the program and can be used as the basis for making

decisions about the future operation of the program. A hierarchy of

evaluati;e outcomes, whictLincludes what are called the macro, inter-

mediate, and micro levels, and a discussion of the cost-benefit aspects

of evaluation is included. In the selection of students for new programs,

in addition to matching students' orientation with program orientation,

other Criteria should include: interest in that occupational area dhd a

predicted re'asonable.chance of,successfully completing the curriculum.

The last section of this paper stresses&the importance of establishing

considerable interaction between future employers and the educators

involved in the program, particularly the use of advisory committees.

S /I
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2. THE USE OF FOLLOW-UP STUDIES
FOR INCREASING CURRICULDM RELEVANCY*.

.

Introduction

Follow-up studies have been a common phenomena in American education

for at least several generations. .There are various reasons given for

conducting follow-up studies of school graauatee (Little, 1969), but most

of them have fallen short ofbeing sufficiently utilitarian for,curricu-

It
plenners. From the point of view of the faculty responsible for

development of a relevant curriculum, the ideal process'would include:

1) the identification of relevant curriculum topics via research; 2)

incorporation of these established topics into an revised and updated

curriculum. Practical educators are aware of the chief defect in this

entire process--the coupling of the research findings into the actual

curriculum. More often than not, the failure is due to lack of atten-
-

tioa given to the process by whiCh new ideas are diffused to those who

shOuld put them to work.

Curriculum relexancy, while of Considerable importance throughout

education, has a particular urgency in vocational programs where a major .

goal -is preparation for entry into occupations. Assuming that one of

the major goals.ofvocational education is to prepare persons for the

kinds of,activities that would be required of them on their respective

jobs, then we should seriously look into what is needed by the graduates

ana to compere this with the preparation they actually receive in their

vocational programs.

*
Extracted from classroom lectures, March 1973.
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Because of'our varying economy, and the on-going anotlsometimds 4.
r .

i )_

rapid change in job characteristics, there4is a need for:e 1)ta m re

direct mechanism to assess the relevancy of existing. vocational program

course content to present jobs; 2) development and implementation of

special in-service teacher training programs in which ins fu tors are

'
taught how to modify their courses so that the content more closel

matches job needs as egpressed by the graduates.

The desire to achieve the above is not new to vocational educators,

-.indeed it has long been a central rational for providing occupational

education. The reader should be aware of this fact. What is described

in the following paragraphs is a continuing attempt to improve the ways

in which we can achieve the "Nirvana" of vocational education--to provide

students with those most relevant ingredients for successful and satis-

fying occupational performance. Described herein is a procedure designed

by this author which utilizeS a follow-up.survey instrument and an in-

-service teacher training workshop for. coupling the findings into the

curriculum by the teachers themselves. Although the procedure described

here was performed with two associate degree vocational programs (elec-

\tronics engineering Lechnoloy and-drafting design technology), the

author believes the approach and overall procedures (with some modifi-

cations to accommodate unique situations) can be applied to most

secondary and post-secondary occupational curriculums.

Figure 1- is flow diagram of the project described herein.

Design and _Conduct of the Survey

The first step in tie prOcedure was the identification of those

topics hypothesized as.most important. These were solicited from the
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FLOW DIAGRAM

FIGURE 2-1

1. Determination of central to4cs from the faculty.

2. Design of questionnaire.

3. Selection of the sample.

4. Mailing and collection, of the questionnaire.

5. The firidings and translation, into curricular suggestions.

6. Identification and the training of change agents and opinion leaders.

7. The feedback ,conference.

8. On-going evaluation of the project.

`9. Final evaluation.

faculty members in the two programs. Each faculty member was asked to

respond to an open-ended query. The topics submitted by the faculty in

each program were tabulated and those mentioned most frequently were

chosen. se these were considered to be the central aspects of the

two curriculums by the faculty, it is reasonable to assume that they

were taught with that type of emphasis by the faculty. Therefore, it

was felt these curriculum items are the ones in which the graduates

should be queried with respect to he degree to whiCh they are needed

by.the graouates on their present jobs.
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Based upon the abo.ve deduction,, these toptcs were incorporated into

a qpestionnaire. It was mailed to one-third of the graduat s of the

five classes from 1967 to 1971. The graduates were stratified cur-

riculum and graduation year, from which the final sample was raadOmly

chosen. The electronics graduates were asked to rate twenty topicp and

the drafting design graduates rated a total of sixteen items,

A strategy was inaugurated (Gillie, 1971) in which a series of-

follow-up letters were sent in an attempt to in6r4se the rate o

response. More than sixty percent of the sample returned their'

questionnaire, a procedure that took about 4.5 weeks. In order to

determine, to some extent at least, whether hose who did respond were

"different" in terms of answers to the questionnaire items, 10% of the

non-respondents were randomly selected and contacted by telephone.

Ninety percent of these did send in completed questionnaireS. Using.

the results of a follow -up test of possible t-tests(ANOVES/ANOVUM,

1971), we concluded there were no significant differences in answers to

the questionnaire items between: 1) early and late respondents; 2) late

respondents and non-respondents; 3) early respondents and non - respondents.

The Findings and Translating Them into Suggestion's for Curriculum
Chan4es

Having identified this homogeneity, we proceeded to analyze the

data with no further consideration given, to this point. A linear 1..

multiple regression technique (Hallberg, 1969) was utilized in our

search for significant relationships between9topics. Several signifi-

cant relationships were identified in this mariner (Gillie, 1973a).

Since both curriculums are essentially mathematics oriented, the

significant relationships between "need ,for mathematics on present job"
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and several other fact can be-used as one' bases upon which faculty

calk consider revisiii the programs. This is also based on the assump-

tion that a major program objective is to prepare the,,graduate to

perform in,occupations related to the respective curriculum.

Also of great valte in this regard are the ratings assigned to .

. t-Nt.1/4

"need for mathematAs on the present job" and the need for the other

curriculum topics (total of twenty for electronics and sixteen for

drafting design) on the present job. The respondents rated these in

the five scale range of "very much," "much,1! "some," "little," and

"none." These were equated to numerical values of. 0, 2, 4, 6, and

respectively, from which arithmetic means were computed.

The next step was to identify and tabulate those topics rated in

the ,"very much," 'much,: and "some" needed range by the graduates, which
1,

ate considered to be the hrefarant" iteMs. By the same token, those

A 4

topics rated in the "little" to "none" needed range were identified as

the non-rent Topics: `

fdentifibation'of Curriculum Oiinion"Leders a

The next step in the curriculdm,modernization attempt is the

hange Agents

s.
4

beginning of the most difficult part of the entire procedure. If ..suc--

cessful curriculum changes to be made are to reflect these empiricar

.

findings, they Must be adopted (i.e. accepted.and'incorporatdd) by the

faculty; _There isra critical coupling process between identifying the tg).

relevant and non-relevant topics and havinthe faculty,: a), incorporate

the relevant ones ihto the curriculum; b) disembody the non-relevant

ones out of the curriculum. This process requires the active support

of two spedial kinds of educators, 'change agents:and opinion leaders.
. , ,

ezt

.0



They are described as foltows (Gillie, 1973):

. 1. Opinion leaders.are those faculty members who can influence ,

the others to accept the recommended changes. They can be

identified by queries addressed to those adMihistrators who

work with faculty on a day-to-day basis.

2. Change agents are those administrators who can provide the

facilities and other means needed to impiethent the suggested

changes. They are the administrators associated with respon-

sibilities for scheduling programs, assignment, of faculties

and facilities.

The twol,change agents and,two major opinion leaders were identified at

this point in the project.

Preparation of Opinion Leaders and Change Agents fbr. Conduct of Feed-
back,Conferences for Faculty

Having identified the change agents and opinion leaders,.they were'

then assembled for the purpose of presenting the findings and to solicit

their leadership. From these meetings the change agents and opinion-

leaders'agreed upon certain aspects of the findingg. _Having won, them

over into'believing there is a need for incorporating certain curriculum

changes, the opinion leaders and change agents had to prepare presenta-

tions to the faculty members as a whole.",This required several "train-

...Lig" sessions between the change agents, opinion leaders, and the

researcher. The chief purpose of.these sessions was to enable the

opinion leders and change agents to prepare themselves for the conduct

of the faculty feedback conference.
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Conduct of.the Feedback Conference
2

The resLarcher's role is that of a dispassionate source of datai4pr,
C.

the feedback conference leaders--the opinion leaders and change agents.

The leaders'Arole is to prepare a presentation that would include: 1)

,

the findings deemed acceptable by them and which they are willing to

"sell" to the faculty members; 2).concrete and specific proposals for

incorporating the findings into the cuzriculuin.

During and after the presentations, provisions will be made t6-allow
4

..-,
.

faculty to gather in small section groups. This is where the initial

Changes are made. The impOrtance of incorporating the agreed upon changes

into-the curriculum as soon as possible will be stressed. The curriculum

Coordinators (the opinion leaders,in this case) and the change agents

have indicated their willingness to assist. the faculty members during

the transition period.

State of the Project

As of this writing, the feedback conference is in the fihal planning

stage, with the actual conference scheduled for mid-June of 1973. After

that4 an assessment of the ultimate success of this approach will be made
, .

one year after th' conference (Fall 1974).

O
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3. INCREASED RELEVANCE THROUGH CURRICULUM REVISION
FOR MATH BASED POSib-SECONDARY VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS*

Introduction

Follow-4 studies of school graduates are a relatively common

activity, although reasons given for conducting them are varied (Little,

1969). Many of the reasons allude toiodesire to obtain some idea of

relationships between schRol program and employment accepted. The

follow-up study of associate degree graduates, partially described in

this paper, among those.with such a concern.

Curriculum relevancy while of considerable importance throughout

education, has a particular urgency in vocational programs where a major

goal is preparation for entry into an occupation. Assuming that one of

the major goals of vocational education is to prepare persons for the

kinds of activities required of them on their present jobs, then we

should seriously look into what is needed by the graduates and to com-

pare this with the preparation they actually receive in their vocational

programs.

Because of our varying economy, and the ongoing and sometimes rapid

.changes.in job characteristics, there is a need for: 1) a more direct

mechanism to assess tile relevancy of existing vocational program course

content; 2) development and implementation of special inservice teacher

training programs in which the instructors are taught how to modify

their courses so that the content more closely matches job,needs as

expressed by the graduates; 3) availability of the most recently acquired

job activity information for use by,eMployment counselors.

*Presented at the National American Peisonnel and Guidance Association
in.'an Diego, California on Pebtuary-121 1973.
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The desire to achieve the above is consistent with the central

4

rationale for providing occupational education. Attempts to achieve

the "nirvana" of vocational education--to provide students with those

most relevant ingredients for _successful and satisfying occupational

performance continues. The study described herein is one such endeavor.

The procedure includea: a) design of the research instrument; b) selec-

tion of the sample; c) conduct of the research; d) translation of results,

into suggestions for curriculum changes; e) provision of data to course -.

lors- for use with students and graduates; f) identification of curriculum

opinion leaders and change agents; g) preparation of opinion leaders for

conduct of feedback. conferences for faculty and counselors; h) conduct

1.

of the feedback conference; i) initial evaluation of the entire process.

Design of the ResedClItrument

.The first step in the procedure was the identification of those

topics hypothesized as most important. These were solicited from the

faculty members in the two programs (electrical engineering technology

-
EET and drafting design technology DDT). Because these topics were con-

*

sidered to be central aspects of the curriculum by the faculty, it seemed

reasonable to assume they were taught with such an emphasis. Therefore

as felt these curriculum items are the ones which the graduates

ld be queried as to the extent to which they are needed by graduates

on their present jobs. Based upon the above deduction, these topics were

incorporated into the questionnaire.

Selection of .the Sample

One part of the sample, the 1955-69:graduates,' where tilo4e used in

the first phase of the follow-up study which was conducted in 1969-70
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t

(Gillie,- 1971). They were originally selected on a stratified random

basis where strata were year of graduatiOn and curriculum (Cochran,

1953). 'Added to this was a group of the 1970 and 71 graduation classes,

chosen in the same manner. Approximately 30 percent of all graduates of

the EET and DDT programs tgere selected,resulting in a total_of 665 EET

and 813 DDT graduates.

Conduct Of the Research

Having selected the sample, an earlier devised, strategy (Gillie,

1971) was'used in which a series of several follow-up letter; were sent

in an attempt to increase the rate of response. About 62 percent of the

respondents returned their questionnaires (420 EET and 491 DDT) while

another 4.4 percent were declared "undeliverable" by postal authorities.

This procedure took about 4.5 weeks.

In order to determine, to some extent at least, whether those who

did not respond were "different" in terms of answers to the questionnaire

items, 10 percent of the non-respondents were randomly selected and con7

tacted by telephone. Sixty grgduates were contacted in this manner, and

54 of them (90 percent) responded with completed questionnaires (29 EET,

20 DDT, 6 from other programs);.'

A comparison of the responses for six of the major questions was

made. Ftom the first 25 percent of the respondents, 54 graduates were

randomly selected. This process was repeated for the last 25 percent of

the respondents. A series of comparisons between them and thestelephone

follow-up grOupwere made.

A test among,the three types of groups mentioned above on six

questionnaire items was conducted. The analysis of,variance for five

of the six questions showed no difference among the three groups (early
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respondents, late respondents, telephone respondents). In one of the )

,anall-41s a difference among the three groups was found. Using a follow- ,

up tegt of possible 't-tests.(ANOVU/ANOVUM, 1971) it was found that the

telephone groUp differed from the early and late respondent groups. .

However, the overall ANOVA which uncovered the difference among group

means violated the assumption of homogeneity of variance and therefore

should be interpreted with caution. The group which had the abnOrmal

variance was the telephone group. This analysis enablesus'to at least

suspect there were no significant differences between: a) early and

late respondents; b) between late respondents and non-respondents;

c). between early respondents and non-respondents), in terms o the

questionnaire topics.

The Results

Having identified homogeneity between early, late, and nbn-
.

respondents, we proceeded to search for significant relationships between .

"need for mathematics on present job" and several other questions in the

instrument. Using a linear multiple regressiontechnique (Hallberg,

1969), four significant relationships were established (see Table 3-1).

These relationships are:

. On the average, .those graduates who rated "need for mathematicS
on, present job" highest also:

A. rated "the relationship between present job and associate
degree program" highest;,

B. rated "satisfaction with activities associated with present
job" highest;,

;,
C. selected activities associated with "things related" job

orientation that were most cognitive in nature. The seven
activities, in descending cognitive level, are: 1) setting-
up; 2) precision working; 3) operating-controlling; 4)
driving-operating; 5) manipulating; 6)- tendillg; 7) handling;

, tr-)
rUt
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rated "data related job orientation" highest (where the
options were "thing related," "people related," and "data
related," which are described in the Dictionary of Occupta-
tional Titles.

Another linear multiple regression analysis was computed where

"need for math on present job" was the dependent variable and certain

math related course topics of each curriculum (see Tables 3-3 and 3-:4)

were independent variables. Five significant relationships were identi-

'fied in the EET program (Table 3-2a) and three significant relationships

were found for theDDT curriculum (Table 3-2b).

2. On the average, those EET graduates who rated "need for math
on present job" highest al9 rated present job need for science,,
computer programming, netWaYk theory, and AC circuit analygis
highest and assigned lowest ratings for semiconductor theorx..

3.- On the average, those DDT graduates who rated "need for math
on present job" highest also rated present job need highest
for science, graphical' solutions, and need for strength of
materials.

C.

Statements 2'and 3 indicate those curricular topics deemed Most

needed by the graduates who also indicated the highest need for math-

ematics on their present jobs. But these relationships only point in

the direction of the intent of the investigation - -to examine the degree

of relevancy.Of 'curriculum content.

A more direct attempt was made bychaving the respondents rate the

need for mathematics and several mathematics based curriculum topics on

their pregent jobs (see Tables 3-3 and 3-4). The respondents rated

these items in the five scale range of "very much," "much,": "some,"

and "none,," with numerical values of zero, two, four, six,

and eight respectively, from which arithmetic means were computed.

. -

Although such an investigation should not be the sole basig for

determining present. job relevancy of certain course topics, this type

A f'
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TABLE 3 -3

LAST FIVE EET GRADUATION GROUPS ARITHMETIC MEANS OF

"NEED FOR SELECTED TOPICS ON iRESENT JOB"

EET . 67 68 69 70 71

Math 2.76 3.10 3.27 3.50

*

2.26

Science 4.07 3.61 , 3.73 3.88 2.20

English 2.21 2.26 ' 2.23 3.12 2.13

Social thcience 5.86 6.26 5.59 5.72 1.68

Report Writing 3.03 3.03 3.50 3.96 3.02

Semi-Conductor Theory 4.97 3.55 4.64 4.20 3.13

DC Machinery 5.86 5.94 5.16 4.24 ' 2.65

Transistor Circuit Analysis 5.03 3.87 4.77 4.08 3.07

Machinery Control' Methods 4.55 5.55 4.23 4116 2.62

Spec. Solid State. Devices 4.97 3:61 4.55 ' A.12 ..-13:07

Logic Circuits 5.17' 3.68 .82 4.56 3.02

Integrated Circuits 5.24 3.87 5.237 4.64 3.26

Use of Elect. Test Equipt 3.59 2.71 3.25 3.44 3.49

AC Mgchinery 5.38 5.29 3.68 - 3.92 3.12

Computer Programming 4.90 4.71 -5.64 5.88 '2.80

DC,Circuit Analysis 4.34 4.19 .4.50
.

k, 3.92 3.32

Amplifiers- ' 5.72 4.71 5.59. 4:76 2.99

Network Theory 6.14 5.48 5.32 5.20 2.28

Electronic Circuit 5.45 4.97 5.32 . 5.04 3.36'

ki.C. Circuit Analysis . ., 4.41 4.77 4.09, 4.00 2.93

Legend: 0.00 = very much
2.00 = much
4.00 = some
6.00 = little
8.00 = none

i
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TABU 3-4

LAST FIVE DDT GRADUATION GROUPS ARITHMETIC MEANS OF

"NEED FOR SELECTED TOPICS ON PRESENT JOB"

DDT
,

67 ,68 69 70 Tf-

Mathematics 2.50 1.36 2.57 3.18 2.91

6Cience
,. .

4.67, 4.16 4.62 5.36 4.87

English , 2.77 2.64 2.74 2.86 3.09

Social Science. 6.33\ 6.40 . 5.71

_

6.09

.

5.87

Freehand Sketch 2.53 \,k.12 3..21 3.27 3.43,

Multiview Layout
.

3.20

i

.

42\4
/

3.71
.

3.73 3.$1,

Graphical Solutions 5.27 5.04 5.10' 4.64, 4.8i

Kinematics 5.40 6.00 6.14 6.00 5,96

strength of Materials - 4.27
. .

"4.48 . 4.24

.

4.95

.

4.52

Static Load . 5.07 . 5.04 5,05 5.55 5.52

Dynamic Load 5,67' 5,76 5.33 5.86 5%70,

Analysis of Structures 4.80 5.12 4,95 5.05 4.87

Manufacturing Proceses 4. 0 5.68 '7.,'W, ,

er...:.,

4°.-/7 4r65

Prdduct Design 4.13 4,8 ,:
,

,4,81 4.55 4.83,

RepOrt lAWriting 4.47 4.40 A.57 4.77 5.48

Computer Programming
T

6..9316 6.72
0.

6,19 6.36

r

6.70

Legend: 0.00 = very much''

2.00 = much
4.00 = some
6,00 = little
8.00 = none

47-'14.4
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4

°
Of, data is suitable for determining Whether the topics ought to be

4reexamined by the faculty. The study obtained relevancy ratings, of

V

.'selected topics' fpm graduates ,of' the. classes from 1955 .through 1971
, -." .,

. .

inclusive. One can question how far back we-should gain considering'
.

.
.

these responses. Having no 'hard and fas t:: guidelines On this matter,

the analysis was limited to the five most recent graduation classes

(1967-7\) .: Those topics rated ip the "very muchc".* "much; "band "some,"

'needed. range (means between 0.00 4.00) by the graduates were tflen.

identified.

The strongest affirmation of the present job relevancy was found

4

fpr six topics in the electronics program and four topics in the drafting-
.

dtsign curriculum. The remainder of the topic's received,ratings in the

"little," "some," to "none" range (means between 4%01 and 8.00). These

topics ought to be examined By the respective faculties for the purpose
4;

of determining what reactive measures, in the, form of-curriculum revi-

''sions, the respective faculty groups would consider appropriate.

Provision of Data to Counselots'for Use with Students and Graduates
4 ,

The sane data upon which faculty members would ieview the curriculum

is also of value to counselors. Provition of these data in, the form of

accurate and easy to understand information.on the rel ionshiPsof math-

ematics and certain highly related mathematics topics to counselors for

use with potential students would Pktvide an additional basis for intel-.

ligent program seleCtion by students. Such information would enable the

counselor to inform students of the minim level-of mathematics needed

for entering the program and alr the mathematics level required by the

. . ..

graduate in order to function in typical teohnibian ocCuPations. 'Ih...,

'

ai

O
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addition, knovang the degree of releVancy'of the course topics provides

the counselor with additional data fOr employment counseling.

Identification of'Curriculum Opinion Leaders and Change Agents`

Having described the potential of the findings for counselors, we

now proceed to describe the most difficult part of the entire procedure.
,

If curriculum changes which reflect these empirical findings are to be

successlulry made, they must be adopted (i.e. accepted, and incorporated)

by the faculty. A critical coupling process exists between identifying

the relevant and non-relevant topics and having the faculty:, a) indorr

porate the relevant ones into the curriculum; b) disembody the non-,

-relevant ones out of the curriculum. This process requires the energetic

support of two special kinds of educators, change agents and opinion

leaders. They are (Gillie,'1973):

1. Opinion' leaders are ose faculty members who can influence
the others to accept e recommended changes. They can be
identified by,queries addressed to those administrators who
work with faculty on.a'day-to-day basis.

.

2. Change agents are those administrators who can provide the
facilities and other means needed to implement the suggested
changes. They are the administrators associated with
responsibilities for scheduling programs, assignment'of
faculties and facilities.

The two change agents (administration types) and two major opinion

leaders (faculty members who served asocoor7dinators for the programs)

were identified ifi accordance with the criteria above.

Preparation of Opinion Leaders and Change Agents for Conduct of Feedback
Conferences for F &culty r.

Having identified them, the change agents and opinion leaders were

informed of the. findings and their leadership was solicited.- After

. having been won over into acceptihg the belief that a need for
.%

4
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/

considering curriculum changes, exists, they had'to prepare presentations

to the faculty members as a whole. Several sessions betweenth change

agents, opinion leaders, and this investigator were held forcthat

purpose.

Conduct of the Feedback Conference

Thelresearcher's role in the entire process was that of a dispas-

sionate source of data for the feedback conference leaders--the .'pinion

leaders and change agents. The leaders' role was to present the find-.

1

ings to the faculty and to establish a climate where an interchange among

them could take place. This is where the initial changes could be con

sidered. The importance of incorporating the agreed upon changes into

the curriculums as soon as possible was stressed. The opinion leaders

(curriculum coordinators in this case) and. the change agents indicated

their willingness to assist the faculty members during the transition

period.

'S.44.te'of the Project

The feedback conference was conducted in June of 1973. Although

actual changes,resulting,from this effort will be difficult to assess,

the response of the faculty at the conference was positive. One of the

most often stated comments was that they welcomed the opportunity to

meet with their peers for the purpose of discussing specific curriculum

.' topics. If the attitude displayed by the faculty is indicative of its

impact upon moderbizin4 the curriculums, then 'some classroom teaching

changes ought to be forthcoming in the coming year.
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4. VIEWS ON GUIDANCE:
FROM AN AVA VICE-PRESIDENTI-

The AVA is a professional association consisting of over 50,000

members from the 50 states. The commonality among this very large group

is the fact that its memberS are proponents of vocational education in

general, and practitioners of sdine specialized aspect of the profession

in particular. A look at the structure of the AVA shows a total of 12

divisions, each of which (withjthe exception of the New and Related

Division) represents one of these special sectors. in vocational educa7

tion. Guidance is Included among these, and yet, it holds a special

place in the profession in that it represents a service needed by all
Igo

vocational students, in addition to being one of the specialized prac -,

,

tices within the overall profession. Therefore, guidance is viewed by

vocational educators,in two ways at the same.time, one of which should
I

touch every vocational student.

Guidance is one"of those components in vocational education that

penetrates every program, tyke in the profession, or at least ought to.

This phenomenon results in the generation Of some special, problems.

Because guidance, mqst particularly vocational guidance, is needed in

some form and tJ some degree by all students in vocational education,

it is highly visible for its impact (or lack of) upon the vocational

programs.

1
Being thought

,

of by everyone often has mixed blessings associated

with it: guidance and Oose who practice it are 'frequently scapegoats

for many of the deficiencies that creep into the vocational delivery

*Presented at the American Vocational Association annual meeting in
New-Orleans, Lousiana on De'pembe.r/'7, 1974.

-
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system. Let me cite typical, but what I would consider patently unfair

attacks suffered by guidance specialists: (1) They are accused of not

directing suffiCint numbers of secondary school youngsters into voca-

tional programs. The truth is, many adolescents (and their parents

agree) don't want to be placed in vockional curricula. Reasons for

this have more to do with vocational educators and the manner in which

they prepare persons for work than with practices of the guidance

counselors. (2) They are accused of not knowing enough about the world

of work to intelligently assist individuals in selecting appropriate

vocational programs. The facts are that many youngsters don't have a

sufficient experiential basis upon which the an make vocational choices

with which they will remain for several -years or mo' The research

Shows most secondary school adolescents are not ready to make such

decisions (ste O'Reilly, 1973). It appears that,specificvocational

commitments on the part of most high school youngsters are transistory

at best and highly subject to influences received from future experiences.:

No guidance counselor, even one with a touch of divinity, is going to be

able to'offer an adolescent a substitute for living experiences. There-

fore,'theguidance 'specialists would be no more proficient in this regard

ven if they were to offer a greatly increas4d amount of Occupational in-
,

. ,

formation. The difference betweeh vicarious and actual experiencesiska.

crucial one for adolescents, a shortcoMing fOr which guidance folks

should be absolved of. (3) Guidance counselors are accused of not spend-
'

ing enough time with vocational oriented students. The truth iS, they

really-don't spend enough time with any students. The solutidn, if one'

cares to seek one, is to invest in more guidanCeersons in.the vocational

education delivery system. There appears to be some evidence that such

advances are going'to come slowly, if.at all.

r.b.A
q-.4

)
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On the whole, `it seems to me that guidance counselors provide a

very 'useful service to vocational eduCation; actually it's more than

useful-'-it's absolutely essential. We should strive to see,that quality
, ,

and relevant vocational guidance becomes an integral component in the

very fabric of curricula in all vocational delivery systems. Vocational

guidance specialists should be in frequent touch with every vocational

student and their involvement should begin with Prevocational activities,

continue while the student is actively engaged in his chosen program, and

still go on after he enters employment and for some years thereafter.

,Obviously, such involvelnent requires a tremendous increase in the number

of vocational guidance counselors on the scene, which translates into

finances, and this is where the real opposition lies (i'.e., in acquisi-
,

tion of additional funding for vocational guidance related matters)._

I believe most of the persons suffering through this presentation

know that I ail not a guidance-trained individual, which is my reason

for speaking so broadly and bravely on the subject. But sometimes out ,

of innocence,(or ignorance) emerges an idea or two that the specialists

themselves. haven't thought about. I havp a proposal for guidance folks

to consider, which can result in a change that may make voptional edu-
.

cation more realistic for all concerned. First, there needs to be

vocational guidance specialists in greater numbers--to the point wheie

there is one available for each fifty or sixty vocational.ftudents.
1

Secondly, should this ratio be achieved (i.e., 50 students to 1 uoca-

tional guidance counselor;, then the role,of this individual could be

k
drastically changed. He would spend little time in'an office and

instead, most of his efforts would deal with claistieom-laboratory related

actiVities:ofitudents. He would be involved in testing, observing,
.

/
4
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interviewing, and analyzing the multiple.interactions going'on between

students and'their classroom-laboratory oriented world.. Third, the

underlying motive behind these intensive and prolonged student obser-

vation activities Would be to identify, the clues which point to a readi-

ness of the student to move on to something else--which in many cases

would be direct involvement with an actual job. Specific skill training

should be delayed until this happens, and only when'the student is

committed to a job (i.e., he or she has been hired) should he be intro-

duced to specialized training. Admittedly, this is a far cry from the

traditional bill of fare in vocational education and will be,resisted by

manyof the traditional vocational educators as being too radical in

.concept and implementation. Yost of the "power" in vocational education

lies in the ands of such persons SQ such efforts will happen only with-.

in the shelter of an exemplary or experimental pgogram, where the tradi-

tionalists cannot get their hands on any aspects of it. My fourth point,

is a question: -Will you accept the challenge to get involved with a few

of us experimentally inclined subject-matter oriented vocational educe-
.

tors in such ventures? I hope that some of you will,as it ins my belief
= .

that the above mode.of vocational education is the best approach to date

fdr serving adolescents in their transition from a school environment'

into an actual occupation found to be most conducive to their abilities

and interests. Because of time limitations, the kbposal is desCribed

only briefly heL'e (see Gillie,.3.973 for more detdils),'but I)would)pe

happy to refer you to more detailed perceptions on-the natter if you

, .

would write to me at The Pennsylvania State University.

You might be interested in knowing,by the way, th4t vocational'

gUidance is appar4ntly accepted as an integral part of vocational

r:C.
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r-
n

education by many gf the professionals. In a 'recent study (Gidlieand

Hutchinsbn,.1974) vocational educators were asked: "Do you devote any

of your professidnal time to activities related to guidance and place-

ment?' Just under 70 percent answered in the affirmative and those that

answered"yeespentanaverageof1Lpercent of their time in these

activities. I would venture to say'that these are persons related;to

conventional vocational programs and not the variety proposed above. So

even in the usual vocational 'curricula, a substantial amount of vocational

guidance-placement services are needed. But the, proposed new apprOach

would call for a heavy infusion of additional vocational guidance coun-

selors.

In conclusion, I,believe vocational educators do perceive the role
.

of guidance (most particularly_vocational 'guidance) as a crucial one in

the vocational educatign delivery system. I personally would like to

see more interactive-type involvements between vocational guidance

specialists, students, and vocational teacheri in a direct day-to-day

on the -scene" manner rather than the "I'll see you in,e,my office"

#

- /approach. IX is my belief that the AVA views vocational guidance as an

essential component in the'v6Cational delivery syStem and this is mani-
-';*

fested in the deliberate zkovision for funding foe'such efforts in the -

,
#

federal vocational education legislation (PL 90-576) which came abbut

largely as a result of.persisteni efforts by the AVA. Many of us look

to you for direction in gout share of the overall endeavor. You are. part

cf- the vocational _education family and I'M glad that you are. Thank you. Ar.
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5. A WORD ABOUT THE AVA: THE NATIONAL SCENE*

It's a special pleasure for me.to be at your 44th AnnualConvention

for several reasons. First, it is indeed heartwarming to be among a

group of fellow Vocational educators. I have always considered ourselves

a speCial breed of educators who. are more deeply concerned with preparing

people for living in the world of work than any other segment of American

`educatidn. No one can deny that vocational educators ,are the ones who

are trying to do something about this concern. SeCondly, those who are

here at this banquet tonight are also leadeks in attempts to improve th

profession of vocational educatNn, otherwise you wouldn't be taking th
s.

time away from your families and recreational pursuits to be here this',

weekend.- Thirdly, I welcome the opportunity to address vocational edu

cators within the context of a state vocational association--because

state associations need to be strengthened if the AVA and therefore the

profession is to remainxlgorous. I hope Mr. Wenroy Smith and I can

provide you with some worthwhile suggestions relative to that important

matter.

The American VocationalAssociation is on the verge of making some

very important adjustments. These changes are needed to help keep the

AVA and the profeSsion up-to-date. Without some of these alterations

and additions, it will become increasingl?, difficult for the AVA to

serve the profession in an optimal manner. A number of the changes, if

,

they are voted upon and approved by the House of Delegates in New Orleans

next December will, in my opinion, signal the beginning of a new era for

"".

_

s- 4
*Presented at the 44th Annual Convention of the Massachusetts Vocational
Association in,Notth Falmouth, Massachusetts on May 4, 1974.
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the AVA and its role in the vocational education profession. Permit me

to discuss several of these in a broad manner for a few minutes.' First,

-an increase in annual dues is urgently needed to restore the organiza-

tion's budget to a sound,basis. The AVA is already in a deficit spending

situation and will be even more so this coming fiscal year. Furthermore,

the situation will become worse if immediate remedial action Taken.

You might be interested in knowing that the last annual dues increase

(from $8 to $12) was inaugurated on July 1, 1968. Since that time, the

decline in the value of the dollar has wiped out that total increase.

In addition, as approved by the House of Delegates and the National

Board of Directors of the AVA, the services provided by the national

office have increased substantially, which creates further budget

t

demands. Should a large increase in AVA thembership be expeienced within

the next several years, it will help to reduce the inflatio4ery effectg
. , .

upon the budget-and enable,us to delay the next increase in annual dues-,

but will not help us right now.

Second, it will be proposed that departments be eliminated and

divisions be further strengthened. It is felt that tan expansion
%

in the

number of divisions will permit a'greater number of special interest

,groups to provide input into the formulation of AVA governance decisions.

We know that vocational education will touch the lives of the,majority .

1.4., 4..

of Americans, some even three to 'six'times during their working life

spans. Therefore. it is important that` 'the AVA continue4to be the'vehi-
.

cle for diverse professional'vocational\educators to have.a meaningful

input to the profession of vocational education. Although the categories

of home' economics, trade and industrial, agricultural, and po on, are

indeed important and should be retained, there are others (perhaps many

v .
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-

others) that Will cut. across these traditional divisions.- An example

is those efforts that fall within the gener4c lassifications of adult
t

vocational'career.changing'edueation, various, forms kof,other'adult and
t

- . 0 '4
, .

, :Continuing vocatiOnal.education despecific and shore 4cm nature 4.
. .. .

4., -t
,- (narticularlyfor upgrading and updating purptAeS). e propoSed

.

,.
,

realignment of divisiOns and removal of departments (which"have beeri

notoriously impotent in some cases in the past) introduces the flexibil-

!
.

'ity needed to accomplish these important trends in our profession.

Another important movement that can be easily incorporated in the.

proposed reorganiiation is the movement toward. increased cooperation

among vocational institutions of all, stripes within the several states.

I'm sure many o1 f us here, particularly since the years immediately

-following the passage of the Vocational Education Act ofT963, have

experienced directly or viewed some tension between the various_elements

in vocationaleducation. 'There have been skirmishes in some places

between: . (a) secondary and post-secondary elements; (b) community

colleges and area vocational, schools; (c) area vocational schools and

secondary schools; (d) community colleges and other elements in the

vocational education delivery system not listen above; (e) private-
.

proprtetary and public Vocational schools at various, levels and institu-

tion types. The introductipn of comparatively lar4eaMounts of federal

dollars into the mainstream of vocational.education at the state govern-

ance level has sparked such skirMishesfor these funds:, We all know,

at this point, that the public in general and legislators in particular

take a.dim view of such struggles within vocational education and, in

my opinion, such skirmishing diminishes the effectiveness and prestige

of-our profession. Much of this could have been avoided if all groups



t

S9 *

- -,

.
. V

had joined, together earlier'in a Cohesive.professional association like
t .

_

'..

the AVA. The AVA was caught in the dross-fire in some ways and has in
,

. .

some places, especially Masse'chusetts.ana New Zngland, acquire the

rep utation of being.a professional organization primafily for secondary

sehool vocationareducatorl. While the majority of,pur nation's

vocational eduCators d'd associate themselves with seconddry
I

there are o r important elements out there,,asindicated above, w

categorize themselves differently. The new organiZatiOnel, scheme per-
, .

r,

mits easier establishment of such new groups within the AVA, including
* .

-,--
c a , ,

- .one or, more whose major interest mill be in the coordinative and
'71 ./. '' . ,,

cooperative aspects of the profession, where schooling level will not
r. . ...

be 4-"significant factor. The point is we must c ontinue to-work hard to -

: .

. .

,''. ,

expand the image of the AVA- -it is an organization devoted tothe

ultimate .improvement of all vocational education; regardless of subject

matter specialization and institutional lev61. I believe the propOseif

changes in strengthening aivisiops and eliminating departments will

permit'the AVA tO accojthodate these kinds of movements in our profession.

Also proposed is a new approach to the higher'leadership'of ith e AVA.

.

One of the by-law changes to be placed before the House of Delegates in
- ,

New Otleans thisTecember will be to'establigh the positions of
"4

Laesident-eleCt, president,-and,past-president. This arrangement will

enable the newly elected president t6 spend a'one-year "internship"'

-2 , 4
before taking over the leadership and also, provide the president with

14

the ongoing advice and support of his predecessor (i.e., the past presi-

dent). Spch an-4rrangeMent will proviA a continuity of leadership that

s,so important to a professional association like the AVA.

ti
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Certain elements within the propc4al.reorganization of the AVA will

better enable the association to provide national leadership for the»
. .

total programe f vocational education. TheAVA has consistently pro-,
,,-;..

vided inputAtofederal legislative matters related to vocational
...

, _

.education, and will likely continue.to do 'so. The annual national con-
..- -

yention is well known for being perhaps the most significant forum for

the profession. Attempts td further:improve therutility of the'riational

convention to the ;Profession dnd the membership are-in the offing.
. -

Increased services in the national office in Washington will furthers,

enable the AV), to assist state vocational associations and state bureaus

of vocational education in their efforts to improve,the profession atl

the State level.

Another, very important aspect in the reorganization, as I s4e it,,

is the strengthening of the 'state organilations: There has been, and

will continue to be, considerable discussion on this,issue. Many .

members believe a confederation of state4 organizatiods ought to be the

basic framework of the AVA.- There needs to be, in my opinion, a better

mechanism whereby the state vocational organizations can alert the

national organization of their need, itterests, and concerns. Many

state organizatiola are indeed active and viable, but on the other hand,

.

many are not. Should we wait until a state organizati6n is represent-

ative of th4e vocational educators in that state before it is taken

seriously? Or should we accprd such recognition to a state.organization

initially? Some believe'..the provision of such built-in opportunity in

the first place will make it easier for its membership to develop a

s. 'viable ste organization. I would suspect there are people in this

room who would agree with the prst proposal and, on\the other hand,
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there are, others who would side with the second. What cuts across the

entire argument, I believe, is that state organizations of the AVA do

need to be given more attention by the national orgarilzation.I- I 4ree

with that statement, and as a,member of the National Board, ydu'ma rest
41>

assured of my active support for that position.

I want to'briefly talk about the chronic problem in the New'England

and middle-atlantic sections.of this country relative to AVA membership.

,When one examines actual AVA membership and ,c1.,i)ceres it to potential

membership, most statesin this region are far below their potential

membership. I'm not blaming you for know full well how yOu are

devoting a considerable amount of time (with,little or no financial

compensation) to the profession through your AVA state organization.

doesn't have to be an expert in se matters to know that the con-
,

tributioni an organization can make to its profession has Much to do

with the proportion of the total profession it represents.. I think

there are two basic reasons why many professional vocational educators

don't belong to the AVA:" 1) they don't-really know that much (if any-

thing) Aboutsit; 2) they don't believe it can po anything toward

impro4ing them professionally.

Wh'at can you, as an individual member of the AVA, do about it?

believe much can be done. We nee&to begin at the grassrootS level.

Each of us could-informally organize a small "cell", of vocational edu-

cators in our school. The basic purpose Of the cell would be to provide.

a highly localized forum for common problems in vocational education.
. i. .

. ,

This is a challenge, butit is known to be an effective mechanism for

,strengthening and-improvement of the profession. Corrolary to this, of

Course, is to urge these individuals to join the state and national
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vocational associations. Should the cell become sufficiently large, a

local vocational "chapter" can be formed. The cell or chapter is your

most effective conduit for communicating with vocational educators at

the state and national scenes, as well as the local level. It wili be

persons like yourSelf who can tell other professional vocational educa-

tors about the AVA and how it, can held them be better professionals.-

Finally, I want to ekoress my confidence in your ability to help
4-

move the AVA toward becOmAlg an even more important professional

organization. Furthermore, I want to express my appreciation for the
p.

great efforts expended by you up to this point in me. The whole thing

starts with you, in your places of professional oyment. You have

done just fine up to now, and the entire vocational education profession

is indebted to you. Thank you.1



6. THE ROLE OF THE STATE VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
AND THE PROFESSION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION*

/

The umbrella of the proiMSon of vocational education is the,

American Vocational Association. Mr. Burkett is-going to provide you

with consideradle insight into some of the important impacts the

national association has and is making upon federal legislation and other

national matters that pertain to vocational education. The AVA has been

active and reasonably successful in keeping lawmakers and leaders aethe

national level aware of the importance of vocational educati,on,in the

American educational system. Furthermore, the AV Journal 44...among the

most highly regarded professional journals in the nation

Ideally, each state Should have a vocational association that can

continuously address itself to the state level concerns E4 the profession

of vocational education. The state association could be the vehicle for

several important activities, including:

A. AssiSt in the preparation and passage of state legislation

related to vocational education;

B. Provide various professional serviges for vocational students,

faculty, and administrators;

C. Provide a statewide forum through publications and conferences,

for the contemporary issues in vocational education;

D. Proyide the impetus for establishment of-local "cells" or

chapters of vocational educators which wourd then serve as

local or regional forums for the significant issues in voca-

tional education.

*Presented at the Pennsylvania Vocational Association Planning
Conference at University Park, Pennsylvania on.May 17, 1974.

1 %
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The major commonality running through each of these proposed

activities is the continuous concern for the improvement of vocational

education, along with its professional and student constituents. An

association devoted exclusively to the professional concerns of its

members need not differentiate betwegp administrators, faculty; students,

laymen, and legislators, since such concerns ignore such distinctions.

In this fact, as I see it, lies the chief strength of a professional

state vocational association.

All of us are aware of the rapid spread of faculty unionism in the

public schools, which began at the secondary and has now spread to the

post-secondary level of education. The positive and negative aspects

of unionismin a school have been debated rather heatedly in many

Places. I recently witnessed such an exchange at the Technical Education

National Seminar in Atlanta. Charges were hurled from both sides, but

when it was all over and the guns were stilled, I came awaywith the

feeling that the entire.disCourse was concerned exclusively with the

6

giving and taking of monies and services between the management (i.e.,

boards of education and trustees) and faculty (i.e., union negotiators).

I don't deny that such a situation might be necessary in some schools,

but I would hasten to insist that the vocational, educatori" professional

development and concerns don't fit into that type of framework. A state

' vocational association expressly interested in professional matters only

0 is the one viable way of maintaining statewide interest in the profession

of' vocational education. UnionS and boards (of Education or trustees)

negotiate in terms of all educators withoueldealing with the unique

elements in the profession of vocational education. Such a condition

*:

rw

.
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1111-' . 4
is understandable from the negotiations poirit of view--but '4..f our

profession is to grow and improve and thereby reMain viable, we need

something more.

I recently had the privilege of addressing an annual state associ-

ation convention in New England. ,After conversing with several leaders

of that group, it was clear,to me that vocational teachers in that'state

felt their joining a union-type association would. take care of all their

employment. concerns, including the professional aspects. The very high-

annual dues of such unions, in the neighborhood of $150, further dis-

courage teachers from joining their-state vocational association. .I

understand this_same problem exists in other states. We need to address

ourselves to this dilemma in a straightforward manner--vocational teachers

need to be told that regardless i their Position relative to faculty

unions, they must be'activesin an association that is Concerned with

purely professional matters. This is a most difficult task, since-the

"payoff" from participation in professional associations_isjargely in

such intangible things as being more knowledgeable in your vocational

specialization, more aware of'other activities going on in vocational

education, more well-read on recent trends in the profession, etc:

There is,no'immediate increase in "the t ce-home pay," "days off," etc.

But, in spite of the non-tangible retur s, 'I believe most vocational

,

educat,ors are sufficiently professional in their outlook to b ,wIlling

K( .

to participate in a state vocational association the message "is

carried to them. Each of us in th4 meeting can help by (a) aggressively

. -
.

recruiting membership for the Pertnsylvania Vocational Association and

.-,...
.

,

AVA; (b) participating in the first annual PVA Confekence which
-

will -be

held here on Friday and Saturday, September 27 and 28. Election of
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officers for 1975. will be held at that time, along with a series of

.presentations or topics and issues pertinent to vocational education in

the nation and the Commonwealth. We're hoping that at least three hun-

dred people will attend this first annual event. More information will

be forthcoming from Nancy.Gilgannon, whp will coordinate the conference;

(c) provide information for the forthcoming quarterly newgletter, which

will be edited by Nancy Gilgannon.

And that's whateZoday's meeting iS.all about. The presentations

today will hopefully provide some thrust toward helping vocational edu-

cators and strengthening the Pennsylvania Vocational Association,

Lowell Burkett, Weriroy Smith, and Jane Shafer are especially knowledge-

able in such activities. Their shariilg of some of their experiences

with us today will likely assist us in our attempts to enlarge and

imprOve the Pennsylvania Vocational Association. Your help, along with

mat of all other vocational educators you can enlist, iS needed now.

This is the year to build up the PVA, so that it can be the state

O

association to serve the vocational education Profesion in the Common-

wealth. We're here to help our profe'ssion, and Z know we will succeed.

Thank you.
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7. MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:

GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH IN THE FUTURE*

. ,

The future. of graduate studies and research -in vocational education

can be predicted "only in terms of Perceived general trends in the pro-7,

ffession of vocational education. Contrary to what might be said by
, .

pthers in other places, the'future of graduate studies and research is

not heavily dependent upOn theneed for professional- vocational educe-

.'

tors. The key component is the overall acceptance of graduate studies

and 'research in vocational education. Fortunately, as indicated by

' Dean Herr yesterday,the UntverSity regards our Department.mission in

this ,regard as,worthy of support., This point needs, to be stressed

because, in my,opinion, there will bea substantial change in the focus

of the-College in persons receiving an education in the next few years,

as implied by Dean Shyder.

Even though, theoretipally, 600of the population is in'need of

some fors, of vocational education%at one time or another, the actual
,

percentage of our people who will receive such educational services

within the framework of educational institutions will not change very

much in the years ahead, if at all (ih my opinion). Since this is -a

rather somber statement and can be challenged, an explanation is in

order. The chief reason behind, this is the dual vocational education.

system, which really began with the passage of the Manpower Development

and Training 1962: The dual system is now a fact and a very
,

Obvious one at that. In 1964, new enrollments in federally assisted

work and training programs totaled 278,000. This increase to an '

*Presented to Department of Vocational Education Inservice Seminar-
"Presentation on May 23,,1974.

,
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.

estimated 2.35 milliOn _persons in 1973 (OMB, 1974). 1n 1973, over 13

types
e of training'and job assistance programs were included in the

.Department of Labor thrust. 'Only six percent of the pota1.2.35 million

enrollment were involved in institutional training (i.e., public second-

ary _and post- secondary schools). Federal outlays totaled more than 3.4

billion dollars for these activities. You might be interested in know-

ing this included: $771 mill -ion for institutional training fof which:

only a 'small fraction was used in public vocational schools and colleges

$566.mlllion for on-therjob training: $824million for vocational reha-

bilitation; and 1.285 billion dollars for work support (op. cit.). It

should be noted that the job placement, history of these programs has

been good, ranging from a high of 80% fox on-the-job MDTA.programs to

.several special effOrts with records of about 30% placement (WIN and'

PEP). The average employment rate for all 13 programs was 45%. The

programs, although dealing with the bard totrain and hard to employ

components of our work force, have employment.rates that compare favor-

ably with those of traditional public vocational school programs. The

point I am trying to make is such efforts are viewed with positive regard

by Ccincress ;and many Sectors of the business-industrial community. There-

fore,. it is likely that vocational education funded by way of the'bepart-

ment of Labor, as opposed to HEW funding, will remain a viable, if not,

the major, element in the thrust of vocational education on the national

scene. It -should beemphasized.these types of persons {who are hard to

employ and hard to train) have been consistently ignored by traditional

vocational education.

Recently enacted Federal legislation called the Comprehensive

Employment training Act, is'about to be funded.. Considering the turmoil

r--X/
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going on in Washington these days, there may be some unforetoldChanges

in the amount of funding. Mr. Burkett, Executive Director of the Ameri-
'1-t;

can Vocational Association, has recently estimated the initial allocation

for CETA will be about two billion dollars, of which only five percent

is earmarked for state vocational education bureaus. It should be said,

by the way, that public vocational education was originally destined to

be shunted out of the finding entirely, and this was changed only-after

considerable pressure and testimony by several key officials of the AVA.

Other national legislative ferment is gping onat the same time, and

is still in, the early planning states. The Vocational Atendments of 19661
ff

(which have a five-year mandate) is to be reconsidered by the Congress.

A special AVA Task Force is drafting tentative legislation with the hope

of p4suading Congress to accept it as the replacement of the 1968 Amend-

` mints in 1975. Although closure on this matter is not yet at hand, it

appears that the new.proposed bill will have five'major parts or titles;

they ate:

1, General Provisions (for planning of vocational education);

2. Pre-Vocational Education Programs (occuiatiorial awareness,
orientation, and student exploratiOn of employment opportu-
nities)i

3. Vocational Education Program Support (secondary, post-secondary,
youth - -young adults--adult; student organizations; private and
proprietary schools).;

4. Vocational Education Program Services (teacher education,
leadership development, placement and follow-up, student
support programs, vocational guidance and counseling);*

5. Vocational Education Applied to Research, ClIrriculum and
Demonstration Programs (applied thsearch, curriculum develop-
ment, demonstration and implementation programs, leadership
development).
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A very rough estimate of the annual revenues rewired to implement

the present thinking in.terms of the above titles, according to Mr.

Burkett, 'about two billion dollars (about the same as proposed by

CETA). The- present rate of federal funding for the 1968 vocational

amendments is about a half billion dollars. It should be noted that in

1971 the total national (federal, state and local) spending for voca-

tional education in public schools and colleges totaled just under 2.1

billion dollars (Lerner, 1973) while in 1972, 2.7 billion federal dollars

were invested in the Department of Labor vocational education effort

(Lerner, 1973). In other words, the public vocational school component

of the dual system is already, in terms of total funding support, the

smaller of the two.

Of significance, to our discussion' today is that the dichotomization

of vocational education is more or less forcing the public school sector

to assume responsibility only for training. of the young--in-school

persons with more or less traditional backgrounds and needs. The legis-

lation funded through the Department of Labor will give that part of the

duality the responsibility for-training and job seeking of nontraditional

youth (i.e., disadvantaged, hard to-train, hard to employ, etc.) and

adults in need of 61d-career changing or occupat4nal adjustments.

.

Vocational education graduate studies and research, departments,

.while theoretically able to negotia,te contractual agreements with the

Department of Labor, will likely Continue to emphasize the graduate

studies and research services for the more4traditional public vocational,

schools and colleges. Should the 1975 Vocational Amendments, in the

general form described in an earlier paragraph, become a reality (which
.

appears good at this moment) and at the level of funding indicated
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(which f think is too'high), theAgraduate'studies and research efforts.

-

may continue at about the present rate. The Labor Department ,Legislation

(i.e., CETA) offers little real support for such efforts, and state

legislators have.nQt been generous in these areas either.' --(

Therefore, the-1975 Vocational Amendments will likely be the major

federal source for graduate studies and research in vocational education.

Title IV in the new legislation will provide greater thrust in the

direction of placement-and fpllow-up, which is an area in which the

research elements of departments of vocational edUCation in large

C.
versities can become more deeply involved. The leadership development',

section of Title would lso'be a logical gradu4te studies effort Of-
.

(such depertments, of tour e.

The Lire Title V portion. of the proposed legislation will become,

a logical concern for graduate studies and research in departments such

as ours. The big question, of course, is how-much of the total appro-
.

priations will be earmarked for graduate studies and research. Frankly,

I do not detect any burning desire On the, part of the vocational educa-

tion community at latge,to spend greater amounts of money for graduate
- ,

studies and research in vocational education than 'is found.tdday.

Research, not warmly regarded,anyyhere in education, is even less

. ,
regarded in vocational educationlin most plans. 'Even universities that' 4

.-
propoA to endorse such efforts proceed to contradict themselves by.

failing to translate words into'funds. IrOnically, even some persons

in many states who have the responsibility for dispersing furidskfor

vocational'research at the state level have tendencies to not want to

support certain types of vocational research- -.some of which'is very

badly needed. (I wish to add Pennsylvania is not one of these at this

cr.r"
I I

a
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time.) The same lack of desire is found relative.to spons'Orin graduate'

vocational education and will become even more pronounced as the'sUrplus

of teachers and administrators catches u with us invocational educa-
.

tion (and it wiT1).

But thgre is some evidence, that the graduate studies--research

aspects of vocational education are of increasingly 'greater interest to

the university. Perhaps a major-reason Is that services 'In graduate
-

,studies and-research in vocational education are a,natural extension of

the land grant cOncent,Which thii university continues to accept as

one of its charges to its constituents.' My hope an opinion is that the

3. University will Modestly increase its support for vocational studies
.

..
s r

. _
.

... . '
- . .

.

and research as the federal sources of funds beco e more difficult to

ax

1

,comeby. I would_predict.that we will hold our own (or become slightly

.
,,

smaller,), provided
,
we maintain a research output at, or above our present

level in terms of quality. s indicated by Dean Herr yesterday, quality/

is of greater importance.th n quantity. Furthermore, we must continue

to genera.4 high caliber-master's and doctoral gr'aduateS. 'I was pleased

to hear Deagherr state that the graduate tudies-research efforts of
4 P

this Department. have prOvided us with considerable natignal, visability''

iA recent years, and it is essential that this be maintained.' The

initial impetus in this direction was provided by the late Dr. Joseph

T: Impellitteri. 'I feel we can further improve in this regard, and

,,believe we, will do so in the immediate future. Although we cant

predict a growth-type budget fothese,important activities, I b lieve

we will improve the quality of our research and graduate even mo e,out-

stAndl.np master's and doctoral persons,, When compared with otter

elements in 'university educAtion, both'locaily and nationally , our

future looks, good. Thank you

40
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8, THE FUTURE OF VOCATIONAL TEACHER.
EDUCATION. IN THE UNIVERSITIES': AN ESSAY*

Background Information: Introduction

Vocational teachereducatyion is a complex human relations enter-

prise. Four of its ,major dimen ons_ are: the faculty .(teacher educa-
,

tors), the trainees (inseTvice and potential vocational teachers), the

school (the universities and,state colleges providing vocational teacher

edlcation_programs), and the Curricula (baccalaureate, masteA, and

doctoral programs, certification courses). Of maximum importance is the

overall impact these dimensions of vocational teacher education have upon

the preparation of students in vocational programs in the various insti-

tutions (i.e., area vocational schools, comprehensive high schools,

community and junior colleges, proprietary schools, and penal institu-

tions).

.. - ... .......- .......______
.

The future of vocational teacher education is, for the most pa
.

going.to e determined by the need for additional vocational teachers,

administ tJs, and other leader types, as perceived by the overall

public and edu tional community. Should the need be,seTn to be as

great or greatei than that for other kinds of professional educators,

then it will likely re ive financial support at the present Or higher
li

levels. Assessment of t need for vocatipnal teachers is a difficult,

tack. The great number of variables which has effect upon the number

of vocational teacher positions available in _a given state or the nation

precludes the design Of any simple device for computing such a-figure.

The major variables,tMat impinge upon this include: 1) fertility of the

*A modificatiOn of a position paper prepared at The Pennsylvania State
,Iniversity in November, 197.5r

, .
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past 10 to 20 years; 2) number of adults who seek job recycling, skill

updating,, or upgrading'; 3) in - -out population Migration trends of the

region in question; 4) rate of teacherturnover; 5) predicted rate of

growth of the number of students enrolled in vocational education 6)

- rate oepreparation of vicaLonal teachers.

Background Information: National

Fertility.' From 1950 through 1970, children aged 5 to 19 in the

continental United States increased from 34.9 million to 59.5 million,

a 70 percent increase': This is the group from which will come those

individuals who will seek initial job preparations during the next

decade. There has been a decline in fertility in the United States

since 1957. Some experts believe a cyclical rise in American fertility,

temporarily postponed by liberalized state abortion laws, will take

effect within a few years (Davis,*1973). But even with a continuation

of the fertility decline, a reduction of population in the 5 to 19 yearr7.

old group would not be experienced for many years. The rate of increase

of people in th4 age group will likely decrease which will crdete a

leveling off of the total numbers, but the actual numbers will not

decrease for some .time (Lerder, 197d). Therefore, the changes in birth

rate will not have a severe immediate effect on the numbers of new voca-
,

tional students.

Mid-Career*Change. A phenomenon which'is causing increased enroll-

ments in vocational students is adult and continuing education efforts.

Worker retraining, or mid-career change, is,becoming more widely recog-

nized as .1 major vehicle for-ov ercoming the effects of such dysfunctional
ON*

elements within our work force asjob dissatisfaction (0-Too1e;1973).
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The major impetus for the desire to undergo mid-career change by many

workers is derived from three societal developments: a) the increasing

rate of technological, economic, and cultural change--the commitment to

one lifelong occupation is no longer as feasible as was the case with

9

past generations; b) workers now ,live long enough to have a 40 year work-
,

ing life--a long time to spend in,a single career; c) many low level

workers have increased expectations which can be achieved by way of a

career change. Vocational education is an available societal mechanism

for implementing this important need for mid-career change. Although

the basic financial support (most importanq.y, a living allowance that

provides the recycling workerwith sufficient funds to support his family

at the level to which he is accustomed) has not been fully worked out on

a widely acceptedPbasis, the need for such provisio s has been recognized

for some time (O'Toole, 1973; Striner, 1972; Holt, 1971; and Okum, 1963).

In light of these societal pressures, one can expect an ihcrease in

mid-careerchanges. The potential magnitude of this phenomerion is sub-
.

stantial. Assuming that an individual has a working life of 40 years

and he is to make one career change during that time (considered an

extremely conservative estimate), then it can be-predicted that about

,

one-fortiei (2.5 percent) of the work force, which presently exceeds

84 million, will be involved ).n career changing in any single year.

Translated into numbers, a total of more than two million adults would

be engaged such career preparation activities annually. It should be

noted that this approaches the entire community college enrollment of

1972 (AACJC4 Directory, 1973). In adaition to this, many grkers 131
, )

i't-ek training for upgrading and updating themselves in their pre

f .

jobs; which can cagily unt to another 2.5 percent of the ent

s
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force--an additional two million or mop67-rWis teasonable to assume
.5

that there will be an increase in adul vocational education enrollTents

to.afhigh as five million individuals

(Increase in Secondary Vocational Eduction. Another source of

,

vocational students in the immediate future will be youngsters in the

15-20 year -old group. Witfl the continued federal support of vocational

`education (P1,88-210 and PL90-576, for example)., the states may expand

vocational programs.so that, the majority of secondary students will

receive some type of vocational education. Approximately seven million

students were enrolled in federally reimbursable vocational education

classes in 1966- 67. (Silyerman and Metz, 1970). These Were categorized

as: 3.5 million secondary/students; 0.5 million post-secondary students;

and 2.9 million adults. During 041/4same period, 165 million students

were enrolled in secondary (grades 9-12) schdols (Silverman) and Metz;

_

ro
_ .

1970). If a:4ot three-fourths of secondary students were' pvided some

form of vocational education, the secondary school.enrollments.in voca-1

tional education would increase to 12 million. There areiielications

with the increase in the number of area vocational schools to over 2,100

in 1972 (AVS Dlrectory,1973) and the corresponding increased demand for.

-
vocational preparation, that Secondary vocational educatidn enrollments

will continue to increase. This cqincides with the realityof tne

4 .

situation in whiCh only 2Q percent of the population can expect to enter

the professional riks (Lerner,,1970). gUbstantiaticv of this continuedd

growth is found in that secondaryvOcational programs in 1969 increased.

' to eight million (Kay, 1970). Added to this impetus is the continued

growth of,post-secondaryivocational education, particularly in the 1,140

. 0

community colleges. One study reported that about 40 percent of the/
.
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community college enrollment was.in vocational programs (Gillie, 1974'.

Should this trend continue. upward, as is expected, then the 'number of.

vocational students in community colleges will grow unti.1 more than half

of their enrollments'will-be in vocational curriculums.

Therefore, it isikeasonable to believethat the number of students

' (

in vocational cprrie a-will in cease in alimolute.naMbers because of:
. * r

cal the increased acceptance of. cYcling workers, c ffimonly called
- i

career change, as a,necessAry component in the national economy; b)' the

. t

' increase in the number of, persons seeking updating and upgrading of

vocational skill in their piesent occupations; c) a greater proportion

of school students, having access to vocational education, per-

haps up to 75 perpent of the total; d) an increase in the,nuMber of

,students in post - secondary vocational curriculum, perhaps up to 50 to

75 percent of that total:

.

"..Vocational Students and Teachers. The-national rate -of-growth 5.rr -

the npmber of vocational students and teachers between'190 and 1969 is

displayed in Table l.. The stur'ent-4-achcz. ..0_10 remained relaL.J.vely

- -constant during, these years indicating that the increase in vocational

..._,/teachers has apparently,kept up with the growth In the'number of students.

.

The average secondary
.

vcational class codsisted of 21 students. This d
,

average was aptroximately,_the. same for the seven areas: agriculture,

distributive education, health, occupations education? home economics,

offie:Docupations, technical education, and trade and industrial occu-
.

co.

Rations, 4

Some Vocational Teacher Demographic Characteristics. An.imp ortiant
PS 1.1

.vocational teacher characteristic is 1aat the,typical vocational teacher

is male and in his early 40's. Assuming age 60 5 to be the usual
1 t

t

a
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TABLE 8-1.

ENROLLMENTS AND.TEACHERS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION: NATIONAL

Year

Enrollments
(millions)a

ti

Teac4ers

(thousinds)

1963 4.2 85
I Er

1964- 4.6 85

1965 5.4 109

1966 6.1 b 124

1967, 7.0 133

1968 7.5 147

'1969 8.0 167'

/

a
Tource: U. S. Office of Education. Vocational and Technical Educa-
tion Annual Reports.

retirement age, then the typiCal vocational teacher has about 20,to 25

teaching yea'rs remaining in his teaching career. Since he had less than

10 years of teaching up to that point in time, average vocational
s .

' teaching careers appear to'range film/25 to 35 years total. About 25

percent of the vocational teachers were under 30 years old, 44 percent

were in the 30 -44' year -old category, and 46 perCent were 45 years of

age and older. Also,.14 percent had 20 or more yeals of teaching

experience, 22 percent had 15 or "More, 37 percent had 10 years or more,

and 62 percent had five years or more of teaching experience. These

data include all teaching, whereas vocational teaching experience was

found to be correspondingly less fOr teachers in each of the seven
o

categories: It should be noted that the distribution of the age span

t

ap

I
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of the teachers in vocational education and the length of time in which

'they. will spend teaching in vocational education indicates that a con-

siderable amount of in-service teacher education will be required in

order to keep these"-individuals to-to-date in their classroom practices.

. This, of course, alsd'has considerable implications for the future role

of vocational teacher education.

Another important characteristic of,vocational teachers, from the

point of view being considered in this paper, is their academic quali-:

fications. About 74 percent hold the bachelor's degree, about one7third

havethe master's degree or better, and-about lipercent hold associate

degrees or equivalent. Eighteen percent of male and six percent df

female vocational teachers hold no academic degree. The justification

for employment of such -persons as vocational teachers is based upon
fi

previous work experience. This appears to be more commonplace with the

older teachers (five percent of those under 30, 13 percent in the 3Q -44

year-old group, and 16.percent of those in the 45 year and over age

group). As a whole, the younger vocational teachers have sought to

qualify th elyes-for.teaching in the vocational areas by Acquisition

of an academic degree, whereas the older teacher, in many cases, hAVe

,

moved into teaching after a 'considerable, number

ence in that vocational -area. Interestingly, this can be considered to

be a mid-career charge:

About half of the vocational teache* hold a-vocativial teaching

certificate, while the other half hold a regular teachh1g.cprtificate.

The trend is for older male vocational teachers to-hold a vdcatiozial
. -

teach6 certificate, which 'emphasizes work experiences = d de-
:

emphasizes. academic credentialing. More females had regular teaching.

4
*

I

(*)

4
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certificates. Two-thirds of the teachers, in the trade'and industrial

group and more than half of.the'technical and health occupation

teachers hold vocational certificates. Regular certificates prevailed

in the four other vocational specialties.

Another-important teacher characteristic is teacher turnover,.

Sources of vocational teachers include: institutions of higher educe-
.

tion, other occupations inside education, other occupations putpide

education. Vocational teachers, like any other type of teacher, leave

the profession for such reasons as: -retirement, death, other,occupa-

tions outside education, 'other occupations in educaticin. A. flow chart

. displaying this is shbwn in Figure 1.
, 4

The firecIse number' of, vocational teachers that transfer intoand

out of the rafession nationally is not known to this writer. But an

earlier study of turnover 9f public elementary and secondary school

teachers in 1959-60 found that 8.1 percent of the-Uptal teaching,...ptaff

e

le ft the teaching profession dui ling that year (Lindenfeld, 1963). The
. . -

separation rate was similar for'all but the very,sMall schools (with

enrollments lest than 600), where it was higher. No relationship was

f6und between average salary level and pupil-teacher ratio to the

separation rate. This figure of 8,1 percent turnover may be too, high

1r

r the Pennsylvania experience in vocational education, but serves as :

s

a useful point of reference -for. the purpose of this paper.

VI . - .

Combining of the factors

/

described'above, in association with , .

I'l
,. ,.
,:, . ,

several assumptions, would provide us with a crude'index of the numb

7

-
- '.

of vocational teachers needed in the years aheAd throughout the nation.
I; - . ,

This in turn can be compared with the number of teachers actualiy,Seing

.. .

provided by the various vocational teacher training institutions inepe

I ti

4 4

t

,;

e
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country.' The following paragraphs provide illustrated projections, using

some arbitrarily chosen
.

original figures as a-basis Xor the prpjections.

In assumption x, a no,growth position is exapineewhile'an.annual voca-

tional,techer growth of two percent is considered in assumption Y.

This writer fees that assumption x is completely unrealistic, but it is

included for examination purposes. in assumption y, an annual grpwth of

two percent is believed to be a conservative estimate of future,growth

.in vocational education, in of the 'various factbrs described in

the preceding.p4aragraphs:
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Projections: Total vocational teachers: 167,000
1

"
-Assumption X: No increase in overall number-of teachers
needed.

Extimate x

a) For each year 1975-1985: A five percent turnover will'

reauire 8,350 new teachers annually.

b) For each year 1975-1985: An eight percent turnover

will, require 13,300 new teachers annually.

Assumption Y: Vocational education enrollment will increase

'fwo percent annually.

Estimate y

a) For each year 1975-1985: A five percent turnover plus

two percent overall increase will require about'11,700 new

teachers annually. This discounts the compounding effect of a

two percent annual increase.

b) For each year 1975-1985: An-eight percent turnover

rate plus two percent overall annual increase will require

. about .16,600 new teachers annually. Again, the compounding

effect of the annual two percent increase is discounted.

Administrators and Other Non- Teaching Professionals. The ratio of

teachers to administrators and other non - teaching professionals (exclud-

ing librarians, guidance staff, and psychological staff) in the public

elementary-secondary-schools for the period 19463 through 1967 was about.

19 teachers to one administrator (Silverman and Metz, 1970). Assuming

this ratio is applicable also to vocational programs As a whole, we can

1
Source': U.S. Office of education
Annual deports.. This is the 1969
the-number of vocational teachers

Vocational and Technical Education
figure, which is considerably below
in 1973.

4,
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assume that the number of administrators and other non-teaching profes-.

sionals will amount to about 5.3 percent of the total vocational teaCh&r

supply. Therefore (using the 1969 vocational teacher total of 167,000),

there are about 8,850 vocational program administrators.

Assuming a no growth situation and, the turnover rates described for

teachers in the preceding,paragraph, S total of 440 annual replacements

are required for the five percent replacement rate and about 710 admin-
.

istrators annually for the eight percent turnover rate. With the two

jpercent annual growth assumption added to these turnover rates (and

, ignoring the compounding effeCt of the annual two percent growth rate),

:these figures become about 620 for the combined five percent replacement

plus two pe'rcent growth rates, and 890 for-the combined eight-percent

replacement plus two percent growth rates. Note should be taken of the

fact that these estimates are veryconservative indeed, considering that ,

T.

1969 vocational program enrollm6nts were Used (the assumption being made.

here that the vocational enrollments in 1973 are considerably above this:

t number). In view of the admitted low projection rate described in the

preCeding paragraphs,,en alternative projection rate designed by another

writer is presented in the following section.

Another Projection for Additional Teachers-and Administrators.

Because of the source of data from the various states, there is no direct
. -

method to develop projections for the number of new teachers and admin-

istrators needed in the future. The previous section ddtcribed several

tof the major elements that go intodetermining w at theneeds are at a
. ..

given time, and that Was followedby a very conservative estimate.
.

44,

4

r,
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Perhaps the most direOt approach is by say of projected enrollments.

The first step is to estimate what the enrollment would have to be in a

given year in order to assure that tra2;ling could be provided for every-

one in new jobs that year. One progection for the year 1975 is that
1.

there will 19 million enrollees an vocational education in 1975'

(Kaufm'an andqForon,J972). Of these, 14.1 million will be in public

vocational education, 4.3 million in private vocational education, and

the remaining 0.25 million in MDTA, Job Corps, and similar type programs.

,The enrollments and number of teachers needed for each level and type of

program,a cco)ding to this projection, are displayed in Table 8-2. From

this, A relative change in vocational teacher needs between the years a>

1966-75' by level and type'of program have been computed. This is, dis-

'

played in Table 8 -3.

Should the need for mid-career changes creaSe sharply, beyond that

predicted here, further vocational program enrollments will be generated.

Furthermore, the.flin-androut" enrollments of persons seeking-to update

and upgrade their skills sO as to maintain th4ir qualificatiofts in their

..
.

fast changing,specialtie§ may increase. Predictions have been made that
.,

adult vocational education. services will be utilized by a larger per,.

centage of the civilian labor force by 1975 (Kaufman and Foron, 1974.

The need for special needs teachers in vocational education (because of
e4

.the impact provided by the 1968 Vocational Amendmentsill'rapidll

., -,increase to about 22,000 by 1975.

,.. _ , . . ,,

The projected need for administratorstand other ancillary perionned
0 .. '#

'... 4 i '' . t

are displayed in Table 8-4. St

)

ould the secondary schools move. in the

r, ?

---. direc&iori'qf develofring 'Clu ster...vocation:al curriculums; the number of
. ..

high 'school.yoUngsters expected to enroll in vocation education will
.

.

1

,

g
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TABLE 8-2

ENROLLMENTS AND TEACHERS PROJECTED TO 1975 $Y LEVEL AND
TYPE OF PROGRAM: ,PUBLIC1AND PRIVATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (a)

Level and type of program Porollments Teachers
1

All Programs 19,170,000 448,300
Secondary 9,300,000 173,300
Postsecondar 2,620,000 113,900
Adult 7,250,000 161,100

Trades and Industry 4,474,000 148,300
Secondary 1,206,000 37,900
Postsecondary 644,000 30,900
Adult' . 2,624,000- 79,500

Office 4,973,000 104,700
Secondary 3,050,000 58,600
Postsecondary 974,000 28,600
Adult . . 949,000 17,500

Distributive 1,469,000 27,900
Secondary 372,000 7,000
Postsecondary 89,000 ,600
Adult 1,008,000 18,300

Health 297,000 19,200
. Secondary 37,000 1,600

Postsecondary 246,000 17,000
Adult 4 14,000 600

Home Economics 5,817,000 81,900
Secondary 4,005,000 56,900
Postsecondary 1:3,000 300
Adult/ 1,799,000 24,700

Technical 1,245,000 54,400
Secondary 130,000 4,500

,'Postsecondary '649,000 34,400
Adult . ........ s. 466,000 15,500

Agriculture
N

896,-000 11,900
Secondary V 500,000 6,800
Postsecondary

,S: 6,000. 100
Adult .1 390,000 5,000

1
These projections are based on previously publiOed data.,

o

(a) Rupert, N. E. and Terry, D. R., Voc4tional Tacher Education.
. rojectNo. PDT -AO -030 (TEVOTEC). /

fg?
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TABLE 8-3

RELATIVE CHANGE IN VOCATIONAL TEACHERNEEDS 1966-1975
(DIVIDED BY THE MEAN RELATIVE CHANGEa)

Standardized
Vocational Education Classification Relative Change

All Programs

Secondary di 0.8

Postsecondary , 2.1

Adult 0.9

Trades and Industry

Office

Distributive

Health

Home Economics

Techrilcal

Agriculture

4

2.3

1.7

1.3

2.0

1.0

2.6

0.005

SOURCE: 1966 data from Digest of Educational Statistics, 1968, U.S.,
Office of Education (Washington: 1968), p. 35. 1975 data
from Table 10, The Education Professions, 1969-74, U.S. Office
of Education (Washington: 1970), p. 20.

a
SOURCE: Rupert, N. E. and Terry, D. R. Vocational Teacher Education.

Project No. PDT-A0-030 (TEVOTEC).

J
4

11.
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TABLE 8-4

ACTUAL AND PROJECTED NUMBERS OF

Local Level

Personnel '

Directors or supervisors

Guidance specialists

,CdIriculum specialists

'Other

TOTAL

Teacher trainers (institutions)

ANCILLARY, PERSONNEL: 1966 AND 1975

1 State Level .

..

--
Directors or supervisors 378 860

Assistant directois or supervisors 420 1,080

Area supervisors 257 1,230

Youth specialists 32 240

Teacher trainers 160 , 150

Itinerant teachers 182 400

Research specialists 59 150

Guidance specialists 46 150

Curriculum specialists 79 150

Other . 125 320

2,145 5,666

1966 1975

3,080 9,530

1,009 1,980

123 320

317 . 740

22,856

SOURCE: For 1966, Vocational and Technical Education, Annual Report,
1966, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(Washington, 1968), p. 54. See notes at the end of the chapter

.for derivation on 1975 figures.

a
Rupert, N. E. and Terry, D. R. Vocational Teacher Education, Project
No. PDT-A0-030 (TEVOTEC).
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Increase to 65 percent of the total enrollment, according to one osti-

mate (Kaufman. and Foron, 1972). This projection, by program and,
"

curriculum, along with the number of vocational teachers needed for

them, are displayed in Table 8-5. The availability of bluster curricu-

lums in the secondary schools is expected to increase the number of

secondary vocational program graduates who enroll.in post-secondary.

vocational programs thereby generating ah increased need for,teach4pis

in that area.

The total supply of vocational teadherslancillard personnel

,. 4.
and administrators is not kndWn. The same dilemma-is encountered in

adult education..,' Only the'supply of seco dary'school vocational teachers

are known. These.are depicted for the yea
.

8 in Table 8-6. A no

growth rate would result in a total of 20,000 teachers fbr 1975, accord-j

ing to these estimates, but the prdsent expected rate of growth will

produce 26,500 graduates in 1975. HpWever, only 62 percent of past

'graduates entered the teaching profession, reducing the total, number who

actually enter teaching to about 16,500.
..4.1t!

Estimates of- replacement needs and teachers entering.vocational

education for 1975 at each level are displayed in Table 8 -7. The-dif-

Terence between the two estimates (replacement needs-new teachers pre-

pared) provides the number of news teachers needed in 1975.

Of interest is that much of the shortage can be reduced by finding

means of inducing all graduates of vocational teacher programs to accept

teaching or administrative positions in vocational education. But even

if this is successful, some expanded vocational teacher eduCatiOn efforts

will be needed to fill the vacancies at the post-secondary and adult

categories.
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TABLE 8-5 o

PROJECTED VOCATIONAL ENROLLMENTS AND TEACHER.NEEDS IN PUBLIC
SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN.1975 ASSUMING CLUSTER CURRICULUMSa

Progran
Enrollments

Teachers

Occupational
curriculum

Cluster
curriculums Total

Trades and Industry 184,000 1,114,000' 1,29t,000 39,300

Office 477,000 2,623,000 3,100,000 57,400

( .

Distributive ' 59,000 322,000 381,000 6,900,

Health 6,000 32,000' 38,000 1,700,

HOthe Economics 660,000 3,588,000 4,248,000 58,200

Technical

_

30,000 109,,000 139,000 4,600 --.",'

qi tfA

Agriculture

;ptal

94,000 517,000 611,000 7,900
..z.--4--

176,000

1,

1,510,000 8,305,000 9,815,000

.SOURCE: Total projection of 1,510,000 from Projections of Educational
Statistics to 1976-77, U.S. Office of Education, 1967, p. 9. -

Other figures derived.

a
Rupert, N. E. and Terry, D. R. Vocational Teacher Education. Project

No. PDT-A0-030 (TEVOTEC).

..
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TABLE 8-6

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHER SUPPLY
(NUMBER PREPARED IN 1968

a
)

Program
Teacher
supply-

Percent
_entering
'teaching

Number
entering
teaching

,Agriculture 2,047 57.2 1,171

Business 9,001 63.5 5,716

Distributive 475 51.6 245

Home Economics 6,780 63.4 4,299

Health ". 1,017 67.6 687

Technical and T&I 609 44.2 269

Total 19,929 62.2 12,87

With 33% growth '.26,500 16,500

SOURCE: Teacher Supply and Demand in Public Schools, 1968, Research
DivisiOn, National Edudation Association, 1969, p: 25.

a
Rupert, N.' E. and Terry, R. Vocational Teacher Education, Project
No. PDT-A0-030 (TEVOTEC).
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TABLE 8,7

ANNUAL NEED FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TEACHERS IN 1975a

Replacement
need.

Level

Teachers
reentering

(2)

Secondary

Postsecondary

Adult

14,900 5,200

4,090k

6,600 2,300

9,700

4,000

4,300

Total
Expansion new

(1-2)r needt 1 needs

12,100 21,800

12.,000

5,00 9;900

SOURCE: n Public Schools, 1968,
sociation, 1969, and
nt of Labor, Bureat of
See end of chaptei

Derived frOm Teacher Supply and Demand i
Research Division, National Education As
Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, U.S. Departme
Labor Statistics, Vol. I, February 1969.
for explanation.

a
Rupert, N. E. and Terry, D. R. Vocational Teacher Education. Project
No.PDT-A0-030 (TEVOTEC).

.

Some Background Information: Pennsylvania

,Vocational pro rams in the Commonwealth are'found in 516 Compre-

hensive high schools,.72 AVTS schOols, 19 Commonwealth Campuses of The

Pennsylvania State University, 15 pUblic community colleges, 13 private

junior colleges, 39 associate degree granting proprietary institutions,

222 licensed private business schools, 126 private trade schools, and ,

18 penal institutions. Table 8-8 displays the number of vocational pro-

grams, the number of students enrolled in each type of institution, and

the number of faculty served by them at this time.

It is important to point out that this is the present state of

vocational education in Pennsylvania regarding enrollments and the

estima:tenumber of vocational teachers. Will there be more, the same,

or fewer people in need of vocational education in the future? The
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TABLE 8 -8

NUMBER-OF VOCATIONAL STUDENTS ENROLLED IN
EACH "TYPE OF INSTITUTION (PENNSYLVANIAO

2 3 4 5 6

Cdmprehensiva
H.S. (516)

and sse
AVTS (72) ,,

Community
'College 14

Private-Jr.
College 4

P.S.U. Campuses

Proprietary
(Assoc. Degree) 39

Proprietary
(Business .175

Proprietary
(Technical) 112

Penal
w

Institutions
(Industries Div.) 7

(Voc. Ed. Div.)

-

84,537 (in
gainful
voc.prog.),

644925

//,
///

13,594

.

5,468

1,250

274

63

27/1

11/1

276* '16
9 l'9%

( 17/1-

2,592 194 10 13/1

7,761 546 39** 14/1

.

26,000 740 287**- 35/1

.

1,300 100 7** 13/1
980 (tradesmen/

instructors)

I
a
These figures are based on telephone interviews with selected educa-
tional officials in the Pennsylvania Department of Education in
October, 1973.

.1%b
Based on a ratio of 20 faculty to 1 non teaching professional voca-
tional educator.

*1972

**A ratio of one per institution was used, since the 20/1 faCulty to
administrator ratio would result in fewer than one administration per
institution.

1 = Institutional Type
2= Number of Institutions Having Vocational Programs
3 = (1973) Number of Students (full-time)
4 = Number of Faculty (full-time)
-5 Number of Administratorsb
6 = Student/Teacher Ratio
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response to this very fundamental question will point to the number of

new vocational teachers needed fbr,the next'10 years. This, of course!

is based upon the development of several assumptions from which estimates

. ,

of futureneeds will be made in this paper.
.

.
.

The Secondary SChool Scene...The 1973 secondary school enrollment

total was 1,145,195 (The Calculator, 19,73): The number-of students en-
.

.

. ,-. , .
.

rolled in vocational programs in the comprehensime, high schools and area

vocational technical schools in 1973'was. 140,464. Therefore,-tuit'over

13jpercent of the public secondary school students in the Commonwealth

4- '
were enrolled in vocational education programs. It should be noted that

this compares favorably withthe projected 1973 public secondary school

vocational program enrollment of 148,043 as displayed in Table 8,-9.-
. .4

-- ., - - --
.',, , ' e

But the projected percentage of secondary students enrolled in

vocational
,

programs fall far below the national estimates cited ,.n the
. . _

preceding section (65 percent pf.total secondary school enrollment),.

As shown in Table 8 -9, the.'projections for 197B-76 show only 15.5 percent
. :

of all secondary school students, enrolled in vocational curricula based

on,the projected total.enrollments for that year (See Table 8-10),_ This

alSo falls considerably short of the recommendations made by the State

.Advisory Commiteee on Vocational Education, which stated that the per-

centage of secondary school students enrolled in vocational programs

should increase to 50 percent in'the 1970's. The sate recommendation'

was extevied to post-secondary students and adults served `by vocational-

technical programs of all kinds.

Of considerable importance in this analysis is the predicted down-
.,

turn in the total secondary enrollment in Pennsylvania beginning in 1974

(see Table 8-10) as opposed to no discernible national downturn,for thiS

41?
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TABLE 8-9
a

PROJECTIONS OF PENNSYLVANIA VOCATIONAL ENROLLMENTS

1973-74 1974-75 1978-79

Secondary 148,043 153,391 165,155"

Post-secondary 42,480 '44,604 52,008

Adult 57,342 60,209 72,250

a
Extrac ed from the 1974 Pennsylvania State Plan for Vocational Educa-
tion (Part II, p. 94, Table 4). Harrisburg, PA.: Pennsylvania'
Dep tthent of Education, 1973.

TABLE 8-

ROJECT TOTAL'PENNSYLVANIA SECONDARY SCHOOL ENROLLMENT

Year

Public

Non - Public.

Year

Total

Public
,

,Non-Public

"

1973: 1974 1975

1,267700 1,260,660 1,243,400

.1,152;000 :JP 1,150,500 1,139.(400

115,700 110,100 104,000

1976 1977 1978

1,221,400 1,191,300 1,154,20

1,113,500 1,047,900 1,064,600

97,800- . 93,400. 89,800

a
Extracted from Projections: Selected Educational Statistics for -

%.Penntylvania to 1982-83, 1973. Division of Education Statistics,
Pennsylvania'Department of Education.
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,popUlation group unti11980' and thereafter (see Lerner,\1970). The
,.

.

.
.

',projected total secondary enrollmentg are displayed in 'Table 8,74,,'

. .

, .

.

If vocational enrollment projections cited in the'1974 Pennsylvania
,.,

State Plan' for Vocational Education (see 'Table 8-9) are held'to,..an9 4/f

°

the projected number of vocational education Rprsonnel prepared by the

colleges and universities materializes, then the'excesses and deficits

' displayed in Table 8-11 are predicted. °

Of'interest in this' discussion is an assessment of the effect,of -

. ,

I .

increased vocational enrollments as recommended by. the State Advisory

Council ,on Vocational Education. Table b 12 r-osents spr-cmdary sch5ol:

vocational enrollments for each year6until"1978 based upon several

vocational/total secondary scliool,population ratios.

/".. .

The Thirteen Percent Rate. ?If the present rate of 13 percent '(of

all high school students enrolled in vocational curricula) is maintained,

then public secondary vocational school enrollments wi41 slowly decrease

from around 150,000 in 1973 to abcat 138,000 in a978. Should that be the
. -

actual experience, -then the total number of vocational professionals
. .4.

needed. in the Commonwealth will also decrease. Assuming an annual

A .replacement rate of five percent and a continuation of the 27/1 student/

teacher ratio (see Table 8-8), then 277 new secondary vocational.teachers

will be needed for 1973. Also, assuming a ratio of 20 faculty ,tdone

non-teaching professional, the numberof replacement administrative

ancillary personnel will be about 14 in 1973.' These same computations

have been made for each year from 1973 through 19781 using the projected

total secondary school enrollments (from Table 8:12) as 'a basiS to

determine the vocational program enrollments (13 percent of the'total in

4
each of these years). These,are displayed in Table 8 -13.

,t)
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TABLE 8-11a.

PROJECTED NUMBER t)F PENNSYLVANIA .

=4 VOCATIONAL' PERSONNEL: EXCESS AND DEFICITS '1
00

Year Inst.itutional Category
. .

1974-75

* 1975-76
:o

'
0

SEC'

. PS
0

ps

A

SEC

PS

fr

4

6

Excess .
see

Deficit

.

..:666, I'

5

c
584

=

136

108

95

100

90`

'a Extracted from 1974 Pennsylvania State. P,114 1 for Vocational Education ,
jr

op.- .,"

4

Percent'The_ Twenty' tic') (see Table 8,714) . Should ratio,tio. be
,

accepted as goal by, the ;State, the overall enrollments in vocational

education would be as displayed for Rate.A in rable 8-12, and there

would bean immediate need for about 3,000 'additional vocational teachers
:

(8,522 minus 5,53'4.
.
.This represents an, absolute' increase of 54 percent

thetotal RIcirtbv .b'f- vocational:- teachers needed, and it is unlikely
0.4 4).

V.that the_ teacher "training institutions in the Commonwealth can -produce

I

, .
vocational faculty in such, ,guantity in less than se ral years. In 1971,
:f

Or
,,,,-- .': . (2 .,

fOr eXatiple,' the 'total number of. vocaticiaal teachersPprepared, by the
ts,

various teacher training institutions' in. the Commonwealth .io.taled 993
,

(see Table 87,17) .

A
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TABLE 8-12,,

.PROJECTED PENNSYLVANIA SECONDARY
VOCATIOtiAL,PROGRAM ENROLLMENT

1,

Year
Pi

Present Rate . ,Rate Rate 11 Rat
131i* 20%* - 30%* 5

non public

1974

total .

public ,

nom-public

1975

'total ,

public
non-public

1976

.total . ,

public - =

ppm-public

1977

total
public
non-public

1978 .

,

total
public,

164,801 253,540
149,760' 230,100
15,041 23,140

163,800. 252,120
149,565 230;100.

-14,313 22,020

161,642 248,680
148,122 227,680
13,520 20,800

158,782 244,280.
144,755 - '7227,70a

12,727 19,580

154,869 238,260
142,727" 219,580.
12,142 18,680

'150,046 230;840
/38,37,2 - 212,880'
11,674 17,960

380,310
345,600
34,710

633,850
576,000
.57,850

378,180 '

345,150
33,030

373,020
341,820
-31,200

366,420

630,300
575,250
55,050

621,700
569,70O_

52,000

6.0,700
..

3101r...
556,750

2 0 , 48,950

357,390
329,100
28,020

346,260
319,200
26,940

595,650

548,500
46,700

577,100
,532,200

-44,90b

*Percent or total secondary school enrollment
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TABLE 8-13

PROJECTED PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC SECONDARY VOCATIONAL_
_TEACHER AND NON-TEACHING PROFESSIONAL REPLACEMENTa:
VOCATIONAL STUDENTS = 13% OF TOTAL SECONDARYSTUDENTS

Year Total. Teachers
b

4 New Teachers
a

flew Administration

1973 5537 277 14

1a74 l 5537 277 14

1975 - 5485 274 14

1976 5400 270 14 3#

197. 5323 266 13

1978 . '5125 ,256 13

. . ,a
Replacements based on a 5% turnover rate of teachers and administrators.

b
Based on a 27/i student ratio of the projected number or vocational
students for that year (from Table 8-12).

cBased ona 20/1 teacherYadministratorratio of the calculated number
of new vocational teachers.

The Thirty Percent and'Fifty Percent Ratios (see Table 8-15 and
. .

8-16). Increasing the percentage of secondary school Students enrolled

in vocational progras to 30 or 50 percent would produce overall enroll-
.

ment totals shown for ratios B and C in Table 8-12. An even greater

demand for.additional vocational teachers and administrators would be

created by such an increase. The magnitude of the increase is displayed

in Table 8-:15 for the 30 percent ratio and Table 8-16 for the 50 percent

ratio.
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TABLE .8 -14

PROJECTED PUBLIC SECONDARY VOCATIONAL TEACHER AND
NON -TEACHING,PROFESSIONAL REPLACEMENTa: VOCATIONAL

STUDENTS -7 .20 % OF TOTAL SECONDARY ENROLLMENT

Year
.

Total Teachers-
b

New Teachers
a

New Administrationc

% 1973 8522* 426 21

1974 8522 426 21

1975 8440 422 21
9

1976 Q434 421 21
. .

1977 8133 407 20

19'78 7884 394 20:

a
Replacements based on a "5% turnover rate of. teachers and aaministra-,

tors.

b
Based on a 27/1 student ratio of the projected number of vocational
students for that year (from Table 8-12).

c
Basel on a 20/1 teacher/administrator ratio of the calculated number,
of new vocational teachers.

*This represents an initial increase of 3,000 new faculty.

The Post-Secondary Scene. Full-time post-high school vocational

students are found in the public community colleges, private junior

colleges, PSU,Commonwealth Campuses, and certain proprietary schools.

The vocational prograrrienrrollments for these institutions are shown in

I

'able 8-8. The total post-secondary vocational enrollments in 1973 was'
\ .

s...,
just over 24,000. ',Nationally, about 1.05 percent' of the, population is

'
..

T

enrolled in two-year colleges, of which about four-tenths are in voca-

'tional curricula. If Pennsylvania were to mirror this enrollment, there

would be about 12000 full-time, two-year college students and 48,000

.41
if
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- - TABLE 8r15

PROJECTED PUBLIC SECONDARY VOCATIONAL TEACHER AND
4, NON-TEACHING PROFESSIONAL REPLACEMENTS: VOCATIONAL

STUDENTS = 30% OF TOTAL'SECONDARY.STUDENTS

Year Total Teachers
b

New Teachers
a

New Administration
c

. ,

197 3

'1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

12,800 f 644 - 32

- 12,783 639 - 32 ,

12-,660 -'633 32

12,367 618 ".

/

31

12,189 609 30

11,822 591 30.
,

a
Replacements ba ed on a 5% turnover rate of.teachers and administrators,

b
Based on a 27 student'ratid of'the projected number of dational
students for that year (from Table 8-12},.'

c
Based do a 20/1 teacher/administrator ratio of the calculated number
of new vocational teachers.

, -

of them would be in vocational curricula. Therefore, Pennsylvania falls .

considerably shoft of the national average for vocational students, in

two-year colleges. In addition, the Commonwealth has a proportionally

lower number of secondary students in vocational programs (13 percent as'

compared to a 1970,national average of 17 percent) and-also falls far

behind in its post-secondary,vocational durricula. enrollments.

The number, of additional teachers needed for these institutions is

not large. For example, the enrollmerSt'increases are not expected to be

substantial, resulting.in the hiring of very few new faculty and admin-
.

istrators. Using the five perCent turnover rate referred to earlier,

4 I
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TABLE 8-16

PROJECTED PUBLIC SECONDARY VOCATIONAL TEACHER AND
NON-TEACHING PROFESSIONAL REPLACEMENTa: VOCATIONAL

/.STUDENTS = 50% OF TOTAL SECONDARY STUDENTS

Year
.

Total Teachers
b

,

New Teachers
a

...

New Administrations
.

1973 21,3.33 1067* .53

1974. . 21,306 1065 53

1975 21,100 1055 53

1976 '20,620 1031 -52

1977 2 ,315 1016 51

1978 1'9,711 986 49

a
Replacements based on a 5% turnover rate of teachers and administrators.

bBased on a 27/1 student ratio of the projected number of vocational
students for that yea*,(from Table 8-12).

c
Based on a 20/1 teacher/administrator ratio of t})e calculated number
of new, vocational teachers.

the additional faculty required for 1974 would be 65 vocational teachers

and three administrators for the community.colleges,'10'faculty. and one

or no administrators for the Commonwealth Campuses, and 27 teachers and

two administrators for associate. degree proprietary schools. This adds

up to an addition of 102 teachers and six administrators for the entire

st-secondary vocational effort. But, these figures represent the need

related to full-time day student enrollments with no consideration given

to the adult continuing education components,conducted by thhilt...institu-,

tions. The commaity colleges, with about 11 500 part-time students;

'many of whom are enrolled in vocational courses, are likely structured

II
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TABLE 8-17

VOCATIONAL TEACHERS PREPARED FOR
THE FIVE YEARS, 66 -67 THROUGH 7Q-71*

Vocational Area
t.,..

66-67 67-68 68-69 .69-70 .70-71

.

Agriculture 24 22- 19
....,,

,

BUsiness Edudation _ 373 407 448
,

%...
i

Distributive Education 12 30 23

- t

7--'
Home Economics 3`14 379 411

Trade, "Industrial,
.

Vocational, Technical 1 10 27

i'

24' 24

498 .' 431
*

4 .,..i 37
, *g. ,

475 1r-478

60 23

*
Extracted from Our.Colieges and Universities Today,, Vol. 5,
Pennsylvania Department of Education, 1971.

.NO'S: 1970-71 graduates:

Agricultural Education: All teaching;
Business Education: 221 teaching (193 in-state), 210 not teach-

;ng;

,-Distributive Education : 9 teadhing, 28, not teaching;
Economies: 249 teaching (193 in-state), 229 not teaching;

Trade, Industrial, Vocational, Technical: 12 teaching (ih-state),
11 not teaching,

to have faculty and administrators earmarked for this special kind of

vocational education. Since these student's are probably enrolled On a

half and one-fourth time basis, a student/teadher ratio of 50/1 would be

more likely (although no official figures are available). Should this

be accurate, then about 230'adult/continuing education faculty in the

community colleges are emproyed for this effort, with an; annual replace-

. ment need (assuming a five pprcent turnover) of up to 13 new teache

and one administrator.
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An assessment of the need for the preparation of post-' 46ndary

vocational teachers is complicated by the fact that many of am are not

'graduates of vocational teacher education programs. For example, the

s

great majority of vocational faculty in the PSU Commonwealth Campuses

have one or two degrees in the area in which they are teaching (such

as engineering). The same is true of many vocational faculty in the.

community colleges. There is some vestion as to Whether the employment

offidials of these institutions would leant to change from their present

source of teacher.

Another situation exists with regard to the proprietary schoolsin

that up to this time their faculty and administrator salaries are not

sufficiently' attractive to draw many graduatescf vocational teacher

education "programs to them. Furthermore, as the linLcial condition Of

these institutions becomes increasingly more difficult, and two-year

college faculties push further ahead in thq aalarrarea via more sophis-

ticated forms of negotiations, it is highly unlikely that the RroprietaFy

schools will ever become a viable market for graduates,of vocational

teacher education programs (unless huge surpluses, are generated). The

post-secondary level, as a whole, from this writer's point'of view, is

not presently and will not in the future be a large market for the voca-

tional teacher education programs.

Another market offered by the post-secondary schools (at least the

public supported ones) is for administrators, coordinators, curriculum

specialists, and institutional researchers. But this is also limited in

that such specialists are not needed in great abundance, perhaps not

More than an average of one to each such institution over a five-year

period.

'
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In conclusion, 'the post-secondary vocational areas are not and will

not be a major market for vocational teacher education in Pennsylx;ania,

A major function of the'university-based vocational teacher education

programs should'relate to research in post-secondary vocational schools

that would improve the quality of teaching, curricula, and learning in

the vocational programs, as discussed in the Idliowing *section of this

paper.

Adult-Continuing Education, The major growth in vocational program

N
enrollments in the Commonwealth could be in the adult-continuing educa-

a

tion arena. Pennsylvania is expected to have a labor force of just over

five million in 1975 (Pennsylvania D.L.I., 1969). It can be assumed that

about 80 percent of these jobs will be below the professional (i.e.,

requiring a baccalaureate degree fOr job entry) level, Should five

percent of the sub - professional group (about four million) seek some

kind of upgrading, updating, or recycling each year then the-vocational

schools of the Commonwealth could be deluged with 200,000 adult students

annually (if they all sought such training in these institutions). A;

the concept of mid-career change.becomes more widely accapted,'such a

surge toward additional vocational preparation will beCome a realistic
A

expectation. The preparation of teachers for thisspecial clientele

. .

requires more than the traditional vocational teacher training approach

and offers a rich opportunity for'the university based vocational- teacher

educators to adopt innovative approaches to the situation. ".

The Role of Research, Graduate Studies, Undergraduate Studies; and Field
Services ,

0 .1 1

The conduct of research is one df four major objeCtiveS of voca-,

tionel teacher education.. ReSearch associated with vocational, teacher
/, /-6

II VA
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education ought to be directed toward several broad objectives, includ-

ing the following:

1. The improvement of curriculum and instruction through sysrm-

atic study of its processes and its outcome's;

2. Improvement of pre-service and in-service programs for voca-

tional teachers and professional personnel in the field;

4 '

-3.1ro further knowledge and means to prepare youth and adUlts

for employment;

`4. To seek solutions of problems related to vocational education

in the field;

5. Totestand further refine the frameworks which make up the

foundations upon whiCh vocational education is based;

:6. To seek solutions tolvocational education problems that are-of .

particular concern to a. school or school district.

Tn order to provide a stable and'continuing research thrust, uni-

versity departments of vocational teacher education should employ a

number of professors on a joint research-teaching type of responsibility.

Such arrangements,.in'addition to insuring that vocational education

related research will be,conducted,,will also provide a mechanism for

inaintainirig an up-to-date and realistic vocational teacher training
, . .

program.,

';-
.

,The,graduatp program in vocational teacher education should have

five major, goals, which are briefly described here.
r.

'1. The preparation of leaders. The teaching of.the principles

rend practice in skills within the broad areas of administration and

supervision of vocational edu6ation could provide knowledge and training'

.

neededjoy leaders in the field of vocational education.. The
'

. 7 Vi

4,1

.F.41
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identification and refinement of knowledge and skills related to voca-

tional education leadership can be improved by research and field service

activities. The best preparation for leaders would be one in which there

is a judicious blend of theoretical constructs and practical knolihow.-

2. Preparation of teacher educators. Although the number of

additional vocational teacher educators needed is likely.to remain small,

there will be vacancies created by normal turnover Therefore, a limited

number of the doctoral graduates will likely find employment as voca-

tional teacher educators. Provisions for this pos0.bility should be

made.within the vocational doctoral program.

3. Preparation of vocational education researchers. This goal

is achieved by the provision of three kinds of experiences for graduate

students: (a) selected course work; (b) research internship; and (c)

thesis and paper writing experiences. Vocational education researchers,

if they are to perform in an optimum n r, should be well trained in

. 'research methodology; but of equal importance, should also be well

versed in the overall area of vocational education.

4. Preparation of vocational teachers. A projected need for

, vocational teachers, based on several statewide,Cratios (of students

enrolled:in vocational programs' compared to total enrollments) is pres-

ented in an earlier paragraph. i'ecauSe of the uncertainty,of what the

actual ratio will be in the next decade, the real need for vocational

teachers and leaders is impossible to determine. This problem is made

more complex by the fact that vocational teachers are being prepared in

39 programs found in a total of 26 colleges (18 private, five state

owned, and the three'cdmmonwealth 'universities). These programs consist

of: home economics (14), btiSines education (18), distributive
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education (3)', trade and industrial -(3), and agricultural education (1).

An evaluation of actual market need may indicate the involvement of too

many programs in some of the vocational areas'cited above and also may

indicate the involvement of too many -cslleges. Considering the projec-

tions displayed in the ireceding!sion, there are reasons to suspect

the presence of excessive proliferatign in at least several of the area

listed above.

An, important part of preparing vocational teachers has to do with

in- service training, which is concerned with several broad needs. First,

increased attenti9p is needed to maintain up-to-date teacher expertise
. ,

in their vocational specialities. While several types of strategies

have been-employed in such attempts in the past, an effective method for

achieving this desirable objective is still not available. Needed is a

serious financially supported) effort to design, test, and con-

tinuously refine vocational teacher modernization models--another vital

role for vocational education researchers. Secondly,, and of compara-
,

,tively-less importance, is the need to elevate all vocational educators

to the baccalaureate degree level in their own professional preparation.

The present Mode of certification in some of the vocational areas pro-

vides the teacher with the security of permanent certification quite

apart from acquiring the bachelor's degree. Heavy emphasis is placed on
?

related work experiences and the acquisition of irtification related

courses is permitted in such a manner that, should the vocational teacher

so elect, to (or she) ,may be free to discontinue all studies upon

receipt of permanent certification. While this mode,of certification

exists, it may be very difficult'to motivate such individuals to cop-

tinue their professional studies up to at least a baccalaureate level.
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Evidence of thisds the present condition whereby the majority of the

AVTS faculty in the Comnionwealth do not hold ba6heiordegrees. A state-.

wide endorsement of a minimum eduCational requirement for. vocational

teachers (i.e., at least a bachelor's degree) at the time of employment

(with an appropriate deadline for those presently employed) would

quickly remedy this unfortunate situation which contributesto the low -

prestige accorded vocationarprograms'in edu6ation (particularly second-

ary, schools). Such a move can be urged,- however, only when a good case

can be made in that adding the baccalaureate degree requirement will

result in vocational teachers, who in. turn will be more successful in

helping vocational graduate scope with their roles in the world of work.
o

This requires careful analysis, from which an undergraduate vocational

_teacher training programs would be modeled. This also is a research and

development task best done within the rubtic of university based voca-

tional education research. Although the major part of the actual under-

graduate work may go on in the four-year collegeg:, this writer believes
c

the research and' development aspect is a role best assumed by the

. !

university.

'
5. Catification of vocational teachers, supervisors, and admin-

.

istrators41 Historically, the basic rationale for certification of

11'

public school teach&rs, supervisors and administrators was to insure
f

.professional bompeken09. 'There has been considerable thought devoted

to the advantages Und weaknesses of certification. The most recent

trend, which to this writer appears to be a "fad," is competency based

certification. While the basic idea is a goodone, thg danger lies in

selection of the skills aridknowledges to be assessed. Vocational edu-

.

.cation, with one of its major underpinnings being the teaching of skills
,I,..

,..
.

- 11
If

)
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and provision of knowledge associated with a vocational.speciality, at

0 first glance appears to lend itself to easy-to-measure type objectives.

HoweVer, the most important -oomponents.of vocational education in fact

deal with matters of the mind, such as attitudes toward lerning new

ork skills and techniiuesmith a minimum of resistance. A major incur

sion of "competency-based" certification in vocational educatidn, in the

opinion of this writer, will encrust certain skills and areas of know11.

. ,

edge into the fabric of vocational teacher education in such a manner

that the profession would be deprived of much of its present flexibility.

he preparation of professionals-for ' vocational education ought to be

sufficiently pragmatic to provide for optimUM development of each

individual teacher and administrator. The competency-based idea works

the other way around; all who aspire to enter the profession must

achieve aminimum level in a series of competencies, regardless of the

uniquecontributions each of these individuals can brinq to pro-

fession (Gillie, 1974a).
wt.

With regard to the above, vocational, teacher educators have the

responsibility to meet the competency bas,ed trend head on, by extracting' '

.the worthwhile
r

aspects of it for incorporation in their programs while

1

resisting its more shortsighted components.

Conclusion ,

The public and private school enrollments in vocational education

are likely to remain at or near their present levels in the next five

years. The most significant increase may be-sexperienced in adult!-

\continuing education as older workers in the Commonwealth seek .to up-;

grade'or update their present work skills and knowled4eg, or seek prepa-
.

ration for a midcareer change. Should this'svariety.of vocational
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education take hold, a new breed of vocational teachers will be needed.
,'..-

t A
.

, SUch teachers will'require condaderablelexppi t i se in
i
pro-viding'instruc-

I

tion for persons y.tho have been outof schpol for years and seek assist-
.

ance in-mee_Iting specifib career goals. Furthermore, such teachers

ought to be strongly empathic to this type of student and their special
..

..'.
, - .

. ,, .
.

vocational,needs. Present vocational.teacher training progr'ams.do,not
c ,-

. . ,
.

, ., ' , , '. '.

prepare professionals with such an orientation, and S graduate program
.

.-

a
, , would be rpqUir0o do the job.

.

, The Major.efigort of vocattonal teacher education in the university;. ,

.

in the opinion of this writer, should be in the area-of research and 0 C

graduate Studies, which in turn Sekves,the needs of undergraduate
%I,

students andfkield services.. Research into the six areas listed,in a

-0
previous paragraph, aimed ultimately at providing better vocational edu-.

',,

cation'to the CommOnweafh is of continuing importance, because without
,

such efforts the profession cannft remain viable and-progrtssive.
,

i

Wuate studies, with primary concentration bn the,five areas stated .

.V.'
,, i

in a preceding14paragraph,, is of equal importance to the long-term health

of vocational education in this state. ' , .

, ,

' ..
,

This paper would be,apoidingthe heart of the issue withdut the

following caveat: The.financing of vocational teacher, by the

state universities is%t.he key to its future. There is a' clearly die
t

.

.

cernible trend in the nation foY a-reduction and gradua/ eIimination,of

direct external finandial support for university vocational teacher

education e., via the State Departmen of Education). The move

'ently afootin the Commonwealth'of Pennsylvania, in the opinion -of his.

writer, i

reS-

rely in harmony with that trend. Should this att

State Departments of EducationthroUghout the n

4

ion to

o'

pt.-16y:
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themselves from direct riding for Vocational teacher education be

stopped-or.slowed, thii-observer believes the issue will only re-emerge,

net year or in a veryfew years-at most.

Furthermore, this `writer believes that the original intention of

direct federal-state funding via the State Departments of Education for'
-.

Vocational Teacher Education was to be a_telnporary inducement for uni-

versities and state colleges to invest a portion of their intellectual .

resources and expertise to the matter of preparing teachers and leaders

for vocational curripula'and schools. Ai time went on however, these

institutions became accustomed to the "idea of'obtaining the bulk of the .

. 4

funding fOr this effort from outside their legislated'budgets. This

author belieVes there lias an intention, peobakly lost during the many

",years that this mode of financipg was made available-, for these colleges
=

.
. and universities to gradually increase their share orfinancial support

for i, a Vocational teacher education-e fort until.they would assume all

. -

or'nibst of it. And now the issue is aised, unfortunatelyk during a

time when colleges and universities alre dy are faced' with the prospect,
4

of Alp growth' or even reduced budgets.

Should the colleges and universities succeed in delaying the

dessation of direct funding for, vocational teacher education, then

additional time will have:been"gained to dea with the problem.' ether-

Wise, they will have alperiod of several Yeats in which they can:

a) completely phase out vocational teacher education; b) gradually

assume some of the financial support being lost over the next several,

years so that vocatpma/ teacher education efforts will continue at a

reduced rate; c) full assumption. of financial support on a gradual basis'

413

"
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during the next several years so that vocational teacher education

efforts will continue at the present Tate during the transition.

This writer believes it is vital that.the graduate studies and

research efforts, although possibly reduced significantly in magnitude,'

,be continued by the state univsrsities; Much .of the undergraduate

.,

.'studies in vcocatonalteacher educaticin, with sufficient time provided

for the transition, can, be conducted at the state'owned colleges,

althOugh thig writer feels at least a pcirtion of that effort should be

retained byfthe large universities. 'Selected field services can be

negotiated'by the universities On a contract basis with thelir respective

State Departments ofEaucation. This would placd the field services in
.

,
.

. the "soft money" category,to be re-negotiated each year, resulting in
.

,

such efforts concentrating-op the more immediate type needs in the
t '

field. ...,

This paper has one' major purpose: to provide additiorial rationale

for continuing vocational teacher education in the state universitiet'

under the auspices of complete university funding, should this be

required in thd future. The writer hopes a%sufficient case.has.been

made,for university decision makers to consider Optioh C or; at worst,

Option B.abovd.,

124

4.

,

/
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9. EMPLOYING THE CHRONICALLY UNEMPLOYED*
, f

.Early Concerns About Unemploym

As the nation's economy shifted away from.agriculture and toward

manufacturing, the migration rate from small farms, little towns and
I ,

villages into industrially oriented cities increased in tempo. Back in

the rural areas, the jobless quietly suffered through the concomitant

distresses Of unemployment in out-Of-the-way places where only their

4
relatives and friends were cognizaht-of their dilemma. In this way, the

specter of joblessness was tuiked away from public view. Individuals

possessing no job'skills or only low level type occupational training,

were the,first to,be displaced as.siAbstitution of people with modern

mechanization practices gained impetUs in agriculture and industry. Many

,

of those victimized-by this, in a manner not unlike refugees fisted by a

natural calamitY chose to relocate themselves and their families in an

urban center, in the hope of finding employment and a "decet living."

IroniCally, the lack of skills and training that displaced Or barred

them from employment back home also& proved to be an obstacle in their

new environs. There was an important anomaly in all this, one that

fostered a psychologically devastating feeling of rootlessness: these

migrants no longer could retreat to a small plot of land to gain reiri-

forcement of the need-to "belong. "' This was aggravated by having no

relatives or friehds of long standing to turn to for solace. Having no

- resources or support of any kind, their only recourse was to seek

assistance from governmental agencies. The actual magnitude of employ-

ment displacement caused by so called advances in technology came to the '

0

*Extracted from classroom lectur4, October 197,4. .
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public'sJ'tention like a colossus out of "nowhere." Migration of many

chronically unemployed to the cities heralded the onset enforced public

responsibility toward hem, and_Wai=thg-r-hArbinger of a growing concern

about unemployment.

Past Attempts at EmPloying the Unemployed

%

There were several reactions to the unemployment dilemma, none of

them particularly imaginative br humanistic. ,One consisted of a number

of schemes for quickly training the unfortunate ones in a scurry to get

them off the welfare rolls, into the labor force, and off the public's

conscience. Such efforts, motivated primarily be economics, were lack-

ing in humanistic intentions and were reflected in the generally

unsatisfactory results obtained. A second broad reaction was design of

a system for providing subsistence payments, which was both complicated

and humanly demeaning. Thee responses were interlaced with a general

public feeling of antipathy toward the unemployed and the idea of

providing them with subsistence allowances out of public funds. An out-

come of all this was dejure, as well as de facto, separation of unemployed

fathers,from the family scene (in addition to the other demeaning aspects

of welfare). Such feelings continue high and resulted in their disen-

'franchisement from employment in particular and society in general, as

one. of its ugly byproducts. The number of potential workers in this

submerged group in our labor force may be as high as four million. If

we add to this group those mothers time on welfare and some not) who

wollld be willing to enter employment if they could receive suitable

training and daycare services for,their children, the total may well be

in the neighborhood of seven million. The major question is: How can
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jobless persons be broU9ht into the mainstream of society and the.labor,

4 1 -
market in a self-satisfying'and socially Useful manner?

1 , )
,

Before responding to the question with a description ofa new

approach to this dilemma, a brief review of past strategies is in order.

Early nationwide attempts to help employ.the jobless were made during

the great depression years orthe 1930's. -Those major efforts were in

the form of three thrusts namely: the Works Progress Administration

(WPA), the Public Works dMinistration (PWA), and the Civilian Conser-

vation Corps (CCC). it major intent was to get people back to work

in the interest of bo tering a seriously depressed American economy.

It was a movement born out of desperation, as evidenced by the fact that

13 million of the 51 million labor force were out of work at that time.

To ptit it more directly: It was a reaction to an immediate situation Of

emergency proportions. These efforts were abandoned by the time our

economy received its first adrenalin-like effects of World War II defense

spending upon the national economy. It is ortant to keep in mind that .

these depression employment projects were conceived as reactions to an

immediate economic problem, and considerations for the long term benefit

of people were not in the scheme of things... Furthermore, there were no

serious attempts to match people with occupations that were in harmony

with their interests and abilities. In those days, it seemed to be

enough to merely have a job, regardless of the individual's propensity

toward it.

There has been some federal government interest since,World War I,

in addition to the public service programs alluded to above, in provision

of vocational education and training. This has been reflected in passage

of a series of Congressional acts since that time which have provided
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'funds through the Depattment of Health, Education and Welfare to the
.

publib schools (primarily via-state departmentg education).. The most

recent legislation in this sequence is the Vocational Education Amend-

ments of 1968.- However, soine.labor.and Congressional leaders during the

early 60's felt public school efforts were not sufficiently affecting

unemployed'persons, and their concerns were .eranslated into the inaugU-

(ration of additional legislation that provided funds to the Department

of Labor (Manpower Development and:Training Act of 1962). This legis-

lation was later modified and broadened in attempts td increase its

impact upon hard to'train-and7employ type persons (the Comprehensive

Employment and' raining Act of 1973).

The public school system (through the coniorehenlive secondary

schools, area vocational schools, and community-jnior colleges), have

addressed their vocational and training efforts primarily to adolescents

and young'adults foind in the, mainstream of our society. .The Department

of Labor efforts, expressed through various training,strategems and

devices, have sought to deal with some\of the elements in the chronically

unemployed group considered here. The long term effect of these efforts,

in the opinion of this writer,-have not been successful in any permanent

way. Emphasis was frequently placed on the short-term oriented training

programs where a quick "pay-off" was hoped for; that is, to get as many

of these individuals into the job market as soon as possible. There

appears to be relatively little if any long range concern for these

persons. This is & reaction to the tendency Por Congress and the public

to become impatient and disenchanted with public service programs that

fail to provide instant solUtions for the problems to which they are

addressed: Present training efforts for rriami, of these persons fail'to .
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obtain employment 'for'them even after completion of the training, and

still many others reappear on the unemployment rolls a short time later.

Furthermore, there are many unemployed who have not come under the

influence of these efforts at all. It appears, therefore, that the

traditional approaches to vocational education and training utilized by

the public schools and Department of Labor are inadequate for the task

of dealing with individuals in the submerged group Of chronically

unemployed. It appears to be a classic example of misapplying tradi-

tional strategies to a nontraditional problem.

A New Approach

, .

Past failures in finding satisfying and useful work for persons in

the chronically unemployed sector Of, our work force are not manifesta-

tions of ineffectivenesses in our .present vocational education and train-

ing delivery system. The factis that habitually unemployed individuals

are atypical components in the w rk force, and are best characterized as

possessing an array of disadvanta s sufficiently severe to exclude them

from the mainstream of o r labor f rce. It is ironic that previous

responses to this difficult resulted in a reduction and narrowing

down of opportunities for those who in reality need special help and a

wider assortment of services. What has been brought to bear upon this.

concern up to now, in the opinion of this writer, is use of existing

vocational education and training mechanisms; whereas this is really a

special socioeconomic problem and subh responses are entirely inappropri-

ate. The fact that several million are-chronically unemployed at any

given point in time (many of whom are the, same parsons, year after year)

is,ample evidence that something is awry and a new Atrategy needs. to be

''" brought into play.

, <
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The are several good reasons why wp.should'search for a solution

to the chronic unemployment problem: The firA is a humanistic one:

modern societies view employment as the major vehicle for acceptance

into society. ,Therefore chronic unemployment has a double barrel effect

upon its victims--in additionto being deprived of the means to be

economically self-sustaining, they are also shunted out 'of the mainstream

of society at large. The second reason why thiS problem is worthy of

remediation is its effect on the national economy. Chronically unemployed

persons require and receive public financial assistance on a habitual A'

basis, which shunts a portion of our gross national product into nonpro-

ductive subsistence expenditures. The efficiency of our social system,

from an economic point of view, 'is related to the national rate of

employment. in turn, has an effect upon the rate of inLationt a

contention that is likely supported by some leading economists (i.e.,

that inflation can be brought to controllable limits only when the

efficiency of society is increased). An integral aspect of such

increased efficiency is a reduction in the number of chronically .umem-
.

ployed persons. StIggested is that these individuals be gradually

employed into the national service. This non- tradI'tional manner of.

attacking the problem of the chronically unemployed may indeed be the

alternative-that will reduce the average unemployment rate to less than

one percent. Using the;national service idea as.a basis, a proposed new

,attack on the problem is suggested here. This approach has not been

tried and this writer believes its implementation will make a permanent

reduction in the number.of chronically unemployed persons..

This new approach incorporates eight major steps. The first of

these would be (1) identification of the chronically unemplOyed, followed
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by (2) establishment of a schedule for employing them into the'national

Iservice. The initial induction period at the onset of the program would

require several years, so as to allow time for establis nt of national

service jobs,and appropriate training mechanisms. Such employment would

resemble civil service,in that each,individual would immediately,begin
J

accruement of fringe benefits and privileges provided for civil service-

type employees. But the similarity would end there, because employment,
.

into the national service would be based on the fact that these persons

have, consistently found it difficult.orimpossible to compete-for jobs

in the open labor market and have been adjudged to-be chronically

unemployable. The rationale for,clessifying them in such a manner is.

they need to be provided an occupational shelter, perhaps for the re-

mainder of their working li'ves. At first glance, ofie would think the%

arrangement just described would ensure employment for certain persons,

on the basis of unemployability forisome and predicted'difficulties in

this area for others, which isa reversal.oftraditional open labor-
.

7

market conditions-for the usual worker. This is true to the extent that

they would be assured employment first, placed on a job second, and then

receive, training fat. But this strategy,is not completely unheard of,

as similar arrangements are made in'some industries and public services

where special consideration of 'this type is given to selected long time

7

employees in the interest aft-keeping them on the job.. The major differ-

ence is that employment in the national service approach would be

guaranteed at the onset; and not accrued as a benefit by those with long

'employment; It would be a "given," built-ininitial element. 4
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After guaranteeing these persons employment, the third step (3)-

'would be provision of a professionally conducted service eor careful
We

examination, evaluation, and counseling of those entering the national

service.

The major purpoSe behind this guest would be to identify their

greatest employment potential with particular regard to individual
, -

interests and abilities of each employee. The search-interview-

agsessment process would be an extensive one for each individual, and

-would include identification of areas in need of remediation, including

those with regard to health (physical and mental). Although the initial

cost of such an intensive' effort for so many persons would be`high, the

information derived would be an indispensible component in the manipu-

lation of the public service work environment in the interest of

maximizing compatability between individuals and public service jobs.

It would represent a long term investment of public funds in these

persons, with dividends achieved in terms of happier individuals than

presently found in the limbo of the chronically unemployed, and further-

more, would result in a more efficient society.

After compilation of the personal inventory just described, the

next step (4) would be connecting each individual with a job found to be

the best obtainable match between the employee's abilities and interests

and an 'available public service job opening. This process may be most

"lengthy'for some, particularly those with long histories-of joblessness.

Actual training for job performance, in this approach, would be withheld

until theijadiand employer have reached closure on a specific job..

Fallowing the e4blishment of acommitment by'both parties, the next

step .(5) would be identification of the skill components, after which
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they are (6) incorporated into the foundation of a trainingi program for
,

that person. This is opposite to the traditional approach to vocational

training (i.e., where the person receives training and skill. development

first, and they, goes off in search of a job in which he hopes-to utilize
=7-

his newly acquired skills), Although it is contrary to the usual

approaCh in vocational education and training, it is the most logical
' I

strategy, especially for those who are difficult to train and employ,

since it reduces the guesswork of job placement and training to a near .

zero level.'; The risk of miStrainkig would be Seduced to_a-few cases,

since job selection decisions were made jointly by the employer, employee

and ateat of professionals duxing.the search-interview-assessment

1

process.

The most unique element in the pro-posed approach is provision of

vocational education and training as one of the final steps in.the

process,"after identifying the skills required for the job accepted by

the individual. The next matter for consideration, step (7), is identi-

fication and establishment of vehicles for this provision. Several.

.mechanisms would readily lend themselves to the proposed system. On-the-

job training,- the easiest one 4, impletent, is an appropriate approach

for development of low level but very specialized skills thatJtend to be

unique-for each kind of 40. it even in such cases, the training of

the chronically unemployed person should be conducted in accordance with

a carefully laid out plan, and not be left td informal "catch-on-torit-

on-your-own" tactics so commonly foUnd in low-skilled occupations. A

second strategy would likely be needed for most of these individuals,

which entails establishment and opetiOn of a vocational education and
.

training system. The skills identified after connecting the person and
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'a job would'be used in formulating a training program tailored

* expressly for thaft person for a particular job at that point in.time.
.

Therefore, the National Service employee would be ptovided a training

program designed with him. in mind, and, it would bring his unique-level
- , . e

..,
,.of expertise kin'the identified skill areas'up to that required for

ccessful work performance. Theiprovision df 'crocational.education and

training entails a,high initial cost. This is largely due to the con-

"siderable amounts of individual assistance needed,' because of their

proneness tb experiencing difficultiesin employment related matters
d

(such as-skill development and orientation to the work ethic). It is

believed such a highly individualized approach to job preparation,

literally impossible to provide within the framewdrk of traditional. vo,-

' cational ediacation.arid training programs, would give, hard to train and
%

ovi
...

employ persons-the kind of additignal help they need in order to enter

into successful 'and,long term employment. Viewing. this process on an

eXtendedbasisAhe:initial heavy cost is like down payment and would
.

level put over the years--since the%recipients uld enjoy extended

4Dperiods of employment, which in turn results in long term benefits to

4
society (as well as themselveg).

The acquisition of'initial jobs for chronically unemployed type

persons is only the beginning of the
proposed-approach, (although it is

at this point where traditional vocational education and training

authorities perceive their tasks as completed). Step(8) which continues

for the 'remainder of the person's work ,life, is especially critical'. It
.

entails continuous contact with-, evaluation of, and vigilance over their

job activities. Trouble Shooting-the process and the environment in
.

which Ott occurs is the-esgence of this action, in an ongoing and tireless

r)-:I- .
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search to detect early signs of skills obsolescence, employee disinterest

and boredom, and other malfunctions in the

r°

work environment. Many such

difficulties, if identified and diagnosed early, would require only minor
°

-remediation. Virtually every one of these workers would be called back

into training from time to time, for occupationaradjustmentor complete

retraining purposes. 'Successful implementation of employee recall would

ensure that optimum levels of job perfoAhnce and worker satisfaction are

achieved. Some persons may need to return to training as often as several

times in one year, while others may require less ftequent occupational

adjustments. All this would be offered at no change in income for the

worker during the training episodes. Indications are that at least six

substantial retrainins recalls would be needed during the average person's

working,iife. 'Subsidization tlf the transitional training in such a ,

manner would ease the 'trauma that could be incurred dUring such change-
.

overs. ItS provision in this manner would normalize such activities and

eventually be viewed as an ordinary component in the (^ ,ployment career

pattern of all workers.

,

A National ServiCe Education System

Having explained the proceSs"..by.1:thich the chronically.unemployed

could be brought into the mainstream of society and'the work force, the

final point to be discussed is the manner in which this can be established.

Considering the fact that adults are involved, most of whom have, had

little or no_sucdess in the traditional educational system, and are

atypical in many other respects, a new vocatiohal education and training

system designed to serve this unique group should be established. It

should be a federal eduoation'system that would devote itself exclusively
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to provision of vocational education and training for those emplpiced

into the national service. Its would not be our first national system of.

education however. The Army, Airforce and Navy already have such educa-

tional systems to _serve their members, and'the 'one proposed here would

likewise restrict its services to its own clientele'- members of the

national service. It would need to be an autonomous system, with no

controls .emanating -from the vocational education -or training authorities

of, the public schools or the Department of Labor. Each of these ystems

has goals for their own clientele, neither of which inclUdes the entire

group of chronically unemployed type persons considered here.

This writer proposes the national service education system be placed

within the broad rubric.of the Department of Health, Education, and

Weleare,'but with its own office and not in the Office of Education.

The national office would have as its major purpose the exercise of

,

Leadership and direetibn for.subsidiary (regional) administrative of0.8es.
. ,

Schools would be established on ,a regional basis, which would include one

or more labor market areas. Therefore, each urban center would likely

comprise a region whereas many relatively unpopulated rural areas would

be consolidated into regions serving a sufficiently large populatidn.

It would be thelitasks of these-education centers to conduct the

search -interview-assesstent process described earlier. They would also

coordinate job placement, identification of skills, and offpr the program'

for provision of these skills. The national service schools would also

geh themselves'up for provision of the recurring training needed by the,

national service employees. The schools would be oriented around voca-

tional education and training requirements of these employees, and would,

not be encumbered by-formal curri culums and courses. They would be open
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ended in that an employee's program would terminate when his training is

completed. The school would be task oriented, thereby necessitating an

open type schedule for such matters as admissions and completions. The

in-and-out prpcess should be simple and relatively uneventful, since it
Y

will be going on all of the time.

Because this mode of vocational training and education differs

considerably from pr6vious and present efforts, it is imperative that

these schools be independent of the educational groups described

previously. It would be a new start in the direction of structuring the

lives of persons who otherwise will remain among the dregs of our society

and constitute a continuing drain on the economy.

fr
,
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10. PROFESSIONAL\WOMEN IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION*

Introduction t

13artially'in response to a contemporary interest in the status and

roles of professional. women in vocational education (as expressed par-
.:

ticularly by the AVA resolution suggesting such an inquiry), and in the

hope of contributing to the acquisatibn of knowledge that could be used

in improving present conditions relative to this concern, afour-pronged.

study was-conducted. It includedscientifically selected samples of

administrators and female vocational faculty from community junior

colleges, area vocational schools, comprehensive high schools, and post-

secondary proprietary schoOls. Female vocational faculty members with

their chief administrators in these institutional types were surveyed

with a 25 item questionnaire and a dembgraphic information form.

The study's overall purpose was potidentify perceptions of female

vocational faculty members relative to their roles, career aspirations,

and perceived career possibilities. These were compared with howtheir

administrators perceived them with regard to the same concerns. From

these results, similarities and.differences between female faculty and
4

their administrators were identified. Also, differences as a function

of institutional type were found. The data and inkOrmation obtainedt.

from the instrument, and 'derived. frail its analysis, provide a bagis for

determining several things, i.e.:

*Presented at the National Adult Education Conference in Miami, Florida
on November 6, 197 .
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1. Differences within the same institutional type in terms of

a) role,conflicts experienced by female' vocational faculty as

compared to their role conflict perceived by their chief

administrator.

b) career aspirations that female vocational faculty have in

comparison to the career aspirations their chief adminis-

trators think they have.

c) career possibilities of female vocational faculty, as per-,
1

ceived by themselvesemd their a riistrators.

2. The differences in the three,elements above, in perceptions of

female vocational faculty; as a function of institutional type.

3. Tfie'difZe006es in the three elements above, in perceptionsof

chief adainistrators, as a function of institutional type.

4. The differences between female vocational faculty and their

adminiitrators, grotiped together, as a function of institutional

. type.

5. .Utilization of the results to propose suggestions to vocational

faculty and administrators for furtherance of equality of oppor-,

-tunity and promotions icor all vocational educators. This Would

include suggestions for:

a) reduction o.f dual role conflict actually suffered by female

vocational faculty;
l-

b) reduction-4>f misperceptfons of female vocational faculty dual

role conflict'that administrators may have;
f , .

c) provision of female vocational faculty with. propOsals by

which-they Can more assertively bursue advancement in their

profession;

$ h.."...
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d) provision of administrators with an adequate appraisal of

how female vocational faculty perceive their career advance-/

ment possibilities and proposals. for concrete encouragement

of female faculty in this matter;

.a) provision of a basis to initiate programs for encouragement

of female vocational faculty to seek professional advancement;

f) provision of a basis for administrators to direbtly encourage

female vocational faculty to seek professional advanceMenta-

g) provision of a data-information base for state and national

vocationak leaders for use in promoting greater oppbrtunities

for female professionals in vocational education.

The four substudies were cOndtIcted at The Pennsylvania State

University (in the Department. of Vocational Education) with partial fund-

ing assistance from the Bureau of Vocational Education of the Pennsylvania

Depar of Education. The final report for'the community college study
A

is complete at this time, and the. remaining three will be completed. in

the next months.' This presentation is one of the early reportsconcerned.

with the interrelationship df the findings among the female vocational

faculty and administrators of the four types of institutions.

Procedures

The sample for each study consisted Of the chief administrator and

one or more of the female vocational faculty in that institution:

Institutions within each category were randomly selected, and the admin-

istrator of that school, automatically became a part of the sample. That

adminittrator in turn was asked to provide a list of female vocational

faculty members in his school (community college presidents we're asked

;

-45
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for catalogues from which the names were selected). The female voca--,

tional faculty were randomly selected from the finalized list.,
,

The questionnare consisted of 25 items, 14 of which were addressed

to dual-role conflict matters, 5 on career aspirations, and the remain-

ing (6 items) on 'advancement possibilities. The'results of the studies

point to several interesting differences and similarities among the

faculty of the four types of institut:ons and also among the adminis-

_tration. I would like to review the mckre significant results with you..

Results: Agreement

Over 85 percent of the female faculty in each of the four types of
"dr

institutions agreed with the following six statements. See Table 10

1. It'is"fine for a woman to work if her children are adequate

cared for.

3. Women can live In productie harmony with men falling comple-

mentary and'stipplementary roleg.

8. Women have as much need t6 achieve as men.

11. ii is possible tc be successful at both marriage and a career.

17. Women who'wantjull equality should be prepared to accept equal

responsibility.

22. A coeducational faculty provides a healthy atmosphere.

The administrators were community college presidents, area voca-

tional school' irectors, comprehensive high school dtrectorsiof

vocational programs, and directors (or presidents) of pol-secondary

proprietary schools.

Over 85 percent of the administrators in each of the four institu-

tional types agreed with the following six statements: (See'Table 10-1)
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TABLE 10-1

STATEMENTS' AGREED TO BY FEMALE FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATORS

Questions
Identifier

Agreed to by
Faculty Administrators

DRC 1.

DRC 3.

CA 4.

CA 8.

CRC

-

11.

DRC

,

.17.

DRC, 22.

4
It is fine for a woman to mork
ifjles children are adequately,
cared for. X X

Women can live in haromony with
men filling compleientary and
supplementary somas. X X

Professional women canrealis-
tically expect to have a life-
long career.i-

Women have as much need to
achieve as men.

It is.possible to be success-
ful at both marriage and a
career

.

Women who want full equality
should be-prepared to accept
equal responsibility.

A coeducational faculty pro-
vides a healthy atmosphere.

Cip

X

X

X

X

DRC = Dual Role Conflict

CA = Career Aspiration

CP =_Career Perceptions

4

j
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1. It is fine for a woman to work if her children are adequately

cared for.

, 3. Women canlive in harmony with men filling complementary and

supplementary roles.-

4. PFofessional women can realibtica expect to have a life-long

career.

8: Women hive as much need to achieve as men.

17. Women siho want full equality should be prepared to accept equal

responsibility.

22. A coeducational faculty provides ea healthy atmosphere.

'From Table 10-1, it is seen that female vocatio*al

administrators frail-each of the four types of institutions agreed with

five statements. The administratorg agreed on a sixth one, which was

different from the Sixth one concurred to by the faculty respdhdents.

Of interest is that five of these were dual role conflict items, two

were career aspiration items, and none werewcareer perception questions.

Areas of Disagreement

Eight statements in which fewer than half (50 percent) of the

female faculty agreed, which can be interpreted as a'high rate of dis-

agreement, includel the following: (see Table 10-2)

7. Marriage is an asset for professional women.

9. For professional women children are an asset.

12. A.woman's professional career should be subservient to her

husband's.

14. Most women would like to be promoted to an administrative

position.

D 4
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15. A woman's first responsibility is to be a feminine companiori

of men and a mother.-

21. Women in-supervisory positions have difficulty dealing with

males in subordinate positions.

23. Career women play down feminine appearances in order to be

taken seriously.

24. Most women would like to end, their educational careers as

(full professor, high schoolAgachers, senior faculty or

staff position, area vocational school teachers).
. 4..

. Elren statements in Which fewer than half (50 percent) of the

administrators frop each of the four types of institutions agreed, which

can be interpreted as disagreement, were the following: (see Table 10-2)

5. A mother's working can be easily accepted by.a. child.

7. Marriage is an asset for professional women.

9. For professional women children are an asset.

10. In this institution women are not as likely to achieve

positions of leadership as men.

12. A woman's professional career should be subservient to her

husband's. .

14. Most women would like to be promoted to an administrativeltposi-

tion. ,

,15. A woman's first responsibility is to be a feminine companion

of men and a mother.

19. Intellectual achievementsof women is viewed -as competitively

agressive behavior.

21. 'WOMen in supervisory positions have difficulty dealing with

males in subordinate positibns.

161
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TABLE 10-2

STATEMENTS IN WHICH ,I.PW RATES (i.e,, LESS

THAN 50 PERCENT) OF AGREEMENT WERE FOUND ,

Item

Ideritifier!.

'
Adminis-

Statement FaCulty
.

trators,
-

.Pt )

DRC 5. A mother's working"can.be easily
accepted by a chi]

DRC,1 7. Marriage is an.alset for pro-
fessional women. .

r
DRC 9, FO professional Women children

ar set.

CP 10. n this insti tion women are
not as likely t achieve posi-
tions of leader ip as men.

.CA 12. A woman's professional career
should be subser 1.ent to her
husband's.

CA 14. Most women would e .6p be

promoted to an administrative
position.

DRC, 15. A woman's first responsibility
is to be a feminine companion
of men and a mother.

DRC 19. Intellectual adhievement of
women is viewed as competitively
aggressive behavior

DRC 21. Women in supervisory positions
have diffibulty dealing with
maleg in subordinate positions.

DRC 23. Career women play down feminine
appearance in order to ,be
taken seriously.

CA 24. Most Women'would like to end
their educational career as
(full professors, high s hool
teachers, senior faculty
staff positions, area voca-
tional school teachers). ,X. X

es

,
X

X X

X X

X

X X

X X

X X

X

X X

X X

*DRC = Dual Role Conflict

CA = Career Aspirations

CP = Career Perceptions

ic
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23. Career women play dawn feminine appearance in order to be ,

taken seriously.
444

24. Most women wcipld like to end their educational career as (fullw.

4

' professors, high1 "dchool.teacherl, senior faculty or staff

positions, area vocational school teachers).

From Table 10-2 it is seerf that the administrators sided with the

female faculty regarding eight of the items and three additional ones.

The female faculty disagreed with items Consisting of five in the dual,

role conflict category, three in the career aspirations category., and

zero in the career perception category. For the administrators, this

breakdown was seven in the dual role category, three, the career

aspirations category; and one in the career perceptions area.

The Femininity Question

It appears that female vocational faculty place a high value on

femininity because over 80 percent of them disagreed with the idea of

playing down feminine appearance in order to be' aken seriously, This

same idea evoked the greatest amount of disagreement from the adminis- .

trators as well. The strength of disagreement (as expredsed in percent

of total respondents who indicated disagreement) was about the same/for

all four types of institutions, although the faculty disagreement

exceeded'that of the administrators by 10 to 15 percent. Thereforet

appears that everyone concerned agrees that professional women should

not deemphasize their femininity in the interest of career advancement.

(See Table 10-3)

Aci

F
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Women in Supervisory Positions in Vocational Education

The item was "Women' in supervisory positions have difficulty deal,,

ing,with males in subordinate positions." With the exception of the

high school groups (admiriistrators and,faculty), a greater percentage of

administratotsexpressed disagreement than indicated by the female voca-

tional faculty. (See Table 0 -3)

The Question of Women's First Res nsibility
.

The item in the instrument queried thib sample about a woman's first

responsibility as a feminine companion of men and a mother. Female

faculty expressed strong disagreement with this statement, 'with the

community college faculty being most adamant in.their opposition to this

statement (70 percent) While just barely half of the comprehensive hill

school faculty diagreed. The percentage of administrators who disagreed
.101/

with this statement was consistently lower than the faculty members by

10 to 15 percent. (See Table 10-3)

Should Faculty Women be Subservient to Their Husbands?

Strong disagreement was found in this item. Less than one fourth

of the faculty'%nd administrator responses indicated that a woman's ,

professional career should be subservient to her husband's. -From these

results, one can imply that male administrators agree with female faculty

that there should be professional equality ong the sexes. (See Table

10-3)

Conclusions
%

The analysis of the results continue and the desired outcomes

expressed earlier in this paper are expected to become a reality. Thy

comparisons to be made, by the time the study i6 completed, are displayed

' + 4

I
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in Figure 10-1. The areas-of agreement between faculty women 440kitheir

administrators in the four types of institutions will be identified.
,

t

Also, of perhaps even greater value, the areas of disagreement between

these constituencies,will be found. Attempts to identify such relation-

ships, as well as connections between responses and certain demographic,

data will be made.
A'

The initial impetus for initiation of this two-yea5 long national

inquiry was a resolution made at the American Vocational Association

Conferencein Chicago back in 1972. This resolution read.as follows:

RESOLVED; that the American Vocational Association Board of
Directors authorite a study of professional employment in Voce-.
tional Education with regard to the number of males and females
at every level of the profession, the salaries paid to each
category of employee,,and identify any restrictions in promotional
opportunities because of sex.

The final results ofthis study ought to have considerable impli-

cations for adult and continuingf education. The dual role conflict

apparently experienced by vocational women faculty is similar to that

encountered by many female professionals. It would seem that certain

elements within the dual role conflict dilemma could be laid out for

more complete examination and analysis for female faculty in an attempt

to resolve some of the issues involved. Efforts through inservice

continuing and adult education could be major vehicle in this direction.

Carefully' prepared arguments indicating the true sources of the duel role

dilemma, and constructive approaches to dealing with it, could be an

important focus. of continuing and adult educatioli9 for vocational female

faculty.

S

9

.4
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'IL

THE ANALYSIS MODEL: VOCATIONAL FEMALE FACULTY STUDY

FIGURE 10-1

Note: Directional-lines depict comparisons to be made in terms of:
a) each questionnaire item
b) each subtopic (i.e., dual role conflict, career aspirations,

career perceptions)
c) selected demographic data

4
r
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The career aspirations of female vocational faculty would likely

change (in the positive direction)'if and when they are able to better

deal with the dual role conflict that obviously affects them in an

adverse manner. At this point in time some female voc tionaa faculty

members would rather maintain a ),,pow aspiration profile in the interest,

of internal peace-of-mind and external job tranquility. Here again,:

adult and continuing efforts for vocational faculty (male and female)

can bring some increased visability to the idea of women faculty enter-
-.

taining the same career aspirations as their male counterparts.

In several places .in this study; as indicated in the preceding re-

view, women vocational faculty perceive their career advanceWent possi-

bilities in a more modest manner than their male counterparts. This

may be related to their realistic assessment of their,profeskonal situ-

ation in many cases. It may also be related to the dual role conflict

phenomena for those who haven't resolved this difficulty to their satis-

faction. Here again, I believe special efforts by adult and continuing

education leaders can help to resolve some of the sex-based inequalities.

In conclusion, true equality of opportunity and all that goes with

it, will be slow in coming in vocational education--maybe.as long as the

year 2000. But it won't happen by accident. Deliberate efforts on the

'part of certain groups, such as adult and continuing education leaders,

are needed if we are to achieve such an equality by the year 2000.

r



11. PREPARING PEOPLE FOR OCCUPATIONSi
STATE OF THE ART*

A Brief Look_Backward

Vocational education enters the last quarter,of the twentieth

century as a remarkably humanistic endeavor in its attempts to prepare

people for occupations, perhaps even more so than traditional classical

and "liberal arts" fprms of education. But this is a recent turn of

events.

More than any other element in education, vocational education has

benefited from feder4financial intervention, and this has been going

on for over a hundred years. When first supported by federal legisla-

tion in the 1860's, such assistance from the national level was viewed

as a necessary addition to the,nationsieducatiopalsffort--a mechanism

to prepare sons (and perhaps an occasional daughter) of the populous for

occupations in the mechanical and practical arts. Although not

explicity stated in tice legislation, or in any of the associated rheto-

ric, implicitly understood was that this variety of education was aimed

at providing opportunities for the offspring of the nouveau bourgeoisie

and perhaps a few carefully selected sons of families from low class

backgrounds. In its time, one could identify it as a part of the trend

toward turning away from elitism and toward equalitari'anism in American

education. But the movement was undeniably sparked by a need perceived

by certain educators and, political leaders for trained workers who could

not be brought into the worleforce through the then traditional routes

of education, or apprenticeships. It was an attempt to meet the manpoWer

Extras 7:.cm classroom lectt.

r-
of
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needs'of society at that time, Which were moving from beirig almost

exclusively agricultural based to'one of greater industrial orientation.

Therefore, the movement was imbued with a Mixture of equalitarianism and

pragrdatism. Within its er core then, we fine that' th&.initial

federal. funding interventio in vocational education was primarily

geared toward broad concerns of the Mork society. ,During this time,

vocational education was basically devoid of humanistic _characteristics

in that the intention was to mold persons (via training) into behaviors

needed to perform the occupational ekills required by the labor force at

that point in time. The belief-that society, in the first place, was
.

, -...

lippoled to exist for people,and not the other way 'around, was not
. f .

extant nor given serious consideration during this period ::of our

nation's history. Winstead,, every person was to find his [her] place .in

society and to sublimate their career aspirations in the interest of

perceived needs of'society)..

Since education is a "service" briented endeavor, it has been

traditionally subservient to the dominate philosophical mood of con-

temporary society. More often than not, society views its institutions

(including education) as ma) ;mechanisms for achievement of its per-

ceived needs. It is imports to recognize that this phenomenon has

resulted in education traditionally assuming a follower-type role and

rarely taking a leadership positipn relative to new directions in our

society. Vocational Oucation is' similar in this regard to the other

components in education. Leaders, in education, those individuals who

are first to perceive ongoing societal changes, are the-ones that call

upon a modification of responses:from .the educational delivery system of

the nation. Because of the complexity and diversity of American society,
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true trends are sometimes very difficult to distinguish from the many

fads and panas, usnAlly accampanied:by their self-defeating jargonize,

that seems to be plaguing American education.

Enter Career Education

Unfortunately, vocational education has not been spared. During .

the mid 60's and early 70's, vocational education was virtually over-

whelmed with "career education. ", During this time', some vocational

educators were quietly working toward development of a broad kind of

vocational education expoused by the Vocational Education Act of 1963

and its successor, the Vocational Education Amen ents of 1968. It was

indeed a "career" oriented form of education, and was in progress long

before the term .was bantered about by certain national education author-

1 ,

:7>itiet. Its exposal at the federal level, and the resultant publicity

received by it before solid conceptualization of career education could

take place, produced an outbreak of efforts throughout the nation to

inaugurate career education programs, many of which were abortive. It

is not too harsh' to state that many, if not most, of these efforts were

pArilIN,conceived that failure was virtually assured at their onset. In

many places, vocational funds were diverted into endeavors identified as

"career eduCation" programs but in fact were nothing more than slight

modifications of what these institutions were previously doing but under,

other titles. The "game" was a variety of entrepreneurship where names

of programs were changed to fit the latest jargon. While this was not

true in. some places', it most certainly was in many. In the meantime,

the conceptualization of new modes for preparing persons for occupations

quietly moved toward implementations that resulted in substantive

improvements in vocational guidance and job preparation practices. As
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wA

the glitter associated with the term career education gradually began to

.fade,..the real conseptualizers in vocational guLdance and'cccupational

education continued to work with a minimum cf fanfare toward the design,

development, and implementation of viable career education type curricula.

Many of these progiams will _ikely appear under other names however,

since( the term carver education flixe previcus slogans) has lost its

impact mo.ch of its public attractiveness

And Then, Competency -Based Vc;:aticnal Education

Competency -based voca,iloral both fcr students and
,

teachers, gained some !impetus 19:70'.s az ca.eer education

began msving toward its nadir This Arend was in response to a number

of perceived needs, 7-:it nctahly amsrg them being a demand for increased

accountability education Assc.:iated with the piateauing of spending

for education in t' 1970's was increased cOmpetition fir funds, and

competen-y-based edusation was vlowed by some as a basis upon which

funding decisisns could be made :ts thrust in vssational education is

indicative of the ent_re s:mpetercy-based education movement,

Vscatisral eau:at-sr. :s dseoly competency-based

education- As waT4 tte lass w th -areer cd 4caricn, considerable-effort

had been expended :n a :tanner by a number if reputable vocational

educators before the elsganwas drawn ts the atrent.sn of the public at

large. About 71 percent_ :f 783'teasher education institutions had,

become involved with scmpeten:y-based teacher educatlor by 1973,

(Massanari, 1973i, and some 40 states bad 'indicated tome activity

related to c...:.mpeten:y-based f:1 vocational teachers by

that same year.
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An'indication of the present status of competency-based education

fpr preparing people for occupations is the position taken by the

American Vocational Association' when it went on record as encouraging

various vocational services "to,investigate the potential of competency

testing to validate the occupational' qualifications of vocational stu-

.dents and teachers (AVA, 1973). Advocates of competency-based voca-

''s..
. .

.

tional teaching believe its incorporation into the profession would be

a major step toward increased professionalization of vocational teachers.

Shold such validation be possible, it indeed would bd boon to voca-

tiobal education. But there are non-positive factors to be considered

as we , most important of which is the impossibility of validation.

This is being included in vocational teacher education in some

states and they are moving toward adopting some new certification

mechanisms that, in the opinion of this writer, may end up being

inferior to the ones being replaced. In those places where such

mechaniSms are introduced, preservice and inservice vocational teacher

preparation may become ,politicized and deprofessionalized (a result

opposite to original exp tati s)

A second factor that leads many to oppose competency-based teaching

is that many researchers believe validation of teacher competencies is

beyond the present state of the art (Barro, 1972).

A final factor which must be faced is that many,(if not the major-

ity) of teachers strongly dislike competency-based teaching and are

fearful of how it will be used in evaluating-their praCtices. This fact

itself is sufficient reason to insist that we restrict efforts in this

very difficult area of inquiry to carefully conducted research.
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The occupational preparation aspects of vocational education are in

the throes of competency-based educatiOn. Where this movement might end

up, and its possible overall, effect on vocational guidance and °coupe-

?
tional,education should be of considerable'concern to the professionals

in the field, A most important danger relative to competency-based

vocatignal'education is its distinct possibility for damaging the

teaching p2OfessiOn. As stated earlier, teachers feel considerably

threatened by this movement and are resisting its entry into their

.schools. The teaching profession is preventing its adoption on a large

scale basis in many places already and there are moves afoot in some

places to stop it entirely, while others are altering it such that the

threat to teachers will be minimized. In short, the profession appears

to be successfully resisting the full-fledged entry of competency-based

efforts into vocational preparation at the present time.

The Dual Vocational Education System

The nation already has a dejure dual vocational education delivery

system. One part of the dichotomy consists.of a large conglomeration

of vocational institutions (with considerable diversity within it),

which include comprehensive high,schools, area vocational schools,

.community- junior colleges, private junior colleges, technical institutes

and post-secondary vocational institutes, proprietary schools, and senior

colleges and universities. This represents a considerable effort with a

total enrollment of almost 10.5 million students in 1971 and expenditures

amounting to about 2.07 billion dollars (317 million from federal sources

and the remaining lt.75 billion from _state and local funds) (Lerner,

1973). The total of 10.5 million persons enrolled in this effort indi-

cates the magnitude of the public vocational school'involvement with
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occupational preparation. Enrollment and expenditure figures for the

pppriktary schools are not available, bu4 would almost certainly

increase the total number of vocational students by at least an addi-

tional oneor two million. -

The other side of this duality is the delivery system previously

provided by the Manpower and Development Act pf 1962. The major vehicle

is now the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973

(PI L. 93-203). Enrollments emanating from this effort totaled about

233 thousand in 1962, of which about133 thousand found post-training

employment. Thesetfigures do not indicate the duration of such employ-

ment, an important consideration since a large proportion of these

enrollees were classified as disadvantaged and hard to train and employ.

The total enrollment for Department of Labor occupational prepara-

tion efforts rose to almost 1.6 million in 1972, with about 2.7 billion

federal dollars committed to the effort during that year. It is clear

that the federal government has invested heavily in this aspect of

occupational preparation. Why are more federal funds spent in this

effort than the total amount spent by state, local, and federal sources

for the "other" vocational programs? While there is no direct answer,

an implicit one is found when the enrollee characteristics are examined.

The Most obvious characteristic's are the high proportion of non-

Caucasian enrollees d the proponderance of persons whose educational

level is below high school completion. The number of older enrollees

(i.e., 45 and older) is disappointingly low however. These character-

istics indicate the work and training programs sponsored by Department

of Labor sources have been aimed at the disadvantaged and, hard to employ

sectors of the labor force. Since appropriations have continued to be

(.4
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substantial for these efforts, via the Comprehensive Employment and

Training Act of 1973 appropriations, it seems safe to assume that the

Congress feels the high cost per enrollee is, in the long run, "wortil

the money."
a

One can expect these kinds of efforts to continue and they, may

likely expand as well. This apparently is a fait accompli: some of the

hard-to-deal-with vocational students have been moved' nto special

programs that fall outside the rubric of the traditional kinds of,Voda-T

- tional institutions' listed in the preceding paragraph. In actuality,,

it isn't a case of vocational schools "losing" some of their clientele--

A
they never addressed themstives, tither through vocational counseling or

job preparation, to the kinds of people absorbed by the Department of.

Labor's work and training programs. But many public' vocational school

leaders view the trend with some alarm, perhaps because they fear this

trend might be expanded in the future to inclpde some of the more tradi-

tional kinds of vocational students. On the other hand, some observers

of vocational education do not perceive this as a serious threat. But

there is some reason to suspect that dissatisfaction with the way tradi-

tional vocational institutions have responded to non-traditional prob-

lems may have encouraged the passage of special legislation like MDTA of
1

1962 and CETA of 1973 in the first place. Perhaps greater, attempts on1

the part of both elements in the dual system.to more completely under-
.

stand *let the other is about will ease the tendencies toward mutual
vr,

ax.
I

suspit4on. The fact is, both elements of the duality are very much in

evidence and remain an integral part of the occupational preparation

delivery,system; and now direct attempts to sepve the vocational guidance ,

and training needs of the populatibn in the optimum manner Oputually in

n
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some cases, separately in others) should take precedence over all other

concerns. Vocational guidance services need to be used much more

extensively by both, especially in the new Department of Labor sponsored

efforts.

Varieties of. Vocational Organizations

Itis interesting to examine the kinds oforganizations found in

the vocational educational delivery syStem which is blessed with con-

siderable diversity. These organizations can be categorized in a number

of ways, the most common ones being by: (a) type of control; (b) level

of instrudtion; (c) kind of institution. If one should so desire, othek

rationales can be used for categorization of these organizations with

very little difficulty, but these appear to be the most common.

Identifying vocational organizations by type of control results in

a trichotomy: (a) public; (b) private--non profit; (c) proprietary.,

The public element is by faf the most important, both in terms of impact

upon society and financial investment in its activities. The remaining

two components within this trichotomy (i.e., private non-profit and

proprietary) are experiencing funding and enrollment difficulties

ranging in-severity from impending bankruptcy on one hand to a year to

year bare-bones kind pf survival on the other. In spite of much rehto-

ric and some attempts to find ways to funnel public funds into these

kinds of vocational organizations-, not many puW.ic dollars (compara-

tively speaking) have gone to their treasuries and the financial condi-

tion of these schools wal clearly worse in the mid 1970's than was the

case in the previous decade.

,
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'The categorization of vocational organizations acCording'to

instructional level also r6sults.in a trichotomy: .(1) secondary;

(2) post-secondary; (3) adult andcontinuing education. .During the

decade from the mid 1960's to.the mid 19'$0's program enroll-
.

ment in each of these lgrels i ncreased at fas r rates than correspond-
,

enrollment-s in other forms of education (i.e.', general and aca emicf.

Post- secondary growth gained considerable impetus through the community-
\

junior colleges and area vocational tchoOls, since there was a sharp

increase in the number of these institutions during the decade under

examination. The relatively silent component in the trichotomy is adult

and continuing education. Furthermore, it is not4otttirely appropriate

4
to consider this as a level of education as offerings within the rubric

of adult and continuing education range in level from the basic to the

most advanced. There is a very great need to provide reasonably easy

career changing opportunities, with strong undergirding by extensive

vocational guidance services, for large segments of the work force every
*

year from now on into the long term future. No serious concerted effort

on a widespread basis has ever been'madein this direction, and up to

now, many persons have had to "bungle" their way out of one career into

f another without benefit of good vocational guidance services and other

public or institutional assistance. The need for professional help in

Making career transitions is greater now. than ten years ago and will '

reach almost crisis proportions in the next decade, and society can no

. longer afford to ignore this phenomenon.: No one has taken a major

initiative to date and it will be interesting to seI if any of the

public school organizations listed above' will respond in some fashion to

-
y
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this vital need. It.appears most likely that legislation such as the

ComprehensiVe Employment and Training Act of 1973 will provide such

services for some of those in need of them.

A third way,to categorize vocational Organizations is by institu-

tional type. ThekindsOf institutions can be broken down into the

kinds previousl listed. Using thiS approach permits convenient.

'clustering of hools into such categories for the purpose of. funding,

r
student admissions, and regionalization. Identifying them in this

manner also eases the task of establishing coniortba and other coordina-
,

a

'pion-and-cooperative mechanisms.

Source-of Leaderg in Vocational Guidance and Occupational education

No large nationwide study of leadership endeavors has been made up

to now, and a number of ambitious and carefully planned inquiries into

this subject should be instituted soon., Some pfthe major questions

begging for.answers includA (1) Do the traditional requirements

releating to certification affect the kind of leadership available in

vocational education? Does it indeed keep out the "incompetent" dilly or

does it also.prevent certain desirable leader -types from coming into

,..

vocational eduCation at ail? Furthermore, does.it even succeed in

a '*

excluding
4
the incompetent? "(2). How well are the vocational teacher-

.

administrators training institutions preparing leaders? (3) What are

the backgrounds of the,most significant leaders in vocafiona guidance

and occupational education? With regard to the third'q es
4

, a bio-

graphic study of 50 recognized vocational leaders could pro ide a rich

base of data and information from which vocational leadership can be

more intensively studied and ultimately better understood. ) What

.

4,

*.'
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about vocational guidance? How can its status in all areas of occupa-

tional preparation be elevated so that the need for such persons is more

strongly felt in-order that more of them would be utilized?,

Many more questions can be.posed but these are the central °Iles,

and research based answers to them would enfighten the entire field of

occupational preparation in this most critical matter of leadership.

All too often, leadership positions, are vested with persons who have

learned to "tow the line," and to conform-Ito the, traditional constructs

of vocational education. A proponderanctliof such individuals and the
...

absence of maveriCk types in leadership"positions will ensure high.

levels of traditionalism in the profession and.bankrupt leadership (in

terms of innovative ideas and approache;) will be extant.

4,

)
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12. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR THE 80's:
SOME CONSIDERATIONS*

ti

Introduction

o
Every social system has embodied within it a device akin (but not

completely identiC41) to the biological negative feedback mechanism

called homeostasis (Dubos,'1972). Adaptive responses (which can be con-

sidered analogous to negative feedback) become operative when a disturb-

ance occurs within the system, which seek to restore the equilibrium of

the biological system. At first glance, it would se such an adjustive

type response would be good. While this is true in the immediate sense,

it also has certain long term disadvantages. One of he major dangers

associated with homeostasis is the adjustments are addressed to the

immediate impingement upon the syttem, while the long range effect of

the homeostasis response itself may be less than beneficial. For

example, the appearance of scar tissue, as an adjustment to the body's

early repair to an organ injury, while an appropriate emergency response

at the time the dangerous injury occurred, may impede the normal func-

tion of that organ later on. A phenomena similar to biological homeo-

stasis occurs in vocational education. It is displayed in the manner in

which the present delivery systems in vocational education function,

where the traditional mode is to provide occupational preparation first

and job placement second. While this approach was highly appropriate in

the past, it is becoming increasingly dysfunctional in modern society.

As it becomes more'. evident that jobs frequently change in nature and

people change jobs more often than was the case just a few years ago,

-

Extracted from classroom lectures, Fall 1974.
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vocational educators need to become more aware of the inappropriateness

of the present delivery system--half or more:of vocational graddates

don't-go into the occupational areas for which they were prepared. The

adaptive response to this dilemma is of critical concern to American

education. Will the homeostasis -like response be a "out out the

bleeding" variety (i.e., Quick short-sighted training) with resulting

"scar tissue" (resulting in training for jobs that are not best for the

individual or are.unavailable) that will impede the vocational delivery

system it meant to help in the first place? Or, will it be a new

delivery mode, more rational and less homeostasis like? A logical

adjustment would be a new delivery system (called the universal college)

where (Gilli, 197!-) :

1. through careful guidance and. counseling, and its various

mechanisms of testing, interviewing, and consistent individual

evaluation, each person would be advised into a curriculum of

occupational clusters most appropriate for his constellation

of talents and interests while simultaneously dealing with the

realities of the labor market;

2.2, the student would spend as much'time delving into the general

and cognitive elements of that occupational cluster as he can

profit from (judged jointly by himself, his teachers, and other

appropriate professional-support persons such as counselors);

3. upon reaching that point in his de'velopment, and with the

-( direct assistance of professionally trained job coordinators,

the student would be connected with an employer and a job con-

gruent with his interests and abilities;
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4:, determination by the job coordinator and student and the new

employer of those speCific skills and tasks needed by the new

worker on that job;

5. return of-the student to a skill center type of environment

where those skills deemed necessary for initial job entry wOuld

be mastered;

6. conscious provision for repeatability of. any part or all of the
0

cycle desCribed above whenever needed any worker.

The above strategy for preparing people for vocations is more than

a homeostasis type of response in that accomodations are made for'imme-

diate dysfunctions while simultaneously providing an environment con-

ducive for long term career development of each individual. It appears

to be among the most constructive, adaptive responses vocational educa-

tion can make to the ever changing parameters associated withIjob _

reqUirements and styles, and interests.,of people.

The big question is will happen this-way in the future? The

prediction here is yes, but first on a e limited exemplary program

basis. The approach is sufficiently conoclastic to warrant careful

I
. 0

esting before its wholesale adopt on.

Along with a host of other Lifficulties, vocational educators run

e danger of failing to pro de the services needed by people in

eneral while simultaneo ly failing to. -affect the decision making of

the three generic power groups in the United States (i.e., the military,

the politicians, and the industrial conglomerates). Vocational educa-

tionmay ell find the world of education and vocationaltraining

passing it by while its leaders engage in a flurry of directionless

kirmishes4Vith others for funds'and the where-with-a 1 for provision of

eA
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vocational services. Such internal battles serve to. inhibit creative

approaches to modern vocational education problems, since only the old

and conservative methods tend to be retained while the dissension con-
t of

tinues. Are the traditional public vocational schools (secondary and

post secondary) destined to'become educational dinosaurs? If vocational

4

education fails on both counts (i.e., in providing vocational services

and also in affecting the decision makers within the three generic

groups listed above), the present form Q.f vocational education may

indeed qualify itself for a place in the museum of educational relics

and will become an array of memorabila of the way education "used to be

in the old days."

Replacing "Fads" with Research ed Programs

Why must education always be subjected to fads? Vocational educa-

tion s no exception. Witness the onslaught of career education and

competency-based vocational education upon the profession. Does a pro-

fession turn to fads, rather than well designed, tested, and evaluated

research endeavors, in search of its future directions because of a lack

of original ideas of its own? Why is education so susceptible while

other professions, 'such as medicine and law, are much more recalcitrant

about incursions into their professional performances? It's hard

believe that the lack of new ideas is central to this susceptabiIlity.

Does it have Something to do with the overzealous attempts of some

educators to capture the attention of society in general and the educa-

tional world in particular? The glibness with which such fads are taken

on and later shedded bodes ill for the profession. A new idea is not

necessarily a good one--it ought to be subjected to rigorous examination,

analysis, field-testing, and reanalysis to.see whether jt doei in fact

`71
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offer a significant and positive contribution to the profession and. its

clientele. Th ediction made here is that certain islands of innova-

tion will develop in vocational education in the next decade. These

will be associated with investigations and research based experiments

of the most excellent design--most likely contractual consortia between

universities having considerable research facilities and expertise at

their disposal and ,(veral vocational institutions (such as community-

junior colleges and area vocational schools). They will be the places

in which certain fad-type ideas will be subjected to rigorous testing in

r

order to accurately assess their usefulness to vocational students in

particular and vocational education in general. Associated with them

will be attempts to deal with the problem of diffusing ,newly found to

be acceptable principles, practices, and ideas to the other (i.e., 'non-

..experimenting) institutions. It will call upon the organization of a
4:

special research- oriented field service effort, where the researchers

would go out to the vocational schools and work with students, adminis-

trators, and faculties there on a long term basis for the purpose of

impregnating the curriculum with worthwhile innovations. Substantial

funding is required for such endeavors. Will it happen? Exemplary

programs and other forms of experimentation in vocational education will

likely be conducted on a limited c' asis. Sorely needed is vocational

education legislation not unlike the Hatch Act for agriculture 4ck in

lc
the late 19th century. Such legislation, if properly drafted and

implemented, would provide for at least one vocational experimental

-center in most of the larger states. *Although there is risks of some

redundancy in such efforts, such a glove would provide a mechanism for

experimentation with a diversity of approaches to certain generic ideas
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in vocational education. The prediction here is that several states,

those Fortunate enough to have a group of influential and farsighted

vocational leaders in their regions, will succeed in ,pooling certain

federal and state monies for conduct of such endeavor

A problem viewed as a serious one by many, is th= dilution of

vocational funds by the incursion of peripheral activities, and this

trend is likely to continue. Most notable will be inro ds made by

educators from the areas of guidance, industrial' arts, eer develop-

ment, and vocationally related general educatiOn. It app ars that each

of the above groups will succeed in acquiring greater amo is of alloct-

tions from the overall vocational education fund, while the t tal amount

of monies appropriated will remain essentially stabilized. The bvious

net result, of course, will be a reduction of monies allocated to the

vocational programs themselves. Is this a good. or a bad ,trend?

probably will exert at least a restraining effedt on traditional v ca-

tionot program developments per se. On the other hand, some of the e

peripheral activities in the future, may serve as a Catalyst, or even a

vehicle, for the spread of the new type of vocational education already

alluded to in the early paragraph's of this paper.

Funding

Vocational education has several other sets of major problems. One

relates to federal funding and the direction it may take in the future

(i.e., categorical funding, revenue sharing, or some.blend of these two

types); a,second relates to state funding, which in most states is being

used as a vehicle for increasing demands for cooperative-consortium

wocatianal efforts in the interest of maximizing vocational opportunities
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for its citizens while hopefully minimizing duplicative and redundant

efforts. Another set of problems is related to funding at the local

level, and is intricately tied in with real estate taxation, which is

being. increasingly viewed as a nonviable. mechanism for obtaining funds

for purposes such as education. A trend is afoot where local contribu-

tions will be stabilized or even reduced, while the states will ,increase

their expenditures for vocational education to makeup for reduced local

monies. Added to the need for increased state funding is the likelihood
4

that the federal share of the total appropriations for vocational educa-

tion will stabilize or even gradually reduce. State support for voca-

tional education will likely become the major type of support for

vocational education.in the future. This is evident from trends during

the past ten years (see Lerner, 1973). Will it be an improvement over

existing funding? In my states (i.e., those with strong and respected

leaders±b in vocational education)., the overall condition of vocational

education will be improved by such efforts. In other states (i.e.\\,,

those already suffering from vocational education leadership of mediocre

quality), vocational education Rey not successfully compete for its

share of the state dollars, and a reduction in the auantity and quality

of vocational education may result. Looking at the nation as a whole,

it appears that vocational education will not capture the imagination of -

the citizens, any more than it has in the past. There will be some

shuffling around--some states gaining while others are losing--with a

net effect of little or no change. If a wider acceptance of'vocational'

education is to come about, its mode of preparing people for occupations

. must change to one similar to that described in the early paragraphs of

of this paper. However, it is difficult to see such'a drastic revision
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of the profession taking place without the introduction of a strong

legislative mandate, which of itself would tend to usurp the entire.

vocational education movement, and would be,considered undesirable by

most trAditibnal vocational educators:

---4ch of what happens in vocational education, unfortunately,ay
.

be analogous to the homeostasis phenomena, and attempts by vocational

education leaders to adjust the delivery system to the external forces

impinging upon it can result in a scar-ridden system with increasingly

less flexibility as time goes on. The adjustment made in each case will

alter the system just enough to find a new balance, and this will happen

again and again. After a period of years, vocational education will

become a hodge-podge, band-aid type system unless basic changes are

made soon. This will continue until the system becomes (like the

dinosaur) unable to sustain itself and then it will gradually give way

to some other system for occupational preparation. Unfortunately,.true

and maximum changes are most likely to occur When there is no previous

host of traditions to counter. The likely. replacement for this increas-

ingly antiquated system may be a new administrative form of vocational

education by way of a funding vehicle such as the Comprehensive

Empldyment and Training Act of 1973 (CETA). The most viable and innova-

tive forms of vocational education, although.relatively small in number

and influen, can emerge.out of the proposed state university type

experimental center-vocational institution consortia discussed earlier.

These can serve as models for more wideSpread adoption.

A change of style in funding'alFeadyAstarted is likely to continue
. .

well into the 80's. The resultant new.fuhding app ;oadh (Comprehensive
,

1

Employment and TrainingAct of 1973) is more flexible, in that many of

.44
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the constraints in traditional vocational education will have been

shunted, but,as the "new approach" becomes established, rigidities

unique to it will emerge.

Special groups, those in need of other than,traditiOnal attention

relative to vocational education, will continue to be the recipients of

categorical aid (particularly the Vocational Education Amendments of

1968). Included will be funds for limited services to special ethnic

groups, minorities, women, career changers needing income during their

retraining period, and various other identifiable disadvantaged

Americans. Such categorical funding may become increasingly loaded with

an,vray of requirements in order to qualify for 'receipt of monies. The

specificity of these regulations may increase if it is found that

present categorical funds are not being wisely spent for their intended

purposes. Should such specifiCity be carried too far, an outcome oppo-

site to the intentions of the Congress and state legislators may occur,

and this component of the federal effort to support certain aspects of

vocational education may become dysfunctional.

Certain other federal funds, according to this prediction, X11

flow back to the sta es in the revenue sharing mode (presently t ough

the Comprehensive E ployment and Training Act of 1973). Criterid will

be refined by whi h tical units called prime sponsors (comprised of

towns, cities, counties or some combination thereof serving populations

in excess of 100,000) can singularly or together qualify for such fun

/
The unique eleinent within this approach, and extremely threatening toN

. )

many vocational education leaders throughout the nation, is that con

of these. funds will be vested with the political governing officials in

the designated primary sponso units. Furthermore, these leaders, in;......,\
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con ction with their governing and advisory boards will have the

authority to establish new structures by which the funds can be allo-

cated and dispersed. It is conceivable, (and even likely), that in some

places, the governing officials may decide to bypass the existing,public

vocational school systerri, and contract for such services with one or

moreenew educational configurations. While this alternative appears tcx

be'radical and even iconoclastic, it is quite likely to take the place ,h1,

of the entrenched ultra-traditional vocational systems presently found

in some places.

It appears that the Congress is disenchanted with the 'Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare regarding educational matters. This

jaundiced view of HEW's capabilities is likely to continue, thereby

providing additional impetus to the revenue sharing approach. Although

a strong case for special exception to this approach has been made for

vocational education by several of its national leaders in recent years,

it is predicted these allocations (i.e., for vocational education) will

also be largely in the form of revenue sliaring. The idea of categori-

cal funding for vocational education,- with the exception of those for

very special groups cited in an earlier paragraph, may well become an

outmoded approach to vocational ation financing. While the

i,Department of Health, Educa on, and Ware becomes less viewed as a

conduit for vocational funds in the years ahead, the Department of

Labor will becOme increasing y more successful in procuring such funds,

wIchwill strengthen the al eady existing dual system of vocational

education described in a foll wing paragraph. Therefore, it appears

that federal funding for vocational dtica ion and training the

future will arriye via the twq,mai ondus of (a) revenue sharing

';
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legislation via the Department of Labor (presently the Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act of 1973),; and, the Department o5 ftealth,

Education and Welfare source, (presently the.y.oeational Education

Amendments of 1968), which may be reduced or even,eliminated: The pre-

diction bodes well for those who desire a new approach to vocational

education, but is a harbinger of difficult times ahead for the

traditionalists.

The Dual System

it
A bifurcation of the vocational services system which began in

1962 with passage of the Manpower Development and Training Act, has

made a significant impact. There has been some debate over the ultimate

effect of this movement to vocational education as a whole,, and its

clients. The predictions vary from those of the "doomsday' variety, to

highly optimistic conjectures abdut monumental improvements in voca-

tional education. It does appear certain that the phenomenon will

indeed4 alter the delivery system of vocational education and its allied

services.

The resultant distortion in the vocational delivery system can

produce an overall improvement in the long run, especially for persons

beyond the usual school attendance age (over 30), whO are in need of

special attentionland benefits. The approach to supplying some Linen-
'

cial subvention to adult st dents, a practice now in effect, (although

in a vary inadequate form), via several of the programs included in the

Comprehensiv EmployMent and Training Act of 1973, may well be con-

idered mo

I N
flnanc. 1 support for such persons will likely be inaugurated well

.

befor 1980. The rationale behing this variety of income subsilization

seriously for mid-career changing adults. Substantial

.
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,..

is akin to the principle of.sabbaticals.presently extant in the t

k
aching,

profession. While. this may be costly, estimates run as.. high as five.

percent of the Gross National ProdUct each-year, it seems reasonable to

expect that the accrued behefits'in terms opersonal happiness and con-
(1

,

tinued economic productivity of the recipients, is sufficient reason for ,.-
the government to support_aUrge scale investment of this nature.

The further ekpansion of vocational delivery efforts by Department

,

of Labor funds can effectively contain the public vocational institutions
q -. ,

to those activities in which they are now involved, and new endeavors .

will emanate from the other funding sources. It is predicted that mcist

vocational education and training for adults will eventually fall `within

'the rubric of. the Department of Labor thrust, thereby ciys6.lizing the

dichotomy alluded to above.

.1- , 46. ,
1Vocational Education Institut ns

*.

Several types of schools w 1 likely maintain\their present level

and icind of involvement with vocational-education into the 80's. Senior

ct

.

Colleges and4iversities will probably continue Is the major vehicle

for the professional preparation of- teachers 1,c, administrators, a .

".1/;

4 4-

altktough the manner in which the task is ay undergo clhange.
zir 44

Another important function of senior collegds, particularly state
.

grtiversities, will be an increased emphasis on the nduct of basic and
-

applied research relating to vocational education. ltholp there has

been considerable research of significahce in vocatio al education

now, the translation ings inteworiable applica ionsfor the

practitioner teacher and intoechanism-s-has beep notab y ignored.

Thcr state -owned Colleges in most places have been ndergoing
1,

51ransition 'from 'teacher colleges" type institutions, to general i(urpose

1*.10,:q
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0 students:- One cannot help but suspect that many local scboo

ities and decision makers agree,with this statement, as indicated by, the

,

1168

ive

and liberal arts oriented type schools since the fifties. The movement

16,
an which the state univergOies will increase their emphasis on graduate

studies and research aspects of vocational education while reducing

. their undergraduate studies in this area, will further encourage the

state-owned colleges to become more inyolved with undergraduate voca-

1tional teacher education.

Changes of major magnitude In the public community-junior colleges
4

and area vocational schools are anti i ated. Although a widespread

trend toward incorporation of the an'tefersal college concept alluded to

earlier is not expected for another decade or , decisive movements in

that direction, as well as sharing of faculty, f 'lities, courses, and

,oprogranis are in the offing. A harbinger pf this turn of events is the

establishment of Orious coordinating boaxis for educational secliXces

in several states. Although the community junior colleges and area

vocational schools do have components w thin their respective institu-

tional philo6ophies that are dissimilar, their,difterences are more
.

often complimentary than contradictory'. Because of this, thdse two

types of institutions may be forded into organizational amalgams that

can become viable mechanisms for the provision of a rich constellation

of voational'programs and Associated services for adolescents and young'-

adults. Once-such amalgams are,commonplacelnd it is expected that

they will be by 1980, the adoption of the universal college idea will

then become a relatively.naturaltransition.

The comprehensive high schools,-in many places, are presently

falling short of meeting the vocational needs of a majority of their
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rapid growth of the area vocational schools, whose avowed purpose is to

provide vocational education( In view of this development, such second-

ary schools will become increasingly concerned with the academic,

nonvocational type subjects, a the public will come to rely increas-

ingly more on area vocational sch is for provision of vocational
..

.

programs and kindred service n other words, there Will be a continu-

ation of the trend to separate ocational education out of the general

purpfte type secondary schO cgs and into their own institutions. The

philosophic debate relative to separatism in education will reach a new

cendo, although the overal tune will be the same. During this

time, some well designed researc into the merits and dangers of separa.T.

tism between vocational and academic education will be conducted. Hope-

\1.111y, the findings of these research endeavors will contribute to

knowledge about where vocational students would be better off. There is

c. some basis now to suspect that vocational students enjoy greater satis

faction and hapPiness when they are partialed'out of the total educa-

tional sys into a special sub-system purposely oriented to serving

vocatidnal stude (Gilli, 1974).
41.

The most profound institutional changes predicted in the next&

decade will probably occur in the. private school sector. Both secondary

and post- secondary private schools will be reduced in numbers to the-.

point wheke their impact, a--liocational education will become

bly small. In spite of the rhetoric about private a ridtary

sch ol vocational education and their training poss bilitie most f
e

the e'institutions are not and will not become financially viable. Even

thb operated by the large learning corporatiOns, with large sources of

Li.'mane behind them, will abandon most, if not all, of their efforts in

4
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the field of vocational education as the possibility of making these

endeavors profitable dwindles. Continued and consistent injection of

public funds into vocational education will prohibit the proprietary
/

schools from ever effectively competing with the public sector,

resulting'in,most of them disappearing from the educational scene in the

next decade.

People to be Served

Theoretically, the majority of Americans should have direct contact

with vocational education and related services at least several times

during their lives. If public vocational education were universalized,

which is visualized as an idealized'form of vocational education by

some, then virtually everyone would encounter some facet of vocational

education as early as their secondaryschool years. At tiw present

time, the proponents of this position*see vocational educatioh as a

panacea for several of the ailments that seem to be creatingdiffi-

culties for secondary schools. Most pronclunced among these, is the fre-

quently heard statement that American high schools fail to bring adoles-
1 ,\
1

cents to terms with pcial and occupational realities. Those who '

advocate universalization of vocational education, and some other educa-

tors as well, urge that studies of the natnre.Of dccupations*bemade an

_sintegral.part ofthe school curriculum in the same manner that social .f*.

studies, American and state44istories, and English have become. Should

thisfind acceptance in the American high school, then vocational educa-

tion woed ihdeed, became truly impregnated into the rubric of the

nation's educational system.
_ ..

While tht concept of career development Will likely gain increased.

. -,

acceptanCe in, both elementary and higH schools, the chances of moving it
t

i iff
, I . I

e PI G
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from the guidance-counseling stage into actual courses and programs

dealing with skill development and training on a universal basis, will

encounter resistance. Why is this so? Ihere are a,multitUde of factors

contributing to the general reluctance to universalize -jocational educe.-

tion in the secondary schools. The.publfo at large has yet to embrace

the belief that within the rubric cf vcoational_education, are studies

that are useful for most persons. Many parents continue, in spite of

the enlightened philosophy of :-recant day vocational educatio ,,tp

hesitate eirmarking even a small pertion of theLr children's secondary

school csursework for vocational educar..sn elements unless, cr it

is abundantly Clear rc them that their-offsprIng is not likely tc sue-

Geed in finding entry into sre cf the professions tating this
P

`phenomenon in a mere direct manner, most parents and therefore t1eir

, ---,

youngsters) continue, to per:efve v.-;catinal education as the "othe

\ ,

alternative"-when they have "given up" on breaxirg into the ranks Of a
. ,

i 4 i

C
* i

profession.
\

1

this fast. ij_ is likely that i--. The future, seccpdaryIn view

school age persons re-:e:-.ing vccati.-.Nnal edur:ati:n will be those with

demographIc and qu_te srmilar to today's

secondary soh 1 vocatiora: students (i.e,, these who are less likely to
4

)
enter one of the professions)., And, ,,.:ziDce a gereral leveling in the

number oflive4h school age pe:scns is expected eventually (because of the

' l
. . . .

effects cf a downturn in the national' ii very litt'e change.- ih 4, .

. .

. -
4 .

is

P.
Atie number of, youngsters eceis,,ng vocational educati,on /p.rected-. s.vocational

.Several other ctors re fve to thfi matter are also at-*-eork
P, .

,-, r
Figsby there is a -Plia'cr*-tible. .:.rore.ese. in' tee ....inter cf -t-secondary r:40I

.7-
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schcol youngsters enroll:n in vecaticnel offerings- The most important
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public institutions engendering this trend are the community - junior

colleges and area, vocational schools. But, the growth in enrollment in

4 4

these two institutions is'also likely to stabilize soon: Therefore,

this segment of vocational education will not have a long-term growth

effect on vocational education enrollments. Another is the increasingly

greater role played by the Department of Labor. A major change in voca-
1

tional enrollments will be those having to do with mid-career training

and occupational adjustments., Much of this effort will be conducted

under the auspices of the department of Labor funding (such as the

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973) and not through the

now extant public school system. If the history.of previous vocational.

training via the Department of Labor is-a harbinger.in this regard-, then

little involvement of the public vocational schools in these endeavors.

can be expected. But history repeats itself only when no direct f

attempts are mare to alter its course. Should other sources_of voca-

tional funding fail to expand or even mairreeri their present levels

(such as the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 or its successor),

a number of the more entrepreneur-oriented public schools may aggres-

sively seek Department of Labor, funding: It will be interesting to

observe what aongitudinal effect such e rnal funding (i.e., outside

e

the traditional state department of education conduit} will have upon

these schools.

The dual\delivery system i1 vocational education witl reflect

itself most obviously .in the manner people, are served. Thepublic'voCe-
,

tional'schools will continue to address themselves to traditional sec-

ondary and post-secondary youth who are'udooled" out of the academic

pre-professional programs: Some of the non-academic oriented youngste4s-_

4

._
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with social or socio-econo difficulties will 'receive special voca-

tional education and training' assistance via Department of Labor funded,

programs. The emerging and most crZtical,phenomenon of changing careers

by the middle aged, which needs, to be accompanied by,gubstintial sub-
ti

sistence paytents.for persons while they are in this transitory stage;

will likely fall within the suhric of Department of abor concerns.

Those less dramatic occupational adjustments (updating and upgrading of

skills), although they may
-
not completely interrupt the employment of

these individuals, will also likely'fall within the responsibilities,of

the Department of Libor. The younger, pre-employment persons will

obtain their vocational educatioA and training through the traditi6nal

school system (secOndary schools, area vocational schools, and"community-
%

junior colleges) while others inneed of vocational education and train-
.

1'

ing will be.served by. the Department of Labor funded programs.

Conclusions

Vocational education stands a chance of achieving greater accept-
.

ance into the American edtication system, as'it adapts al.nyw approach
-----

r ..---

_yluded_to in this paper. It is.now more realistic to Connect people
c

with jobs before prov'g-ions of specific training, because of frequent
,f. .

changes within existing jobs and the cgptinuous emergence and disappear-
,

ance of other jobs. The basic rieponsiLility.of secondary and post-:P.

4
iecondary vocational educators, in cooperation with other important

elemen in the education system, (particularly mocational 4uidance
. . . . .Q .counsel s), is to provide students with an introdudtion to groups of.

°cad tions so as to facilitate ,career decision making. Only after a

m ual- agreement *las been'reached by employer and employee, will speCifie
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training be offered,.at which time it can be directed precisely toward

et

requirements of the job on hand. Guesswork is thereby reduced to a more

acceptable level. , 3-.

The adult portibn of the

will become the major concern
4 .

system--those programs and ac

vocational education

of the other part of

ana training thiust

the dual delivery*

tivities sponsored by Department of Labor

funds. This may indeed become the major element in vocational education

in terms of number of clients and amount of funding; because oPan

anticipated increase in the tempo of career-changing and occupational

adjustments by middle-aged workers. The new vocational education will

touch perhaps upwards of three-fourths of our population by the end'of

the 80's.
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